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I
Introduction

The number of English language learners (ELLs) in U.S. schools is growing rap-
idly. According to the National Center for English Language Acquisition (NCELA) 
(2007) there are over five million English Language Learners (ELLs) enrolled in 
U.S. schools and the number of ELL students has jumped by 57% over the past ten 
years. American public schools face the responsibility of teaching English to an 
increasing population of ELLs and while ensuring these students are equipped to 
meet the current educational standards set for all students.

While there is general agreement on many things for ELLs: the need for high 
standards and achievement expectations and the accessibility of English and the 
core curriculum to ensure academic success, there is also strong disagreement 
on how best to bring about high academic achievement for ELL students. Educa-
tors also differ in opinions on how to best help ELL students obtain high levels of 
proficiency and literacy in English (Crawford, 2000).

These issues deserve careful consideration, especially in the context of the 
convergence of increasing immigration and linguistic diversity trends in the past 
two decades. These complex intersections have created a fertile field for groups 
and organizations that promote the English-only policies in the U.S. Proponents 
of the English-only movement have been particularly effective in influencing 
public opinion on the debate over bilingual approaches for English language edu-
cation by portraying bilingual education as a barrier for immigrant children to 
learn English (Crawford, 2000). In fact, the efforts by advocates of the English-
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only movement have recently resulted in the passage of language policies affect-
ing ELLs in the form of voter initiatives in California in 1998, Arizona in the year 
2000, and Massachusetts in 2002. Those policies have the common characteris-
tic of imposing restrictions or virtually eliminating program alternatives, such 
as bilingual and English as a second language (ESL) programs that may meet 
the diverse and complex needs of English language learners (Crawford, 2000). 
Moreover, those state initiatives restrict the type of instructional approaches and 
professionally accepted methods that schools may employ to meet the needs of 
ELL students by mandating a single approach for the teaching of English. This 
approach, commonly known as Sheltered English Immersion, or SEI is signifi-
cant and complicated by shifting definitions of what SEI should look like in public 
schools (Wright, 2004).

The implementation of the English-only policies in California, Arizona, and 
Massachusetts has also converged at the federal level with the implementation of 
other educational policies. For instance, the No Child Left Behind Act of 2001 
(NCLB) required the inclusion of high-stake achievement testing, state account-
ability programs, and high school exit exams for ELLs. In addition, NCLB holds 
schools accountable for the academic performance of students whose English 
language proficiency is considered to be limited, many of whom are immigrants 
or children of immigrants.

The Case of Arizona

Following the passing of the 1998 English for the Children initiative in California, 
Arizona voters passed Proposition 203 in 2000. Among other things, the propo-
sition stated that“ public schools of Arizona do an inadequate job of educating 
immigrant children, wasting financial resources on costly experimental lan-
guage programs whose failure over the past two decades was demonstrated by 
high drop-out rates and low English literacy levels of many immigrant children” 
(Proposition 203, 2000).

Prop. 203 states that:

All children in Arizona public schools shall be taught English by being taught 
in English and all children shall be placed in English language classrooms. 
Children who are English learners shall be educated through sheltered Eng-
lish immersion during a temporary transition period not normally intended to 
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exceed one year. Local schools shall be permitted but not required to place in 
the same classroom English learners of different ages but whose degree of Eng-
lish proficiency is similar. Local schools shall be encouraged to mix together in 
the same classroom English learners from different native-language groups but 
with the same degree of English fluency. Once English learners have acquired 
a good working knowledge of English and are able to do regular school work in 
English, they shall no longer be classified as English learners and shall be trans-
ferred to English language mainstream classrooms. (Proposition 203, 2000, sec-
tion 15-752)

Proposition 203 significantly restricted or virtually eliminated many educational 
programs available to ELLs, effectively ending local flexibility regarding pro-
gram options for educating ELLs. It prescribed that all ELLs in Arizona be taught 
using Sheltered English Immersion unless they obtained a waiver (Mahoney et 
al., 2005). Proposition 203 also imposed standardized, nationally-normed writ-
ten testing of academic subject matter given in English each year for children 
in grades 2 and higher. Prior to the implementation of Proposition 203, testing 
was not required for students who were not yet proficient in English (Mahoney 
et al., 2005). Nevertheless, before 2008, Proposition 203 did not provide specific 
implementation guidelines for school districts in AZ. Similarly, the implementa-
tion of teacher preparation requirements was not provided in the state until the 
year 2005.

Proposition 203: Arguments Pro and Against

Wright and Choi (2006) point out that there has been a great deal of debate in 
Arizona about the appropriateness and the effectiveness of English-only policy 
for ELL students in the state (Judson & Garcia-Dugan, 2004; Krashen, 2004; 
Mahoney, Thompson, & MacSwan, 2004, 2005; Wright, 2005a, 2005c). Wright 
and Choi (2006) indicate that policy makers have defended these policies by 
claiming that they improve education for ELL students (Horne, 2004; Judson 
& Garcia-Dugan, 2004; U.S. Department of Education, 2004) while scholars, 
researchers, and advocates for ELL students have contested those claims by pro-
viding evidence that those policies may be causing more harm than good (Combs 
et al., 2005; Krashen, 2004; Mahoney, Thompson, & MacSwan, 2004, 2005; Wiley 
& Wright, 2004; Wright, 2004, 2005b, 2005c; Wright & Pu, 2005).
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On one hand, English-only advocates justify English-only policies under the 
assumption that young immigrant children can easily acquire full fluency in a 
new language, such as English, if they are heavily exposed to that language in 
the classroom at an early age (Proposition 203, 2000; Rossell, 2000, 2002; Ros-
sell & Baker, 1996). They assume that if these students are immersed in “English” 
environments, they will have ample opportunities for exposure to that language; 
therefore children should be able to pick up the language very fast (within a time 
span of about one year). Along with the immersion condition, English-only pro-
ponents believe that children need to spend a great deal of time being taught only 
in English and not in their native languages, which is known as the time on task 
condition (Bloom, 1974; Carroll, 1963; Long, 1983). This condition suggests that 
students can master a set of discrete linguistic skills at a faster rate if they are 
taught only in English. As a result, policy-makers have virtually prohibited the 
use of a language other than English for instruction; suggesting that “the default 
approach [to literacy] should be that English language learners learn to read and 
write in English, not in their native tongue” (Rossell, 2002 p. 101).

On the other hand, many researchers believe that these assumptions, 
which are embedded in English-only policies such as Proposition 203, cannot 
be defended on empirical grounds since they present oversimplified represen-
tations of how people acquire another language. For instance, Mahoney et al. 
(2005) point out that the idea that children in an all-English instructional setting 
can become proficient in English within a year’s time is particularly controver-
sial, and plays a key role in the underlying rationale for SEI. Research shows that 
acquiring another language, especially in academic contexts, takes many years 
(Collier, 1987; Hakuta et al., 2000; MacSwan & Pray, 2005). Therefore, research-
ers have questioned the year-long time frame for mastery, calling it both arbi-
trary and unrealistic.

In the particular context of Arizona, Mahoney et al. (2005) concluded that 
“English language proficiency data suggests that students are not achieving Eng-
lish fluency at the rate anticipated by proponents of Proposition 203 and that the 
theory underlying the model is false” (p. 3.17). More importantly, the research-
ers indicate that their findings “…cast doubt on the feasibility of the underlying 
theory of SEI [since] these data indicate that a majority of students did not experi-
ence an increase in proficiency level between 2003 and 2004 when enrolled in SEI 
programs” (Mahoney et al., 2005. p. 3.17). MacSwan and Pray (2005) charge that 
the one-year mastery time frame recommended by English-only proponents is 
not based on scientific evidence or a theoretically defensible framework (Rossell, 
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2002). Consequently, the researchers argue that “…English-only programs may 
inhibit successful learning of academic subject matter” (p. 653).

Criticisms of the underlying assumptions embedded in Proposition 203 have 
also addressed the elimination of a set of language program alternatives for the 
teaching of English. Such programs include Two-Way immersion, Developmental 
Bilingual, Transitional Bilingual, and Newcomer. Researchers argue against the 
assumption that providing instruction in the students’ primary language is a bar-
rier for learning English. Some studies on program effectiveness overwhelmingly 
favor bilingual approaches over English-only approaches; in other cases, stud-
ies have not found significant differences that favor one approach over the other 
(Greene, 1998; Mahoney, MacSwan, & Thompson, 2005; Rolstad, Mahoney, & 
Glass, 2005a, 2005b; Slavin and Cheung, 2005;Willig, 1985;) In this regard Rol-
stad et al. (2005) concludes that

…because the evaluation evidence strongly favors bilingual education over 
English-only alternatives, there would appear to be no rationale for banning 
the former—except those primarily motivated by politics and ideology. Given 
these research findings, it is recommended that Arizona reconsider current 
policies that mandate a single English-only approach for all students (p. 63).

Another point deserving consideration is the realm upon which much of this 
research is founded. Many researchers argue that assumptions such as those 
embedded in Proposition 203 are grounded on prevalent second language acqui-
sition (SLA) research, which places the phenomenon of learning another lan-
guage on the cognitive and psycholinguistic realm only. They argue that those 
theoretical orientations do not account for sociocultural aspects of learning, lit-
eracy, and schooling; nor do they account for larger socioeconomic factors that 
are significant parts of students’ lives. Researchers argue that not placing these 
contextual factors (socioeconomic/political) as central in the study of SLA has 
resulted in a climate for school failure for language minority children; especially 
because of the attribution of their academic failure to low cognitive/academic 
proficiency rather than to inappropriate schooling (Edelsky, 1990; Edelsky et 
al., 1983; MacSwan, 2000; Martin-Jones & Romaine, 1986; Wiley, 1996, 2005). In 
this vein, language policy researchers argue that the debate around English-only 
policies goes far beyond linguistic and educational purposes (McCarty, 2004; 
Wiley, 1996, 2005; Wright, 2004). They contend that because the analysis of 
social, economic, and political issues that pertain to groups associated with low 
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English proficiency has not been relevant in policy-making practices, this hides 
deeper structural social problems.

Yet another group of researchers have documented that many children have 
qualitatively poor instructional experiences and that the quality of those experi-
ences correlate with their English language fluency, their immigrant status, their 
socio-economic status, and their membership in particular cultural communities 
(Gutierrez, Asato, Zavala, Pacheco, & Olson, 2003). These researchers point out 
that national, state, and local reforms have aligned in schools with large numbers 
of children who are learning English. This creates a constraining educational ecol-
ogy, limited in its ability to address the particular needs of these students (Gán-
dara, Rumberger, Maxwell-Jolly & Callahan, 2003; Gutiérrez, et al. 2003;). They 
assert that “the achievement gap between these students and their English-speak-
ing counterparts must be understood, in part, as the outcome of a new educational 
ecology created by recent educational initiatives” (Gutierrez et al. 2003, p. 17).

Problem Statement and the Present Study

Existing research studies focusing on the conditions of English Language Learn-
ers in Arizona prior to and following the passage of Proposition 203 have cen-
tered on program effectiveness and rate of acquisition issues. These studies have 
been conducted using quantitative methodologies drawing from large data sets 
originating from language and achievement test scores from randomly selected 
children from which generalizations about language learning have been made 
(Rolstad, Mahoney, & Glass, 2005). Theoretically, existing research studies in 
this realm have been grounded on SLA orientations that are concerned primar-
ily with cognitive processes of language acquisition and the effects of learners’ 
characteristics on these processes. Despite limitations in the data, such as those 
pointed out by MacSwan and Pray (2005), the focus of research studies in Ari-
zona has not been on individual language learners. Additionally, these studies 
do not take into account the great range of variation in ELL student populations: 
school conditions, teacher preparation and policy implementation across school 
districts. To my knowledge, no study has yet investigated the individual experi-
ences of language learners in Arizona’s public high schools. There is also a lack of 
studies focusing on individuals acting on L2 input and producing L2 output, and 
how these learners are not only situated in specific social, historical, and cultural 
contexts, but how they resist or accept the positions those contexts offer them. 
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Thus, there is a need to focus on the individual language learner and data gener-
ated at the classroom level in light of what current research is suggesting about 
how one learns another language.

My study focuses on the experiences of four recent Mexican immigrant stu-
dents who were beginning to learn English in an urban high school in Arizona in 
the spring term of the year 2008. I chose to implement a qualitative study aimed 
at understanding what learning English in school settings entails for immigrant 
high school students. To accomplish the goal of this study I analyzed language 
practices that took place in the student participants’ English as a Second Lan-
guage classroom and other school contexts through sociocultural approaches to 
the study of language and literacy as the theoretical and conceptual frameworks 
for this study.

Research Question

In order to accomplish the goals of this study, I addressed the following ques-
tions:

What 1. language practices take place in a beginning English as a Second Language 
high school classroom? How do those practices relate to second language 
learning?
What are student participants’ perceptions of what it means to be a successful 2. 
English language learner in high school?
What 3. language practices take place at the institutional level for the teaching of 
English to recent Mexican immigrant students in high school?

Theoretical Framework

The theoretical framework that I incorporated in this study is a sociocultural 
approach to the study of language and literacy, which encompasses theoretical 
and methodological elements of sociocultural theory (situated cognition or socio-
cultural, sociohistorical, or cultural-historical theory), sociology, and anthropology 
(Norton & Toohey, 2001). I chose to rely on elements of these approaches because 
doing so enabled me to depart from deficit views of learning. It also enables me to 
depart from prevailing SLA research theories that center exclusively on cognitive 
and psychological features of learners and learning. Additionally, as Norton and 
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Toohey (2000) point out, the sociocultural theoretical perspective enables me to 
examine individuals not only acting on L2 input and producing L2 output but 
also as people situated in specific social, historical, and cultural contexts. It also 
allows me to articulate how they resist or accept the positions these contexts offer 
them.

Methodology

I used interpretative research methodology for this study, which incorporates sev-
eral techniques for data collection and data analysis. The term interpretive refers 
to the whole family of approaches to participant observational research (i.e. eth-
nographic, qualitative, participant observational, case study, interactionist, phenom-
enological, etc.). Although these are all slightly different, they are all concerned 
with human meaning in social life and in its elucidation and exposition by the 
researcher (Erickson, 1986).

The purpose of this study was to generate an understanding of four recent 
Mexican immigrant students’ English learning experiences through the analysis 
of their perspectives and actions as they occurred in specific social contexts. Bor-
rowing from Miller’s (2003) methodological framework I chose the interpreta-
tive research methodology because it met the following criteria: (1) it allows the 
researcher to look at the social and cultural salience of language use; (2) to reveal 
contextual features in local settings since the local context helps us understand 
particular social conditions which make communication possible; (3) to incor-
porate an emic perspective (see Erickson, 1986); and (4) it allows for “ongoing 
flexibility in the data collection and analysis, drawing from whatever fields prove 
productive for the project” (Miller, 2003, p. 15).

Organization of the Dissertation Study

This dissertation is divided into 6 chapters. In chapter one I present an 
introduction to this study. Chapter two is comprised of a literature review and a 
description of the theoretical and conceptual frameworks that guided this disser-
tation. In chapter three I provide a description of the methodology, data sources, 
and data analysis procedures I used to address my research questions. Chapter 
four includes a display of relevant data that contextualizes the interpretation of 
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the findings of the study. These findings are based upon a description of events 
that occurred during the teaching of English in the classroom that served as the 
research site. Chapter five gives the findings of this dissertation. Finally, chapter 
six includes conclusions and recommendations for further study resulting from 
this study.





II
Literature Review, Theoretical 

Framework & Conceptual Framework

Part 1: Literature Review

English Language Learners in Secondary 
Schools: Demographics and Academic Trends

The linguistic landscape in U.S. schools has changed dramatically in the last 
three decades. According to the U.S. Department of Education (2007) the num-
ber of school age children (ages 5–17) who spoke a language other than English at 
home increased from 3.8 million to 10.6 million (the equivalent of 9% to 20% of 
students) between 1979 and 2005. Within that group, the majority of school-age 
children who spoke a language other than English at home spoke Spanish (62%). 
Based on census data, the National Clearinghouse for English Language Acquisi-
tion (NCELA, 2002) indicated that in 2000-2001 more than 460 languages were 
spoken in U.S. schools nationwide.

The data indicate that Spanish was the native language of the great majority 
of students whose language proficiency was considered to be limited (79.2%), fol-
lowed by Vietnamese (2%), Hmong (1.6%), Cantonese (1%), and Korean (1%). In 
2005, 42% of public school students were considered to be part of a racial or ethnic 
minority group, which represents a significant increase from 22% of students in 
1972. (U.S. Department of Education, 2007).

The growth in the proportion of students who were Hispanic between 1972 
and 2005 is particularly high. In 2005, Hispanic students represented 20% of pub-
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lic school enrollment, compared to only 6% in 1972. In addition, the proportion of 
public school students who were Hispanic increased more than the proportion of 
students who were members of other minority groups (U.S. Department of Edu-
cation, 2007).

Immigration and languaje learner students. NCELA (2002) reported that 
from 2000-2001, 1,127,172 immigrant students enrolled in PreK-12, about 2.4% 
of total enrollment. As a result, the growth in the share of the immigrant child 
population has been accompanied by a rise in the need for language services for 
children who have been considered to have limited proficiency in English in U.S. 
schools (Ruiz de Velasco & Fix, 2000).

In an analysis of immigration and the No Child Left Behind Act, Capps, 
Fix, Murray, Ost, Passel and Herwantoro (2005) highlight six important trends 
regarding immigrant students in American schools:

The number of children of immigrants now compose one fifth of all 1. U.S. 
school-age children. Capps et al. indicates that during the 1990s the number 
of children of immigrants grew more rapidly in secondary than elementary 
schools (72% versus 39%). They also point out that this relatively higher con-
centration is important because secondary schools have not been structured 
to promote language acquisition and content mastery for newcomers.
School-age children of immigrants are concentrated in large states (Califor-2. 
nia, New York, Texas, Florida, Illinois, and New Jersey) but dispersing rapidly 
to nontraditional receiving states Nevada, New York, Hawaii, Texas, Florida, 
Arizona, New Jersey, Rhode Island, and New Mexico);
Most children of immigrants are born in the 3. U.S., but the foreign-born share is 
higher in secondary school than in elementary or preschool. This is important 
because, according to Capps et al. “late-entering foreign-born students may 
have difficulty learning English, mastering academic subjects, and graduating 
in the limited time they are in U.S. schools. Immigrants who become discour-
aged by these difficulties may be inclined to drop out of school” (p. 36)
Most students who were reported to have limited proficiency in English in 4. 
elementary and secondary schools were born and raised in the U.S., and many 
have U.S.-born parents. Concerning secondary schools, Capps et al. point out 
that “the fact that over half (56%) of LEP children in secondary schools are 
U.S.-born makes it clear that many children are not learning English even after 
seven or more years in school” (p. 36);
Most 5. LEP children live in linguistically isolated families and attend linguisti-
cally segregated schools. Capps et al. state that six out of seven LEP students at 
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the elementary level lived in linguistically isolated households (those where 
everyone over age 14 was LEP) in the year 2000. This is significant because 
high levels of linguistic isolation “may partially explain why such large shares 
of LEP students in elementary and secondary schools are U.S.-born” (Capps 
et al., 2005). Furthermore, Capps et al. (2005) conclude that “LEP students 
are highly concentrated in the same schools as other LEPs, in part because of 
ongoing residential segregation by race, ethnicity, and income” (p. 36).
Capps 6. et al. (2005) indicate that schools enrolling large numbers of these chil-
dren are disproportionately missing the law’s performance targets because 
many children of immigrants fall into more than one of the protected groups—
especially Latino or Asian, LEP, and low-income—the schools that serve them 
generally have to meet performance targets for multiple disaggregated groups, 
and as a consequence are more likely to miss these targets (p. 36).
Geographical distribution of children of immigrants. Geographically, school-

age children of immigrants have historically been concentrated in large states (Cal-
ifornia, New York, Texas, Florida, Illinois, and New Jersey) but are now dispersing 
rapidly to mainly nine other states (Nevada, New York, Hawaii, Texas, Florida, 
Arizona, New Jersey, Rhode Island, and New Mexico) (Capps. et al. 2005).

In Arizona, data indicates that the number of students identified as in need of 
language support services has grown by at least 77% between 1990 and 2000 (Fix 
& Passel, 2003). In the same vein, the Office of English Language Acquisition, 
Language Enhancement, and Academic Achievement for Limited English Profi-
cient students (2006) indicated that the growth in the enrollment of LEP students 
in Arizona increased 58.8% between 1994 and 2005 while the growth in the total 
enrollment in the state reached only 34.2% in the same period of time.

Lastly, according to Fix & Passel (2003) K-12 students who are children of 
immigrants (both first and second generation) are much less likely to live in non-
metropolitan areas than children of natives: 5-6% of children of immigrants ver-
sus 23% of children of natives. That is, about 94-95% of children of immigrants live 
in metropolitan areas.

Country of origin of immigrants and children of immigrants. Immigration 
patterns have dramatically changed in recent years. The countries of origin of 
immigrants in the U.S. have shifted from Europe and Canada to Mexico, Latin 
America, and Asia. Ruiz-de-Velasco and Fix (2000) indicate that while 66% of 
immigrants came from Europe during the 1960s, only 20% of immigrants came 
from Europe during the 1990s. In contrast, more than 75% come from Asia, Latin 
America or Mexico, as of the year 2000.
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Ruiz-de-Velasco and Fix (2000) state that the rise in Mexican migration to the 
United States is particularly striking. The researchers point out that between 1990 
and 1999 alone, the Mexican population in the United States grew 65%, from 4.3 
to 7.2 million. Mexicans now account for 30% of the U.S. foreign-born population, 
and Mexico is now the largest source of immigrants to the United States. Fur-
ther, in U.S. schools, Mexicans represent among all children of immigrants has 
increased from 15% in 1970 to 38% in 2000. These figures include children born 
in Mexico and U.S.-born children with parents born in Mexico. (Fix & Passel, 
2003) Additionally, a large number of immigrant children are either themselves 
undocumented or the children of undocumented parents (roughly one million 
children of immigrants or 12%) (Ruiz-de-Velasco & Fix, 2000).

Schooling of immigrant students: Parallel and non-parallel formal 
schooling. Faltis and Coulter (2008) indicate that the transition, adjustment, and 
achievement of many adolescent immigrants in American schools depend on the 
similarities or differences between their home country and the U.S. Concerning 
schooling experiences Faltis and Coulter (2008) separate the variation among 
immigrant students based on the extent and quality of prior formal schooling 
into parallel and non-parallel schooling.

Parallel formal schooling refers to immigrant students who have attended 
formal schooling up to the grade level at which they enter U.S. schools. Students 
with this type of schooling experience tend to be highly literate in their home lan-
guage, and highly proficient in using technology. In addition, they are more likely 
to have studied English or other languages, and have educated parents (Faltis and 
Coulter, 2008).

Non-parallel formal schooling refers to immigrant students who have only 
had sporadic formal schooling experiences in their home country. They are likely 
not to be technologically proficient with computers, and their literacy levels vary 
greatly from those parallel schooling students (Faltis and Coulter, 2008).

Faltis and Coulter (2008) also point out several factors that immigrant stu-
dents and their families have to face when they arrive in the U.S. (poverty, seg-
regation, health problems, culture shock, etc.). They clarify that many times, 
English is the least of the challenges that they face when they enroll in high school 
because an overwhelming majority of adolescent immigrants come from condi-
tions of poverty.

Immigration, poverty, and high school dropout rates. There are some impor-
tant patterns exhibited by the intersection of poverty, English language learn-
ing, and immigration at the high school level. The U.S. Department of Education 
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(2007) reported the following trends: a) higher percentages of poor (30%) and 
near-poor (29%) 5 to 17 year-olds spoke a non-English language at home than did 
non-poor 5 to 17 year-olds (14%); b) students attending schools with lower per-
centages of students eligible for free or reduced-price lunch scored higher than 
students in schools with higher percentages of eligible students; c) high school 
dropouts are more likely than high school graduates to be unemployed and earn 
less when they are employed (U.S. Department of Commerce 2006); and d) young 
adults who do not finish high school are more likely to be unemployed and earn 
less when they are employed than those who completed high school (NCES, 2001). 
In addition, high school dropouts are more likely to receive public assistance than 
high school graduates who did not go to college.

In terms of race and ethnicity, the U.S. Department of Education (2007) 
reported that dropout rates were lowest for Whites and highest for Hispanics 
between the years 1979 and 2005. Within the Hispanic group, higher dropout 
rates among Hispanic immigrants partially account for the high dropout rates for 
all Hispanic young adults. Further, Hispanics born outside of the United States 
represented 7% of the 16-24 year-old population and 27% of all dropouts in this 
age group in 2005. Interestingly, Hispanics born in the United States were more 
likely to drop out than their non-Hispanic counterparts.

According to the National Task Force on Early Childhood Education for His-
panics (NTFECEH) (2006) (see also Ingels et al., 2005) the achievement gap for 
Hispanics at the secondary school level is related to socio-economic-status. The 
task force concluded that there is considerable diversity in achievement patterns 
among Hispanics of different national/regional origin groups. However, data 
indicate that the largest Hispanic group —“Mexican Americans, are far below 
White achievement levels and that this diversity in achievement is heavily related 
to social class differences among Hispanic groups” (p. 45).

Educational Responses to Language Diversity in the U.S.

Changing demographics, political, social, and economic forces have historically 
shaped educational responses to language diversity in the United States (Ovando, 
2003). In times where immigration is historically high and rapid demographic 
changes are occurring, Ovando suggests that issues related to language educa-
tion have been discussed in a climate of symbolic politics—the resentment of spe-
cial treatment for minority groups- which have resulted in dismissive periods of 
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approaches to the education of minority and immigrant students that involve a 
language for instruction other than English (see Ovando, 2003).

Crawford (2000) discusses the anatomy of the English-only movement and 
also argues that language issues are usually symbolic struggles over cultural, reli-
gious, ethnic or national identities, which are proxies for intergroup competition 
and mechanisms of social control.

Assimilation arguments. The symbolic politics argument could be located 
within a philosophy of assimilation. According to Wiese and Garcia (1998) a 
philosophy of assimilation contends that attending to the linguistic and cultural 
diversity in U.S. schools hinders efforts of social assimilation and equity of educa-
tion because any manifestation of ethnic pride and linguistic maintenance is seen 
as undercurrents of discrimination, privilege, social and economic fragmenta-
tion, and re-segregation, which are all against the American lifestyle.

Wiese and Garcia (1998) identify the most salient feature of the assimilation 
paradigm as being language, particularly the role of native language instruction. 
In school settings, proponents of assimilation call for linguistic homogenization 
in light of equal opportunities for all people regardless of linguistic and cultural 
differences. In this vein, Wiese and Garcia (1998) argue that efforts to pass Eng-
lish-only laws at both national and state levels reflect a philosophy of assimilation 
since their underpinnings view “language and homogeneity as the bedrock of 
nationhood and collective identity in which immigrants are not only compelled 
to speak English, but to speak English only as the prerequisite of social accep-
tance and integration” (p. 196).

To contrast assimilation arguments, McCarty’s (2004) discussion of medium-
of-instruction (e.g. English-only) policies is important. The researcher states that 
these types of policies are ideological constructs that are neither historically nor 
socially neutral. Rather, McCarty explains that language policy is a sociocultural 
process that entails modes of human interaction, negotiation, and production 
mediated by relations of power (Bordieu, 1977; Levinson, Foley, & Holland, 1996; 
Wiley, 2000) that “both reflect and (re)produce the distribution of power within 
the larger society” (p. 72). Furthermore, McCarty (2004) points out a contradic-
tory reality: while calls for linguistic and cultural homogenization prevail in the 
current social and political climate in the U.S., there is a “clear pattern of height-
ened social, economic, and educational stratification. Virtually every social indi-
cator demonstrates a widening gap between those with and [those] without access 
to economic and social capital” (p. 74). That is, among other negative trends, 
students of color, working-class children, and a large number of English learners 
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experience the lowest rates of educational attainment along with the lowest fam-
ily incomes (McCarty, 2004).

Language and literacy as social markers of difference. English illiteracy and 
educational underachievement have been associated with problems of the poor, 
immigrants, racial and ethnic minorities, along with the non-English and limited 
English-speaking. However, closer examination of the appropriateness of educa-
tional and language policies and programs targeting these populations reveal a 
more complex phenomenon (Wiley, 1996, 2006).

 Many researchers argue that literacy hide economic and social problems that 
are rooted in social and economic inequality (Gee, 1996; Graff, 1979, 1987; Street, 
1984; Wiley, 1996). For instance, Gee (1990, 1996, 2007) has closely inspected 
three important literacy studies in the U.S. that report a state of “literacy crisis” 
(see National Commission of Excellence in Education, 1983; Kirsch & Jungeblut, 
1986; Snow et al.,1998). Gee found that these large scale literacy studies consider 
social, economic, and cultural factors “only narrowly germane to classroom 
instructional methods” (p. 38) because the theoretical underpinnings in such 
studies conceive “real reading” as the overt instruction of phonics, decoding, and 
word recognition. Gee (2007) concluded that the perceived literacy crisis is in 
reality “schooling problems.” That is, poorer and more disadvantaged people are 
serviced in poor-quality schools while more mainstream and advantaged people 
are supplied with better schools. Further, he asserts that “schools have historically 
failed with non-elite populations and therefore they replicate social hierarchies 
while this ensures that lower socioeconomic and minority people engage in the 
lowest-level and least satisfying jobs in society, while being in a position to make 
few serious political or economic demands on the elites” (p. 34) (see also Wiley, 
1996, 2006).

Other social scientists argue that educational and language policies have tra-
ditionally been tailored for immigrants, language minority, and other minority 
groups in U.S. schools. They suggest that although the rhetoric of such policies 
advocate for equal educational opportunity, their implementation has resulted 
in an educational ecology that leads to an impoverished curriculum that emphasizes 
basic skills and that is based on reductive literacy practices, English-only policies, 
high-stakes testing and accountability programs, and one-size-fits all reading 
programs” (Gutierrez et al., 2002, Gutierrez, 2003, 2004).

Moll (2004) citing Gee (1999) charges that the response to radical demographic 
changes in the U.S. has been to develop educational policies that “obviate diversity 
in favor of practices that seek to control the student population, such as mandating 
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highly restrictive and prescriptive early reading curricula, while ignoring glaring 
issues of educational inequity or social justice” (p. 126). In this pedagogy of control 
paradigm, the solution to the problems of those labeled as “illiterate”, “limited 
English-proficient, alingual, semilingual etc., has been to implement policies that 
mandate English-only programs. Language policies such as California’s Prop. 227 
and Arizona’s Prop. 203 are excellent examples of these trends. Also proponents 
of these programs aim to construct “standardizing regimes consisting on basic 
skills education and scripted reading programs” (McCarty, 2004) such as the No 
Child Left Behind Act.

In the same light, Gutierrez et al. (2002) discussed the concept of backlash ped-
agogy to provide an explanation for the implementation of current language and 
educational policies and their instructional practices. The researchers argue that 
backlash pedagogy involves pedagogical practices that create “categories of differ-
ence that makes it easier to identify and subsequently “normalize” and “socialize” 
the so-called deviant population” (p. 343). As a result, these type of pedagogies use 
labels about language and ability, such as semilingual, limited language proficient, 
and illiterate to categorize and marginalize certain sectors of the population.

Gutierrez et al., (2002) highlight that the most important components of the 
backlash pedagogy are the identification of linguistic difference and the prohibi-
tion of the primary language in instruction. That is, language becomes a screen-
ing device to re-categorize the student population and at the same time erase 
differences that are important for learning through the imposition of standard-
izing mandates. Furthermore, Gutierrez (2002) suggest that backlash pedagogies 
require that school ignore students’ differences by mandating a one-size-fits-all 
approach to language and literacy: English-Only”. Likewise, Gutierrez (2004) 
criticizes the fact that while the No Child Left Behind Act calls for a rise in edu-
cational standards for all children in the U.S., it has resulted in an impoverished 
curriculum because of the implementation of “English-only policies, poorly 
implemented Standards-Based Instruction programs, the implemented retention 
and class-size reduction programs, high-stakes testing and accountability pro-
grams, and one-size-fits all reading programs” (Gutierrez, 2004, p. 21).

In this vein, McCarty (2004) argues that while working-class students, stu-
dents of color, and English language learners are simultaneously being de-skilled 
in “one-size-fits-all” scripted reading programs and constructed as deficient for 
their low performance on English standardized tests, upper and middle-class 
white students elude these pedagogies by virtue of their social position and access 
to private and gifted education.
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Research on English Language 
Learners in Secondary Schools

Until the mid-1990’s, little published research existed on secondary-level bilin-
gual or immigrant students learning in mainstream curricula in the United States 
(Duff, 2005; Faltis, 1999). According to Faltis (1999) fewer than 10 articles deal-
ing with issues on secondary-level immigrant and bilingual students appear in the 
Bilingual research Journal, TESOL Journal, TESOL Quarterly, Linguistics and Edu-
cation, and the Bilingual review from 1980 to 1996. Moreover, “it was not until 1997 
that books on bilingual education in schools dedicated separate chapters or major 
sections to secondary students and programs [that] there has been a recent shift in 
research on English learners and immigrant students learning English in second-
ary schools” (Faltis, 1999, p. 4) ( see Brisk, 1997; Faltis & Hudelson, 1997.)

Some of the first attempts to examine issues related to secondary minority lan-
guage and/or limited language proficient students are represented in three stud-
ies that inspected language programs. Lucas, Henze, and Donato (1990) studied 
exemplary language minority programs. The researchers identified and examined 
six high schools in California and Arizona that provided quantitative evidence 
of their success (e.g., attendance rates, drop-out rates, post-secondary education 
attendance, and/or test scores). Tikunoff et al. (1991) identified and examined nine 
exemplary programs in six states, including seven secondary programs, in which 
instruction was provided primarily through modified instructional approaches 
in English; and Kim and Lucas (1991,1992) examined districts that had been 
successful at maintaining programs for language-minority students, including 
secondary programs. The researchers examined the efforts of school districts to 
build local capacity to continue programs for language minority students after 
having received federal funding from Title VII to provide such services. Twenty 
school districts in sixteen states were involved in further research projects.

Lucas (1992) synthesizes the findings of those three early studies by stating 
that in the three research projects that focused in whole or in part on successful 
secondary schools, contextual factors, curriculum, instruction, and staff charac-
teristics influenced the success of the programs and the shapes those programs 
took. For instance, language minority students are more likely to achieve when a 
school’s curriculum offers variety with respect to: (a) student skills, abilities, and 
knowledge that classes are designed to developed, (b) degrees of difficulty and 
sophistication among available classes, and (c) approaches to teaching content. 
Another prevalent finding in the studies cited above is that in order for secondary 
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schools to provide more effective and appropriate instruction for language minor-
ity students, they need teachers who are bilingual and/or have received extensive, 
high quality education and staff development. It is also important to consider 
that how teachers and paraprofessionals provide this instruction is determined 
by their training, philosophies, attitudes, and backgrounds (Lucas, 1992).

A groundbreaking study was carried out by Minicucci and Olsen (1991). They 
studied 19 high school programs serving large numbers of minority and ELL stu-
dents in California. Some of the most important findings indicated that most of 
those high schools segregated immigrant students from mainstream students 
and that immigrant students had fewer and inferior academic offerings than 
mainstream students. Minicucci and Olsen (1991) also found that a shortage of 
teachers trained and willing to teach minority language students was a major 
impediment to students’ access to the curriculum in California secondary schools 
(Lucas, 1992) . In 1992 Minicucci and Olsen studied 23 high schools and found 
that those schools underserved ELL students and placed them at risk of dropping 
out because of the lack of support systems and poor teacher preparation to teach 
ELL students (Minicucci & Olsen, 1992 in Faltis & Coulter, 2008).

More recently, researchers have also documented the limited academic oppor-
tunities available to middle school and high school ELL students. Regarding the 
language and the curricula in “mainstream” and English as a Second Language 
(ESL) classes, Harklau (1994a, 1994b, 1994c) conducted a several-year ethnogra-
phy on a Chinese American immigrant community in California. The study took 
place in a racially and ethnically diverse suburban high school. Findings showed 
that a tracking system in place separated the linguistic and academic environ-
ments that adolescent ELL students encounter at school. Harklau (1994a, 1994b, 
1994c) reported remarkable differences between the ESL and “mainstream” envi-
ronments and stated that ELL students were much more likely to be placed in 
“low-track” classes than were their mainstream peers. The study revealed that 
workload and achievement expectations differed between high-and low-track 
classrooms, but also in the quality of spoken and written language interactional 
opportunities available to ESL students as compared to mainstream students.

Similarly, Olsen (1996, 1997) conducted an ethnographic study of Hispanic 
and Asian students, in which she demonstrated that immigrant students seemed 
to spend their educational time relegated to classes taught entirely in English in 
which they were unlikely to thrive or in separate sheltered English classes where 
the emphasis was on English-language development with little or no emphasis on 
grade-level curricula (Olsen, 1997). In this study, Olsen (1997) points out that for 
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immigrant students taking their place in the racial and socioeconomic hierarchy 
of American society, they must contend with being excluded and separated in 
academic settings.

Valdes (1999, 2001) followed four Latino students over a period of two years in 
a total of three middle schools in California. Valdes (2001) found that “many sec-
ond language learners are locked into ESL ghettos from which they seldom exit” 
(Valdes, 2004. p. 119). Other findings from this study also showed that “little went 
on the ESL classroom that could prepare ELL students to develop the kinds of pro-
ficiencies they would need to succeed in their classes” (p. 147). Valdes illustrates 
this finding by documenting that the participants in the study were engaged in 
seatwork focused on learning vocabulary or copying sentences. Valdes (2001) 
also found that ELL students were completely isolated from English-speaking 
same-age peers; therefore, they had very few opportunities to interact in English 
with native English speakers. Finally, Valdes (2001) concludes that “for non-Eng-
lish-background students, how well the teaching of English is done and how suc-
cessful schools are in creating a context in which students have access to English 
during the school day will largely determine whether they acquire English at all 
and whether they receive an education” (p. 147).

More recent studies (Miller, 2000; Duff, 2001) that have examined differences 
in learning environments for secondary-level immigrant students reported simi-
lar findings: ESL and mainstream classes were significantly different, particularly 
because ELLs were commonly placed in low-track mainstream and socially iso-
lated (Duff, 2005).

Segregation Trends of ELL students

There is an important and recurrent pattern that is salient in the bulk of research 
reviewed in the previous section: large numbers of ELLs are isolated from their 
native English-speaking peers (Harklau, 1994a; McKay & Wong, 1996; Minicucci 
& Olsen, 1992; Ruiz-de-Velasco & Fix, 2000; Rumberger, Gandara, & Merino, 
2006; Valdes, 2001;).

In one of the most important reports on immigrant students on secondary 
schools based on census data, Ruiz-de-Velasco and Fix (2000) found that “limited 
English proficient students are likely to attend schools where other LEP children 
are concentrated, leading to new and disturbing patterns of ethnic and linguis-
tic isolation” (Ruiz-de-Velasco & Fix, 2000, p. 9). The report indicated that the 
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linguistic isolation and segregation of LEP children was the result of the rising 
number of immigrant children, the shifting racial and ethnic makeup of the immi-
grant child population, a decline in the non-Hispanic white student population, 
and the patterns of spatial distribution (82% of LEP students live in metropolitan 
areas) (Van Hook & Fix, 2002). Another important finding in this study was that 
the segregation of LEP students occurred because unlike racial/ethnic groups for 
whom segregation is largely determined by residential patterns, LEP segregation is 
compounded by the practice of pooling ESL/bilingual services and personnel in 
specific schools within districts to concentrate scarce resources in a few places.

The patterns described by Ruiz-de-Velasco and Fix (2000) are consistent with 
those found by Cosentino de Cohen, Deterding, and Clewell (2005). Cosentino 
de Cohen et al. (2005) studied the characteristics of schools serving immigrant 
children at the time of NCLB’s passage using data collected in the 1999-2000 
Schools and Staffing Survey (SASS). The preliminary findings of the multi-year 
study showed that (a) high concentration of LEP students are found in few schools 
(10% of elementary schools educate 70% of LEP students); (b) a high convergence 
of at-risk factors in high-LEP schools (urban; poor; ethnic minority; language; 
high enrollment; health); and (c) resources differ vastly between schools with 
high LEP student populations as compared to low LEP student populations. These 
differences were mainly in stated in terms of LEP-focused services, principals and 
teachers.

Cosentino et al. (2005) concluded that the fact that LEP students are highly 
segregated has both positive and negative implications for these students’ educa-
tional opportunities. On the positive side, the density of LEP enrollment makes 
the provision of specialized services more cost-effective and a higher priority, 
which enhances the likelihood that such services will be offered. It is often eas-
ier to justify expenditures for special programs when a large proportion of the 
student body will benefit. On the negative side, the segregation of LEP students 
results in their isolation from the educational mainstream and the attendant loss 
of the benefits of interacting with English-speaking classmates. This lack of inter-
action also marks a loss for English-dominant students (p. 16).

Rumberger, Gandara, and Merino (2006) also show the linguistic isolation and 
segregation of English learners in California during 2005. The researchers exam-
ined the distribution and concentration of ELLs in California’s public schools and 
found that ELL students are highly segregated among California’s schools since 
“the vast majority of these students attend a relatively small percentage of public 
schools” (p. 1). Further, they found that more than a third of California’s English 
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learners attended just 15% of the state’s public schools (1,387 schools) where they 
comprised more than 50% of the student body. That is, ELL students are much 
more likely than their English-only peers to attend schools with large concentra-
tions of ELL students.

Concerning language concentration in California’s public schools, Rum-
berger et al. (2006) found that “most schools in California have a concentration 
of English learners from only one or two language groups” (p. 2). The researchers 
also found that “students from certain language backgrounds are more likely 
to attend schools with a concentration of English learners from the same lan-
guage background” (p. 2). Rumberger et al. (2006) concluded that the statistical 
findings concerning segregation and language concentration of ELLs in Califor-
nia’s public schools are important for several reasons. For instance, widespread 
segregation puts many ELL students at a disadvantage relative to other students 
because ELLs in highly segregated schools are less likely to have access to Eng-
lish-language role models. Additionally, this student population is more likely to 
attend schools that have inadequate facilities and materials, creating inadequate 
learning environments.

Language Programs for English Language Learners

The literature on language programs suggests several options that could be imple-
mented in secondary schools to improve English education for ELL students. How-
ever, labeling language programs is problematic in practice because of the many 
variations that occur when schools implement language programs. Crawford 
(2004) indicates that while categories are helpful, they hardly exhaust the peda-
gogical options for ELLs because “program components can be combined in numer-
ous ways” (p. 34). Further, he points out that program selection and pedagogical 
options are rather defined on the rationales behind them (e.g. contending theories 
of language acquisition) and by laws that govern how they are founded.

Approaches and program alternatives for English language learners differ 
from one another primarily by the amount and type of first and second language 
use, and the linguistic goals of the program (National Clearinghouse for Bilingual 
education, 2000). Overall, there are two broad groups of instructional models for 
ELL students: Bilingual and English-only approaches:

Bilingual models. Bilingual education refers to instructional programs in 
which students are able to study subject matter in their first language (L1) while 
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their weaker language (L2) skills develop (Carrasquillo & Rodriguez, 2002). 
However the linguistic goals within bilingual programs differ and not all bilin-
gual education programs aim for “full bilingualism”. For instance, in transitional 
bilingual education programs the goal is to transition to English-only classrooms 
as fast as possible “but without academic retardation” (Crawford, 2004, p. 39) (See 
Crawford, 2004 for a critique on this particular approach). On the other hand, 
two-way bilingual education make their goals bilingualism and biliteracy.

English-only models. These models of instruction make exclusive and/or 
intensive use of English for instruction. The rationales behind these type of pro-
grams are that “any young child, given intensive exposure to a second language, 
will acquire it in a very short time” and that “there is a universally superior way to 
acquire a second language: total immersion” (Crawford, 2004. p. 28). Very often 
English-only approaches take the form of Sheltered English, Structured Immersion, 
or Content-based ESL, and Pull-out ESL.

ESL models. According to Carrasquillo and Rodriguez (2002), the objective 
of ESL programs is to prepare students to function successfully in classrooms 
where English is the medium of instruction for all subject areas (p. 72). Although 
labeling language programs is confusing due to the variance in their design and 
components, Carrasquillo and Rodriguez (2002) describe four major ESL pro-
gram types in the United States:

Free-standing 1. ESL programs, for students from many different Lls who have 
immediate communication needs and little English proficiency; sheltered 
content instruction may be provided as well as language instruction but not 
at the beginning levels.
Intensive remedial 2. ESL programs, particularly at the high school level, with an 
emphasis on vocabulary, idiomatic expression, and basic reading and writing 
skills for students with virtually no English.
“Pull-out” 3. ESL programs, with 45 to 60 minute lessons during language arts 
classes. These classes most often occur in separate ESL classrooms comprised 
of students from different grades and programs and with designated ESL teach-
ers, who may travel throughout a school district to provide this support.
ESL4. / bilingual education programs, where content is gradually introduced 
in English as students become more proficient. There are other variants on 
this theme, including transitional bilingual education, maintenance bilingual 
education, immersion education, structured English immersion, two-way 
(or dual language) immersion, and newcomer programs (see Christian, 1996; 
Lindholm-Leary, 2001; Peregoy & Boyle, 1997).
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Summary of Literature Review & Research

Faltis and Coulter (2008) summarized prevalent patterns found in the literature 
regarding immigrant and language minority students learning English in second-
ary schools within the last ten years:

Access.1.  English language learners are not given equal access to the dominant 
ways of doing, saying, and believing with regards to core curriculum classes, 
electives, or extracurricular activities in ways that simultaneously value their 
language and culture.
Tracking.2.  Immigrant and English learners are tracked into remedial classes 
that have low expectations for achievement and that undermine their aca-
demic success.
Segregation.3.  Immigrant students and English language learners are physically 
and socially segregated from their native English-speaking peers throughout 
the school day and school year.
Ineffective instructional practices.4.  Instructional practices used with English 
learners do not enable them to exchange ideas about academic and social con-
tent with each other or their classroom peers. Native language academic con-
tent classes are rare. Teachers of ELL students are not prepared for effective 
instruction, even in sheltered content classes in which content and language 
can be made more accessible to English learners.
Lack of resources.5.  English learners do not have equal access to resources for 
classrooms, materials, field trips, and other learning needs.
Compartmentalization.6.  Secondary schools are compartmentalized in a man-
ner that contributes to the marginalization of ELLs.
Assimilation.7.  ELLs are expected to assimilate to the dominant culture, leav-
ing behind their own language and cultural identities.
Cultural irrelevance.8.  There is little cultural relevance for many English learn-
ers in either the instruction or the institution of school.

Part 2: Theoretical Framework

Historically, the field of second language acquisition (SLA) research has concen-
trated on studying individuals’ cognitive and psychological traits and their strate-
gies to internalize grammatical structures of another language (Norton & Toohey, 
2001, p. 310). Nevertheless, the search for a better understanding of the nature of 
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SLA while departing from deficit views and SLA theories that center exclusively 
on cognitive and psychological features of learners and learning has prompted a 
theoretical and methodological shift in SLA research.

An increasing number of studies have incorporated theoretical and metho-
dological elements of sociocultural theory (situated cognition or sociocultural, 
sociohistorical, or cultural-historical theory), sociology, and anthropology. This 
has shifted the focus in perception of language acquisition, so that it is regarded 
as highly dependent on people’s experience in sociocultural “contexts” that play a 
“formative rather than secondary role” (Watson-GeGeo & Nielsen, 2003, p. 160) 
(see Day, 1999; Donato & McCormick, 1994; Duff & Uchida, 1997; Dunn & Lan-
tolf, 1996; Gumperz & Hymes, 1972; Hall, 1993, 1995; Heath, 1983; Hymes, 1972, 
1980; Lantolf, 2000; Lantolf & Appel, 1994; Lantolf & Pavlenko, 1995; Schieffelin 
& Ochs, 1986; Toohey, 1998, 2000; Watson, 1975; Willett, 1995).

Norton and Toohey (2000) point out that this theoretical and methodological 
shift is useful to study individuals not only as acting on L2 input and producing 
L2 output, but also as people situated in specific social, historical, and cultural 
contexts. It also enables researchers to inspect how these individuals resist or 
accept the positions those contexts offer them.

In this section I will discuss elements of sociocultural theory, which inform 
the social turn in the study of SLA. I will also describe three metaphors that pro-
vide alternative theoretical explanations for understanding second language 
acquisition, all of which branch out of sociocultural perspectives to the study 
of SLA. These three metaphors are a) the language acquisition as appropriation 
metaphor, b) the language acquisition as Discourse acquisition metaphor, and c) 
the language acquisition as participation metaphor.

Sociocultural Theory

Unlike cognitive models of SLA, Sociocultural Theory (SCT) accounts for the social 
nature of learning, including language learning, and the development of cogni-
tion and language through social interaction (Vygotsky, 1978). It also inspects “…
how mental functioning is related to cultural, institutional, and historical con-
text” (Wertsch, 1998, p.3).

Block (2003) describes four core tenets of SCT:

1. Cultural mediation: SCT recognizes that human beings have the capacity to act 
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directly on the world using either material artifacts (tools) or abstract artifacts 
(such as language) of their own creation. Artifacts are cultural in nature since 
they are products of the interaction between particular groups of individuals 
in particular settings and physical environments (see also Wertsch, 1991, 1998; 
Cole 1996, 1998).

2. Sociohistorical development of human development. This notion explains 
that while all humans engage in cultural mediation, they differ in how they do 
so (see also Cole, 1996, 1998).

3. Ontogenesis: This refers to the developmental nature of individuals over 
time; from being completely dependent on other people to the appropriation of 
mediational means made available by individuals’ historical environment.

4. Microgenesis: This refers to the changes occurring in mental functioning in 
short time spans (hours, days) through various processes, especially mediation.

Mediation and appropriation. As noted in the previous section, a fundamen-
tal tenet of SCT is that “human mental activity is essentially a mediated process 
in which symbolic, and socioculturally constructed artifacts, the most pervasive 
of which is language, play an essential role in the mental life of the individual” 
(Aljaafreh & Lantof &, 1994, p. 467). According to Appel and Lantof (1994) 
Vygotsky thought of symbolic tools in much in the same way that “physical tools 
mediate the relationship between humans and the world of objects …language, 
as a symbolic tool, mediates human consciousness and thus imbues us with the 
ability to organize, control, and alter our mental activity” (p. 437). This enables us 
to conceive of language as a mediational/symbolic tool that people use in interac-
tion with others.

Symbolic mediation occurs as people interact with themselves, other people, 
and the world. This type of mediation “is understood to be the introduction of an 
auxiliary device into an activity that then links humans to the world of objects or 
to the world of mental behavior” (Lantof, 1994, p. 418). As this process unfolds, 
the appropriation of symbolically mediated mental functions occurs in specific 
culturally defined tasks under the guidance (i.e., mediation) of more capable indi-
viduals (e.g., parents, older siblings, teachers, etc.), who initially assume most of 
the responsibility for carrying out the tasks but overtime the ability to function 
independently of the other’s guidance takes over (Lantof, 1994). In conclusion, the 
study of development, then, for sociocultural theory, is the study of how media-
tional means are appropriated by the individual as a result of dialogic interaction 
with other individuals (Aljaafreh, 1994; Lantof, p. 467).
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Linguistically mediated assistance (language as a symbolic tool) can take on 
the form of scaffolding. Block (2003) explains that scaffolding takes place in inter-
actions in which at least one person acts as a mentor and the other as a relative 
novice; the person mentoring promotes the novice’s appropriation of new knowl-
edge by co-constructing it with him/her through shared activity.

The importance of the zone of proximal development. Mediation and appro-
priation take place in the Zone of Proximal Development (ZPD), which is defined 
as the distance between the actual developmental level as determined by indepen-
dent problem-solving and the higher level of potential development as determined 
though problem-solving under the guidance of another human being. According 
to Aljaafreh and Lantof (1994) the ZPD is “the framework…which brings all of 
the pieces of the learning setting together-the teacher, the learner, their social 
and cultural history, their goals and motives, as well as the resources available to 
them, including those that are dialogically constructed together” (p. 467).

The Language Acquisition as Appropriation Metaphor

Following Vygotsky’s notion of internalization, sociocultural theorists have put 
forward the notion of appropriation (see Lantof, 2000). As noted in previous sec-
tions, the result of mediation, regulation, and scaffolding in the Zone of Proximal 
Development is the appropriation of symbolically mediated mental functions 
through specific culturally defined tasks under the guidance (i.e., mediation) of 
other individuals (Block, 2003).

Appropriation is not an individual internal process (Wertsch, 1998). Rather, 
appropriation synthesizes the social and mental relationships of learning because 
what learners appropriate are a psychological “mediating tools” that are used in 
participation in social activities (Vygotsky, 1987; Wertsch, 1991). Wells (1999) 
explains the locus of appropriation:

[During the] appropriation of cultural artifacts and practices [there is] a triple 
transformation. First, there is the transformation of the learners… second there 
is a transformation of the artifact itself…finally, in using the artifact to mediate 
further action, there is a transformation of the situation in which the learner 
acts which, to a greater or lesser degree, brings abut change in the social practice 
and in the way in which the artifact is understood and used by other members of 
the culture. (Wells, 1999, p. 137)
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Rogoff et al. (1995) suggested that the process of internalization may be better 
thought of as participatory appropriation in communities of practice. She adds, 
“participatory appropriation is the personal process by which, through engage-
ment in activity, individuals change and handle a later situation in ways prepared 
by their own participation in the previous situation…this process is becoming, 
rather than acquisition” (p. 142). For that reason, Rogoff suggests that “[s]econd 
language could be seen as one of many mediating means people use to participate 
in social activities…since “participation in social activities in importantly medi-
ated by the use of language” (p. 12)

Bakhtin (1986) also informs these considerations from a literary tradition. 
He views language learning as an action of appropriation. He puts forward the 
notion of heteroglossia, which represents the common social nature of language as 
a shared code and for the individual appropriation of language in use. In this vein, 
Bakhtin (1981) indicates that language is used and “passed on” (learned) from 
other people’s mouths and intentions. At the same time, people appropriate “the 
utterances of others and bend those utterances to their own intentions, they enter 
the communicative chain and become able to fashion their own voices” (Norton 
& Toohey, 2001, p. 311).

Bakhtin’s insight about language illuminates the social nature of appropria-
tion: “…Prior to the moment of appropriation, the word does not exist in a neutral 
and impersonal language but rather it exists in other peoples’ mouths, in other 
people’s concrete contexts, serving other people’s intentions…” (Bakhtin, 1981, 
pp. 293-294). Bakhtin then “encourages us to perceive beginners in a language as 
doing the complicated linguistic social and psychological work of constructing 
‘voices’ within a specific community…rather than seeing second language learn-
ers as gradually internalizing and applying the rules of a variety of systems of a 
standard language” (Toohey, 2000, p. 14).

The Language Acquisition as Discourse 
Acquisition Metaphor

Miller (2004) used Gee (1996; 1999) to suggest that researchers change the meta-
phor of language acquisition to one of Discourse acquisition (with a capital D; see 
Gee, 1996, 1999a). The distinction between “everyday language” and the language 
of school is an important illustration of this. Gee (2004) explains that people learn 
not one language but several varieties of language, or social languages. On the one 
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hand, every human acquires a vernacular variety of language, which is used for 
face-to-face conversation for “everyday” purposes and is closely connected to a 
person’s sense of self and belonging in life. On the other hand, after the acquisi-
tion of a vernacular variety has started, people also acquire various non-vernacular 
specialist varieties of language (secondary discourses) used for special purposes and 
activities (e.g. academic language). Thus, people need to learn more than just “lan-
guage”; they need to acquire or learn Discourses. A discourse is a “socially accepted 
association among ways of using language, other symbolic expressions, and arti-
facts of thinking, feeling, believing, valuing, and acting that can be used to identify 
oneself as a member of a socially meaningful group or ‘social network’, or to signal 
(that one is playing) a socially meaningful ‘role’” (Gee, 1996, p. 131).

Discourses embody a complicated intersection of value-laden ways of talking 
and acting associated with a certain community (Edelsky, Wolfe, & Smith, 2002) 
because they capture the social relations that are involved in acquiring or learn-
ing a language. Gee explains three characteristics of Discourses: (a) discourses 
create “social positions” from which people are invited (“summoned”) to speak, 
listen, act, read and write, think, feel, believe and value in certain characteristics, 
historically recognizable ways, combined with their own individual styles and 
creativity (Bourdieu, 1979, 1984; Foucault, 1978, 1980; Gee, 1996;); (b) discourses 
create, produce, and reproduce opportunities for people to be and recognize cer-
tain kinds of people (Gee, 1996, p. 128); and (c) discourses are always embedded in 
a medley of social institutions, and often involve various “props” like books and 
magazines of various sorts, laboratories, classrooms, buildings of various sorts, 
various technologies, and a myriad of other objects (p. 128).

Miller (2004) indicates that Discourses provide a better insight to understand 
language and content learning differentials amongst students in schools because 
they help us see students as authentic and false beginners learning new, or not-so-
new ways of using language. According to Gee (2004) authentic beginners, whether 
children or adults, are people who have come to learning sites of any sort without 
the sorts of early preparation or pre-alignment in terms of cultural values, and 
sociocultural resources that more advantaged learners at those sites have. On the 
other hand, false beginners have been familiarized with the values and practices 
of certain types of literacy and language, ones that resonate with schooling prac-
tices. Finally, Gee (2004) points out that

children from some minority and lower-socioeconomic homes come from 
homes with other sorts of (often equally complex) values and practices with 
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regard to literacy and language, ones that do not resonate with early schooling. 
They are treated as if they are slow even when they are, in fact, making substan-
tive progress. Worse yet, their induction often skips things that teachers assume 
they should already know because, in fact, false beginners already take these 
things for granted. (p. 14)

The Language Acquisition as Participation Metaphor

Lave and Wenger (1991) move beyond Vygotsky’s conception of internalization 
into a perspective of learning as a theory of social interaction in which learning 
means taking on increasing levels of participation (peripheral to full participa-
tion) in communities of practice. In this framework, “learning is not merely a 
condition for membership, but is itself an evolving form of membership” (p. 53). 
That is, “learning is a process of becoming a member of a certain community and 
act according to its particular norms [and] [p]articipation is… about becoming a 
member of a community of practice” (Block, 2003, pp. 104-105).

Communities of practice are real or imagined “social spaces, knowledge, 
values, and affinities that people acquire by actively participating in social prac-
tices…” (Faltis & Coulter, 2008, p. 31. (See also Kanno & Norton, 2003; Wenger, 
1998). Newcomers to communities of practice are apprenticed into “the ways” 
of the community through Legitimate Peripheral Participation (LPP), which is 
defined as

…an analytical viewpoint of learning… [in which] learners inevitably partici-
pate in communities of practitioners and that the mastery of knowledge and 
skills requires newcomers to move toward full participation in the sociocultural 
practices of a community. Legitimate peripheral participation provides a way to 
speak about activities, identities, artifacts, and communities of knowledge and 
practice. A person’s intentions to learn are engaged and the meaning of learning 
is configured through the process of becoming a full participant in a sociocul-
tural practice. (Lave & Wenger, 1991, p. 29)

In school contexts, the content areas (i.e. physics, mathematics, chemistry, etc.) 
represent specialized practices, tools, and language that members participating 
in multiple real or imagined communities of practice use to represent and create 
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certain meanings (Faltis & Coulter, 2008; Gee, 2004). Faltis and Coulter (2008) 
explain that English language learners as newcomers to those communities must 
be invited to participate so that they are “apprenticed into ways of talking, think-
ing, believing, acting and so forth that are recognized, valued and used within a 
community of old timers- teachers and more capable peers” (p. 32).

Watson-GeGeo and Nielsen (2003) explain that incorporation of language 
learners into communities of practice happens when the learner begins “as legiti-
mated (recognized) participant on the edges (periphery) of the activity, and moves 
through a series of increasing expert roles as skills develop…in the process, the 
learner’s capacities and skills are built by active participation in a variety of differ-
ent roles associated with a given activity over a period of time, from peripheral to 
full participant” (p. 160). Watson-GeGeo (2003) point out that,

communities of practice and legitimate peripheral participation are helpful to illu-
minate complex sociocultural /cognitive process of L2 learning in classroom 
and community contexts, and how learners are brought into or excluded from 
various activity contexts that shape language acquisition” [while] plac[ing] 
major importance to studying access, negotiation and renegotiation of mean-
ing, and roles in second language learners’ movement from beginner to advance 
L2 status”. (p 160)

Affinity Spaces

Gee (2004) drawing on Lave and Wenger’s notion of communities of practice puts 
forward the concept of “affinity space.” Gee states that people acquire discourses 
as they participate in affinity spaces, which are “…place[s] (physical, virtual, or 
a mixture) where people interact often at a distance…primarily through shared 
practices or a common endeavor…and only secondarily through shared culture, 
gender, ethnicity, or face-to-face relationships” (p. 98).

Gee (2004) adds that in affinity spaces “people are brought together through 
a shared affinity for a common goal, endeavor, or interest, not first or foremost 
because they are “bonded” to each other personally” (p.98) (see Gee, 2004 chap-
ter 6 for a critique on communities of practice). New members to affinity spaces 
acquire knowledge through guided participation in the practices of the space 
(Gee, 2004). Moreover, the guidance newcomers receive “comes not only from 
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more advanced users of the space, but also from various objects, tools, and tech-
nologies found in the space, many of which are designed to facilitate and supple-
ment users’ knowledge and skills” (p. 98).

Access to Participation and Relations of Power

Participation in social groups (e.g. communities of practice, affinity spaces) 
always involves issues of access and power. Lave and Wenger emphasize the cen-
tral importance of learners’ access to participatory roles in expert performances 
of all knowledge skills, including language (Watson-Gegeo & Nielsen, 2003). 
However, they also point out that learning opportunities, access to participation 
and power relations in a community of practice are strongly asymmetrical and 
problematic.

Lave and Wenger also state that “the ambiguous potentialities of legitimate 
peripherality reflect the concept’s pivotal role in providing access to a nexus of 
relations otherwise not perceived as connected” (p. 36). They add that

the key to legitimate peripherality is access by new comers to the community of 
practice and all that membership entails. [Therefore] to become a full member of 
a community of practice requires access to a wide range of ongoing activity, old-
timers, and other members of the community; and to information, resources, 
and opportunities for participation. (pp. 100-101)

Learning as Legitimate Peripheral Participation (LPP) involves relations of power 
within social structures: when one moves toward more-intensive participation, 
peripherality is an empowering position. On the other hand, when one is kept 
from fully participating--it is a disempowering position (Lave & Wenger, 1991). 
In the context of language education, Kanno (1999) calls attention to the ide-
alization of this model. Kanno (1999) emphasizes that the locus of learning in 
communities of practice is not ideal because of issues of access: “To become a 
full member of a community of practice requires access to a wide range of ongo-
ing activity, old timers, and other members of the community; and to informa-
tion resources, and opportunities for participation” (Lave & Wenger, 1991, pp. 
100-101). Kano also points out that “learners are often blocked from the very 
resource that is vital to their acquisition of the L2: opportunities to interact with 
native students” (p. 129).
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Situated Meaning and Cultural Models

Sociocultural perspectives of language acquisition consider meaning-making 
as being dependent on context and the experiences of people involved in com-
munication. Therefore, meaning is neither static nor value-free. Lave and Wenger 
(1991) state that activities, tasks, functions, and understandings do not exist in 
isolation but that they are part of broader systems of relations in which they have 
meaning. Therefore, “participation is about situated negotiation and renegotia-
tion of meaning, understanding and experience are in constant interaction, par-
ticipation dissolves dichotomies between cerebral and embodied activity” (p. 52) 
(see also Gee, 1996, 2004).

Gee (2004) explains that the making of situated meanings is always asso-
ciated with cultural models (D’Andrade & Strauss, 1992; Gee, 1999; Holland & 
Quinn, 1987; Shore, 1996; Strauss & Quinn, 1997), which are some kind of “sto-
rylines, or (informal) theories shared by people belonging to specific social or 
cultural groups” (p. 20). According to Gee (2004) cultural models many times 
elucidate the sorts of situated meanings that people tend to assemble according 
relative to the standards of the group. Further, Gee (2004) states that “cultural 
models are usually not completely stored in any one person’s head but…they are 
distributed across the different sorts of expertise and viewpoints found in the 
group” (p. 20).

Identities and Membership

Learning, including language learning, means becoming a different person; cre-
ating a different identity. Lave and Wenger (1991) explain that “changing locations 
and perspectives in a community of practice are part of the individual’s learning 
trajectories, developing identities and forms of memberships” (p. 36); in the pro-
cess, “the person is defined by as well as defines these relations (p. 53). Lave and 
Wenger conclude that “learning…involves the whole person and implies not only 
a relation to specific activities, but a relation to social communities- it implies 
becoming a full participant, a member, a kind of person. [As a result], to ignore 
this aspect of learning is to overlook the construction of identities” (p. 53).

Toohey (2000) brings a different insight to what identity may mean. She sug-
gests that identity should not be seen as an essence, but as a socially constructed 
positioning. “From this perspective identity is unstable, constructed in particular 
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local interactions and entails relationships of power” (p. 8.), because positioning 
is political and socially constructed.

Foucault (1972) also provides an insight on how identities are socially con-
structed through his concept of hierarchies. Toohey (2000) based on Foucault 
(1972), hierarchies provide norms and enable the articulation of standards so that 
people can be compared and differentiated on the basis of their relation to stan-
dards through the imposition of the “law of truth” on individuals (see Foucault, 
1972): “…power applies itself to immediate everyday life which categorized the 
individual, marks him by his own individuality, attaches him to his own identity, 
imposes a law of truth on him which he must recognize and which others have to 
recognize in him” (Foucault, 1972, p. 212).

Motivation as Affiliation/Gain and Investment

Gee (2004) indicates that language learning is heavily tied to identity issues 
and a sense of gain or loss. Gee explains: “…[a]cquisition is heavily tied…to 
the learner’s willingness to leave (a time and place) the “everyday” world and 
participate in [an]other identity- one that for everyone represents a certain 
loss. For some people [SLA] represents a more significant loss in terms of a 
disassociation from…their home-and community-based culture” (p. 94). Gee 
adds that “for some people the issues is not just a lack of familiarity with the 
new identity [but] a feeling of opposition or hostility between the new identity 
they are being asked to assume and other identities they are already comfort-
able with…in some cases this sense of hostility is historically accurate [e.g. 
racism, segregation, etc.]” (p. 94). On the other hand, Gee (2004) states that 
people will be willing to learn a new language if they see it as a gain. That is, if 
people value identities and activities associated with learning a new language 
or understand why they are valued, they gain real access to these identities and 
activities.

Researchers have also put forward the concept of investment to distinguish 
it from motivation (see Angelil-Carter, 1997; McKay & Wong, 1996; Norton 
Peirce, 1995.) From this perspective, researchers have argued that “when learn-
ers invest in an L2, they do so anticipating that they will acquire a wider range 
of symbolic and material resources, which will in turn enhance their concep-
tion of themselves and their desires for the future” (Norton, 2000, p. 10) (see 
also Bourdieu, 1977, 1984; Weedon, 1987). In addition, investment, as opposed 
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to motivation, “conceives of the language learner as having complex social his-
tory…when language learners speak, they are not only exchanging informa-
tion with the target language speakers but they are constantly organizing and 
reorganizing a sense of who they are and how they relate to the social world” 
(pp. 10-11).

Part 3: Conceptual Framework

The following portion of this chapter constitutes the specific conceptual frame-
work I have chosen as a starting point for this research, based on theoretical 
framework described above.

Access to English

Access to English refers not only to the permission, ability, or freedom to formally 
learn aspects of a linguistic system (i.e. English phonology, morphology, syntax, 
semantics, and pragmatics), but also to the students’ participation in distinctive 
ways of using language (Discourses) in various social practices. This participation 
is “…coupled with distinctive ways of acting, interacting, valuing, feeling, dress-
ing, thinking, believing, with other people and with various objects, tools, and 
technologies so as to enact socially recognizable identities engaged in socially 
recognizable activities” (Gee, 2007, p. 155).

Access to English also requires the explicit sharing of existing resources 
(belief systems, languages, environment, people, etc.). However, access to Eng-
lish does not assume an equally shared knowledge or control of such resources. 
Issues of access and power are always involved in people’s participation in social 
groups (e.g. communities of practice). Lave and Wenger (1991) indicate that learn-
ing opportunities, access to participation and power relations in a community of 
practice are strongly asymmetrical and often problematic.

Language Practices

The concept of “practice” that I incorporate in this study should be understood in 
the context in which Wenger (1998) discusses the term. For Wenger, “…practice 
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connotes doing, but not just doing in and of itself. It is doing in a historical and 
social context that gives structure and meaning to what we do. In this sense, prac-
tice is always social practice” (p. 47).

Wenger’s conception of practice is useful in this study because it illuminates 
the individual and the social aspects of social phenomena. Drawing from ele-
ments of social theory, Wenger (1998) explains that embedded in social practice 
is the production and reproduction of specific ways of engaging with the world, 
which emphasize the social systems of shared resources by which groups organize 
and coordinate their activities, mutual relationships, and interpretations of the 
world (p. 13). In this context, the concept of language practices refer to socially and 
culturally defined ways of using language (including reading and writing) in cul-
tural contexts (i.e. schools). Language practices as part of social practices, address 
the production and reproduction of specific ways in which people engaged with 
the world through different linguistic means.

Various social scientists have addressed the nature of language as it relates to 
social practices. For instance, Duranti (1997) explains that because language prac-
tices are social practices, they are never neutral since language is not an auton-
omous system but a system that is actively defined by sociopolitical processes, 
including bureaucratic institutions such as schools (Duranti, 1997). Duranti also 
argues that “through language use we also enter an interactional space that has 
been partly already shaped for us, a world in which some distinctions seem to 
matter more than others, a world where every choice we make is partly contingent 
on what happened before and contributes to the definition of what will happen 
next” (p. 5).

Bourdieu (1982) argues that “…a language is itself a set of practices that imply 
not only a particular system of words and grammatical rules, but also the often 
forgotten or hidden struggle over the symbolic power of a particular way of com-
municating…” (p. 31). In this vein, Bourdieu (1982) provides a model of symbolic 
domination in which different ways of using language can be located in a linguistic 
market where one linguistic variety acquires the status of standard language and 
is more valued than others.

Giddens (1979, 1984) argues that through the interaction of social agents 
and social structures “society provides resources for organizing the social life 
of its members while members’ use of such resources in turn reproduces them” 
(Duranti, 1997, p. 11). For Giddens, “language then represents a resource for 
reproducing social reality and hence existing relations of power and dependence” 
(Duranti, 1997, p.11).
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Foucault (1973, 1979, 1991) has illuminated the relationship between knowl-
edge and power by making it evident that knowledge is not neutral but it is a form 
of power. Foucault suggests that knowledge is organized through speech and 
other semiotic resources and practices (discourses) as some form of technology 
of knowledge that allows for institutional control of members of society.

Participation in Communities of Practice

According to Wenger (1998) participation refers to a process of taking part in some 
activity or enterprise and also to the relations with others that reflect this pro-
cess. Participation describes the social experience of living in the world in terms of 
membership in social communities and active involvement in social enterprises. 
That is, “participation is a complex process that combines doing, talking, think-
ing, feeling, and belonging. It involves the whole person, including our bodies, 
minds, emotions, and social relations” (pp. 55-56).

Lave and Wenger capture the locus of participation through the construct 
of Legitimate Peripheral Participation (LPP). LPP “provides a way to speak about 
relations between newcomers and old-timers, about activities, identities, artifacts, 
and communities of knowledge and practice” (Lave & Wenger, 1991, p. 29). In 
LPP newcomers to communities of practice are apprenticed into “the ways” of the 
community; “the mastery of knowledge and skills requires newcomers to move 
toward full participation in the sociocultural practices of a community…. A per-
son’s intentions to learn are engaged and the meaning of learning is configured 
through the process of becoming a full participant in a sociocultural practice” (p. 
29). In a framework of participation, “learning is not merely a condition for mem-
bership, but is itself an evolving form of membership” (p. 53). That is, “learning 
is a process of becoming a member of a certain community and acting according 
to its particular norms [and] [p]articipation is… about becoming a member of a 
community of practice” (Block, 2003, pp. 104-105).

Communities of practice are real or imagined “social spaces, knowledge, values, 
and affinities that people acquire by actively participating in social practices…” 
(Faltis & Coulter, 2008, p. 31; see also Kanno & Norton, 2003). Talking about com-
munities of practice is “a way of talking about the social configurations in which our 
enterprises are defined as worth pursuing and our participation is recognizable as 
competence” (Wenger, 1998. p. 5). Further, a “community of practice is a set of 
relations among persons, activity, and world, over time and in relation with other 
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tangential and overlapping communities of practice. [It] is an intrinsic condition 
for the existence of knowledge…” (Lave & Wenger, 1991, p. 98).

From a community of practice perspective, learning is fundamentally situ-
ated in activity, context, and culture (Lave & Wenger, 1991). Moreover, learning 
is regarded as a process of being and becoming socialized in a particular com-
munity as it involves picking up the jargon, behavior, and norms of a new social 
group as well as adopting the group’s belief systems to become a member of the 
culture (Brown, Collins, & Dunguid, 1989). In addition, communities of practice 
emphasize the notions of internalization and change. That is, by engaging in the 
practices of a community, human beings not only learn new concepts, but also 
transform themselves, fashioning new identities for themselves within that con-
text (Wenger, 1998).

More specifically, from this perspective, learning is viewed as a trajectory of 
development leading to competence through a process of guided participation in 
which newcomers participate in the practices of a particular community (Lave & 
Wenger,1991).





III
Methodology

I used interpretative research methodology to answer the questions that 
guided this study. The term interpretive refers to the whole family of approaches to 
participant observational research (i.e. ethnographic, qualitative, participant obser-
vational, case study, interactionist, phenomenological, etc). Each of these approaches 
are slightly different, but all are concerned with human meaning in social life and 
in its elucidation and exposition by the researcher (Erickson, 1986).

The purpose of this study was to generate an understanding of the experiences 
of four recent Mexican immigrant students learning English at school through 
the analysis of the language practices that occurred in specific social contexts. Bor-
rowing from Miller’s (2003) methodological framework, I chose the interpreta-
tive research methodology because it met the following criteria: (a) it looks at the 
social and cultural salience of language use; (b) it reveals contextual features in 
local settings since “the local context helps us understand particular social con-
ditions which make communication possible (or otherwise)”(p. 15); (c) it incor-
porates an emic perspective (see Erickson, 1986); and (d) it allows for “ongoing 
flexibility in the data collection and analysis, drawing from whatever fields prove 
productive for the project” (Miller, 2003, p. 16).

Unit of Study

The level of social action that served as the focus of the study was a beginning 
English as a Second Language (ESL) classroom at a high school in metropolitan 
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Phoenix, AZ. I adopted Hawkins’ (2005) framework for understanding language 
and literacy development in classrooms (see Hawkins, 2005, 2004), which pro-
vides a view of classrooms as complex ecological systems in which learning is no 
longer seen as a matter of transmitting context-independent knowledge. Instead, 
the researcher indicates that learning occurs as people engage in (socially situated) 
activities with others, and knowledge is distributed among all participants.

Hawkins’ (2005) framework illuminates the fact that “being” and “doing” in 
classrooms “carry social meanings largely through the forms of language and lit-
eracies used to negotiate the interactions” (p. 27). Further, Hawkins (2005) points 
out that to better understand classrooms and what people within do with language 
and literacy, “it is not enough to delineate and explore discrete categories such as 
‘curriculum,’ ‘materials,’ ‘methods,’ ‘learning styles,’ or ‘vocabulary’ to research 
as independent variables, we must now look at how meanings… are represented 
through and carried by these media, and the negotiations that occur around them 
within the specific site” (p. 28).

The beginning ESL classroom was a physical space at the high school in which 
this study took place. I refer to the classroom as classroom number 1380, which was 
a room that was specifically designated for the teaching of English as a Second Lan-
guage to a group of immigrant high school students. The students who composed 
the beginning ESL classroom were grouped together based on their language back-
grounds (they all spoke a primary language other than English) and the scores they 
obtained in an English proficiency test they were administered as part of enroll-
ment procedures mandated by the state of Arizona for all public schools.

Although the students were in different school grades, they all scored at the 
lowest level of language proficiency measured by the Arizona English Language 
Learner Assessment (AZELLA), which is a mandated language proficiency test for 
all ELLs enrolled in Arizona schools. Therefore, they had all been placed at the 
beginning level in the English language program available at the high school they 
enrolled regardless of their grade level.

At the beginning of the 2007-2008 school year the ESL classroom in this study 
consisted of sixteen students. However, by the end of the school year nine stu-
dents had dropped out of school and only seven attended English classes in the 
beginning ESL classroom for the remainder of the year. The seven remaining stu-
dents in the ESL classroom were all recent immigrants from Mexico and spoke 
Spanish as their primary language.

The content taught in the beginning ESL classroom addressed aspects of 
the English language itself as it relates to the teaching of phonology (the sound 
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system of a language), morphology (the internal structure and forms of words), 
syntax (English word order rules), and vocabulary. According to the description 
provided by the high school district, the beginning ESL classroom was designed 
for “non-English proficient” students to develop listening, speaking, reading and 
writing in English in the broad contexts of survival, intercultural, and academic 
skills. In addition, the content of the course was intended to prepare students for 
participation in content-area classes.

Figure 1 represents the beginning ESL classroom and the typical seating 
arrangement of students during classes. The figure shows that the students who 
participated in this study usually sat together as a group while three non-partici-
pant students sat at different desks in the classroom.

Figure 1. Representation of the beginning ESL 
classroom and students’ seating arrangement
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Data Collection

Interpretative research methodology allowed me to incorporate several meth-
ods for data collection, which in turn allowed me to gather multiple perspectives 
about the phenomenon I investigated. Following the recommendations of Graue 
and Walsh (1998) I implemented a data generation process at three different lev-
els: observing, interviewing, and artifact collection

Observations

Classroom observations allowed me to document the day-to-day experiences 
in the research site at the surface level. To provide a systematic structure to the 
observation phase in this research study, I selected a setting in which I could spend 
a considerable amount of time observing and recording instances of social action 
that took place there. I did this in order to be consistent with participant observa-
tion methodology which requires “establishing a place in some natural setting on 
a relatively long-term basis in order to investigate, experience and represent the 
social life and social life and spatial process that occur in that setting” (Emerson, 
Fretz, & Shaw, 2001, p. 354).

I spent two class periods (about 120 minutes) three times a week (usually 
Mondays, Wednesdays, and Fridays) observing in the ESL classroom. Some weeks 
I was able to spend four out of the five-week days or the entire week. The observa-
tion phase lasted from January to May of the 2008 school year.

Analytic framework. I developed an analytic framework that consisted of a 
set of categories to guide the data collection process (see appendices 1 and 2). 
The categories that I selected emerged from the theoretical framework described 
elsewhere and from the literature on language teaching (see Larsen-Freeman, 
2003); literature on teaching immigrant and bilingual students in elementary 
and secondary school communities (Faltis, 2006; Faltis & Coulter, 2008; Faltis 
& Hudelson, 1998); literature on practice, activity, and context (Chaiklin & Lave, 
1993); and literature on functional linguistics (Schleppegrell, 2004).

Appendices 1 and 2 describe dimensions of participation in ESL and ESL con-
tent-area classrooms that I used as theoretical background to develop the analytic 
instruments for data collection and data analysis. Although the analytic frame-
work that I developed from the literature guided my observations, I incorporated 
data from other useful sources for the project.
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Audio-recording of language samples. I audio-recorded 35 hours of classroom 
conversations that I conducted in the research setting during instructional events. 
Prior to recording, I gained approval from the Institutional Review Board, the 
teacher and the student participants in this study. To record the conversations, 
I placed a digital audio-recorder at the center of the student participants’ desks 
since they sat together as a group most of the time. Sometimes I sat at the desks 
of individual students when they were assigned individual work and placed the 
digital recording device at their desk.

Observation of other school contexts. I spent time with the participants in 
this study in other school contexts. The one context in which I spent the most 
time was the school’s cafeteria, which helped me capture some instances in which 
participants used language outside the classroom. Sometimes I had informal con-
versations with the participants in this study with the purpose of clarifying class-
room observations and events that I recorded in their classroom. Observations in 
other school contexts where not very frequent and when they occurred, they were 
short due to the time frame allotted for the participants’ lunch periods.

Field notes. I took field notes to record instances of social action that I observed 
in the settings of this investigation. According to Emerson, Fretz, and Shaw (2001) 
“field notes are a form of representation, that is, a way of reducing just-observed 
events, persons and places to written accounts …[they] (re)constitute the social 
world in ways in which it can be reviewed, studied, and thought about time and 
time again (p.353). In addition, Emerson et al. (2001) state that field notes are 
selective since the researcher writes about certain things that seem significant 
but at the same time he or she leaves out other matters that do not seem signifi-
cant. I recorded field notes by hand while conducting observations. Appendices 
one and two show the forms I used, based on the analytic framework I developed. 
I recorded observations about classroom activities, artifacts, language learning 
and other social interactions that seemed pertinent.

Interviews

Drawing reflexive conclusions based on observations of instances of social 
action does not suffice for gathering quality data (Graue & Walsh, 1998). To 
go beyond the surface level of the social action observed, I conducted formal 
and informal interviews with the participants of this study, their teachers, and 
school administrators. I recorded each interview using a digital audio-recorder 
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and transcribed them verbatim (see data analysis section for specific transcrip-
tion procedures).

Formal interviews with students. I interviewed each of the participants on 
three separate occasions during the semester (beginning, middle, and end). The 
foci of the interviews were to obtain biographic information, clarify observed 
behaviors, and obtain students’ perspectives and beliefs about the phenomenon 
I investigated. The length of formal interviews ranged from 40 to 60 minutes 
depending on the time the students had available in their busy schedules.

Informal interviews with students. I conducted several informal interviews 
with each of the participants in the study with the purpose of clarifying events that 
I recorded in my observations. Informal interviews were frequent but short due to 
the fact that I only had access to participants during class breaks or lunch periods. 
I recorded each informal interview so that I could later clarify my field notes.

Group interview. I conducted one group interview at the end of the semes-
ter. I decided to interview the participants as a group after I identified certain 
themes, commonalities, and differences in their individual interviews. Doing this 
enabled me to corroborate or disconfirm the answers that participants previously 
provided me. I recorded the group interview, which lasted 60 minutes, and then 
transcribed it verbatim.

There were several advantages to small group interviews (Graue & Walsh, 1998). 
For instance, during the interviewing process the participants kept one another on 
track and confirmed the accuracy of events. They also seemed to feel more comfort-
able as a group than face-to-face with the researcher. The richest parts of the interviews 
came from the discussions that were generated during the small group interview. 
During this process the participants in this study provided their perspectives about 
learning English at school and expressed their opinions about each other’s responses.

Interviews with the ESL teacher. I conducted two formal interviews with the ESL 
teacher during the semester. The interviews lasted approximately 60 minutes and 
were transcribed verbatim. I would have liked to formally interview the teacher more 
than just twice. However, it was very difficult for me to schedule long periods of time 
to talk to the teacher because of her busy schedule. Instead, I had constant informal 
communication with her and was able to develop a positive rapport. This allowed 
me to ask for clarification about my observations at the end of many class sessions. 
Similarly, I was able to e-mail her short questions when she was unable to answer 
my questions directly after class. She was extremely helpful in sharing with me bio-
graphic and demographic data for student participants. In addition, she provided 
valuable insights about the participants’ experiences learning English at school.
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Interviews with school administrators. Because I understood the ESL class-
room was part of a larger system of social organization, I generated data at higher 
levels of the classroom’s social organization. Hence, I conducted an in-depth 
60-minute interview with the principal at WHS, who provided me valuable insights 
about the status of the school and its district. I also conducted three formal inter-
views with the ESL department chair at WHS and had many informal communica-
tions via e-mail or face-to-face. In addition, I interviewed the counselor assigned 
to the participants. He provided me with insight on the scheduling process for 
ELL students and also gave me test scores, grades, and schedules for the student 
participants.

The principal and the ESL department chair were people who facilitated the 
access to the research site and to the participants. They also helped me better 
understand the complex background that framed my investigation at the class-
room level.

Collection of Artifacts

I gathered several artifacts that the participants in this study produced. The arti-
facts included work samples (writing samples, logs, arts & crafts), school docu-
ments, and instructional materials.

Sampling and Access to Participants

I used purposeful sampling procedures to select WHS as the research site for this 
investigation (see Patton, 1990; Chein, 1981). Purposeful sampling is a strategy in 
which particular settings, persons, or events are deliberately selected to provide 
important information that other sampling methods cannot provide. (Maxwell, 
1996. p. 70).

I purposefully chose WHS for this study (see Patton, 1990; Chein, 1981) because 
it met several characteristics identified in the literature as having an impact in 
the educational experiences of immigrant children and children of immigrants 
learning English in U.S. schools (see Cosentino de Cohen et al., 2005; Faltis & 
Coulter, 2008). Some of those characteristics include:

The school contains large numbers of immigrant students and students who 1. 
are children of immigrants
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The school contains large numbers of students who are bilingual or speak a 2. 
language other than English as their primary language.
The school is located in an urban area which implies ethnic and linguistic 3. 
diversity.
The school serves a community with high levels of poverty.4. 

WHS is an urban public high school that serves a population of over 2,200 students, 
many of whom are immigrant or children of Mexican immigrant parents. The eth-
nic and linguistic diversity of the student population at WHS is reflected in statisti-
cal figures provided by the Arizona Department of Education (ADE) (2007). The 
2007-2008 data indicated that of over 2,200 students enrolled at WHS, over 300 of 
them have been designated as English language learners. Statistics indicate that 
Mexican origin represents the largest ethnic group (92%) and that Spanish is the 
language of the majority of the student population in this particular school (97%). 
In terms of socio-economic status, available data from the ADE indicate that over 
the majority of the students at West High School are eligible for free or reduced-
price lunch program (83%). Also, WHS is one of the few high schools in the entire 
school district that offered an alternative pedagogical approach (bilingual classes) 
for English language learners to the one mandated by the state of Arizona.

Access to the research site was relatively unproblematic because I participated 
in a previous research project conducted by some members of my dissertation 
committee during the spring semester of the year 2007. During that research proj-
ect I developed a positive professional relationship with the principal and other 
school administrators, the ESL department chair, and some students at WHS.

Access to the ESL classroom originated through conversations with ESL teach-
ers at WHS during professional development sessions conducted by researchers 
at Arizona State University in which I participated as an assistant. After several 
conversations about the goals of this dissertation study, a teacher offered her 
classroom as a research site and became the participant teacher. She believed that 
it was important that researchers document the experiences of students who are 
learning English at school.

Participants

The participants of this dissertation study were four female Mexican immigrant 
students and their ESL teacher. After obtaining Institutional Review Board 
approval, sampling and recruiting procedures for participants began in January 
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2008 And ended in February 2008. Initially, the ESL classroom was composed of 16 
students. However, because of immigration issues the number of students in the 
ESL classroom decreased from 16 to 7 students by the end of February 2008.

It took approximately one month to create positive rapport and trust with the 
four students who I invited to participate in this study. However, it took the entire 
semester for the students to feel confident enough to talk about some of their 
personal experiences as immigrant high school students. I provide a summary of 
demographic and school characteristics of the participants in Table 1. A broader 
description of the four individual student participants follows.

Table 1. Demographic and School Indicators 
of the Four Student Participants

Demographic and 
school indicators

Student Participants

Sandra Ana Karla Gisela

Age 16 15 15 16

Country of origin Mexico Mexico Mexico Mexico

Birthplace Sonora Mexico City Chihuahua Sonora

Immigrant status Undocumented Undocumented Documented Undocumented

Time in the U.S. at the 
beginning of study

Approx. 6 months Approx. 1.5 years Approx. 6 months 6 months

Grade placement
10th Grade Sopho-

more
9th Grade Fresh-

man
10th Grade Sopho-

more
11th Grade Junior

Language proficiency 
placement at WHS

Beginner Beginner Beginner Beginner

Prior education in 
country of origin

Elementary to 9th 
Grade

No records – self 
reported Elemen-
tary to 7th Grade

Elementary to 9th 
Grade

Elementary to 
10th Grade

Number of credits 
transferred from coun-
try of origin

9 0 7 12
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Sandra

Personal history. Sandra is a 16 year-old girl born and raised in a small city in the 
state of Sonora, Mexico across from the Arizona-Mexico border. Sandra’s home-
town has a population of about 160,000 people and is an active port of entry for 
ground transportation, as well as documented and undocumented immigrants 
traveling between the U.S. and Mexico.

Before moving to the U.S. in the summer of 2007, Sandra lived with her 
parents and her younger brother (12 years old). She has a very close relation-
ship with her family. Sandra stated that the most important aspect of her life 
besides her family was to succeed in school because, like many low/middle 
income Mexican families, her parents believed that formal education was 
the only means to improve her economic situation. In interviews, she stated 
that her parents believe that getting the highest degree of education possible 
increases her chances to get a professional high-paying job. This is because the 
job markets both in Mexico and in the U.S. value workers and professionals who 
acquire certain intellectual and linguistic skills, such as speaking English and 
using computers.

Sandra attended public schools where she completed “la escuela primaria” (1st 
through 6th grades) and “la escuela secundaria” (7th to 9th) but before enrolling 
in “la escuela preparatotia” (10th to 12th grades) Sandra and her parents learned 
through relatives that public schools in Arizona taught children to speak English 
in one year. As a result, they believed that the public education system in the U.S. 
would better prepare Sandra for a professional career and decided that moving to 
Arizona temporarily was the best option for her. The family also took advantage 
of the fact that they have family members living in Arizona, which eased the eco-
nomic and emotional stress involved in moving to another country.

Sandra told me that she agreed to move to the U.S. because she had the support 
of her parents. She felt that regardless of how her experience in the U.S. turned 
out, she could always go back to Mexico and continue with her education. Sandra 
arrived in July 2007, before school started. She lived with her uncle, aunt, and 
cousin, all of whom are her immediate family on her mother’s side and who had 
immigrated to the U.S. in past years. Sandra mentioned that she was aware that 
her uncle was the only provider in the household and that their economic situa-
tion had changed for the worse shortly after she arrived.

Although her extended family received her with open arms, Sandra’s uncle 
did not have regular employment in July 2007. He worked for a construction com-
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pany for two years, but his employment was not secure due to the bad economic 
situation in Arizona’s construction industry. Sandra also learned that there had 
been recent changes in the state’s immigration policy, which called for legal action 
against companies that hire undocumented workers like her uncle. She under-
stood why her uncle was stressed and afraid to go out to find a job. Still, Sandra’s 
uncle and aunt assured her that she could stay with them, which she did.

Enrolling in an American high school. Sandra’s aunt took her to the neighbor-
hood high school where she enrolled for the 2007-2008 school year. She was placed 
in the 10th grade (sophomore year) since the counseling department decided 
that the coursework she had completed in Mexico was parallel to the coursework 
required in Arizona. After taking the AZELLA test to determine her language 
proficiency, Sandra was designated as a beginning ELL student and assigned a 
pre-determined schedule for second year students (sophomores) that fell into the 
beginning ELL designation. Sandra’s school day consisted of a three-hour block of 
ESL English (three credits out of six and a half credits Elective requirement); one 
Bilingual (BLS) Algebra class, one Bilingual Biology class; one Art class (Dance); 
and a lunch period.

Ana

Personal history. Ana is a fifteen-year old girl born in Mexico City, where she 
grew up before immigrating to Arizona with her mother in early 2006. During 
informal conversations, Ana talked to me about living in a poor neighborhood 
in the metropolitan area of Mexico City. She pointed out that living in Mexico 
City was difficult because her mother had to work very hard to support the two 
of them and commute long distances to get to work. Thus, they were not able to 
spend much time together. Nevertheless, Ana was proud of being from the big 
city because she felt that growing up in a rough environment had made her tough 
and courageous.

Despite the difficult economic situation that Ana and her mother faced, Ana 
stated that school was important for her because she had made many friends and 
because most of her daily activities concentrated around attending school and 
hanging out in the neighborhood after school. During interviews, Ana told me 
that she completed “la escuela primaria” (1st to 6th grades) and one year (7th grade) 
of “la escuela secudaria” (7th to 9th grades) in public schools near her neighborhood 
before immigrating to the U.S.
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Ana was evidently uncomfortable talking about immigrating to the U.S. with me. 
She avoided the topic altogether during interviews and was hesitant to provide an 
account of her trip to the U.S. She limited herself to stating that that she lived in the 
U.S. with her mother and that they had decided to immigrate to the U.S. to improve 
their economic situation. During interviews, Ana stated that at first she did not want 
to come to the U.S. because she would miss her friends. She also felt afraid of living 
in a place where everything would be different: she would not speak English, and 
she would not know anyone. She also commented that she was afraid of not having 
the option of going back and forth between the U.S. and Mexico; she and her mother 
were undocumented and she was afraid of having to leave everything behind.

It was apparent that Ana was aware of the immigration situation that was tak-
ing place where she lived and went to school. She told me that she worried about 
her mother because of ongoing immigration roundups conducted by the Sheriff’s 
office in the entire county. She also worried because she had heard about people 
being arrested and put in jail and about families being separated because of the 
deportation of undocumented working parents.

Enrolling in American schools. Ana did not attend school the first half of the 
year 2006 after arriving in Arizona. However, her mother enrolled her in a middle 
school in the fall semester of the 2006-2007 school year. In middle school, Ana 
was placed at grade level, 8th grade, because school administrators determined 
that she had had parallel schooling in Mexico. Ana told me that adapting to her 
new school was a little less stressful than what she had expected because many 
of her classmates and teachers spoke Spanish. Nevertheless, she knew that she 
needed to learn English because she could not communicate when other students 
or school personnel spoke to her in English, which made her very anxious and 
insecure. She felt frustrated because she could not do certain activities at school, 
like reading and writing in English or doing homework in English. But, what 
made Ana most uncomfortable and angry was the fact that other girls were mean 
to her and made fun of her in English, and she could not defend herself.

Despite the difficulties that she experienced, Ana completed the 8th grade and 
became a high school freshman in the fall of the year 2007. After enrolling at WHS, 
she was designated as a beginning ELL student based on the results of the AZELLA. 
The counseling department assigned her a pre-determined schedule for first-year 
students (freshman) who were beginning ELL students. Thus, Ana’s school day 
consisted of a three-hour block of ESL English; one introductory Bilingual Alge-
bra class; one Bilingual Physical Science class; one Regular Physical Education 
class; and one lunch period.
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Karla

Personal history. Karla is a fifteen-year old 10-grader born in a small city in the 
central part of the border state of Chihuahua, Mexico. Karla’s birthplace has a 
population of approximately 100,000 people and has been growing steadily since 
the late eighties when agriculture and manufacturing industries settled in the 
region. Karla was aware of the relationship between the economic and social 
problems that many families faced in her state and the phenomenon of immi-
gration. She explained to me that she believed that many people emigrated to 
the U.S. because they had been laid off in recent years, due to the closing of the 
maquiladoras (manufacturing plants). She went on to say that she thought that 
people also emigrated to the U.S. because it was customary to do so, especially for 
people from small towns where there were no jobs, because of the proximity of 
the border with the states of Texas and New Mexico.

Karla told me that her father himself had been an undocumented worker in 
the U.S. for many years but that he had become a legal resident a few years ago 
and was able to travel between the U.S. and Mexico. Karla felt that her family 
was “better off” when compared with other families in her hometown because 
her father had an income from the U.S. and was able to provide for the family. 
Shortly after obtaining residency in AZ, Karla’s father filed a request to bring the 
family with him because he had a steady job in the U.S. However, the process 
took about three years before the request was finally granted. At last, Karla and 
her two brothers (13 and 25 year of age) left for Arizona with her parents in the 
summer of 2007.

Enrolling in American schools. Karla completed “la escuela primaria” (1st 
to 6th grades) and “la escuela secundaria” (7th to 9th grades) in Mexican public 
schools. Shortly after arriving in Arizona, her parents enrolled her for the 2007-
2008 school year at WHS, where she was placed at grade level in the 10th grade 
(sophomore year) because she had had parallel schooling in Mexico. After that, 
Karla was designated as a beginning ELL student based language proficiency test 
scores. She was assigned a schedule that corresponded to beginning ELL students 
enrolled in the 10th grade. Karla’s school day was distributed as follows: a three-
hour block of ESL English; one Bilingual Algebra class; one Bilingual Biology 
class; one Bilingual World History class; and a lunch period.
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Gisela

Personal history. Gisela turned 17 years old in the spring of 2007, shortly after 
this study was implemented. Like Sandra, she was born in the state of Sonora, 
but in the metropolitan area of the state’s capital, further south from the Sonora-
Arizona border.

During interviews Gisela was reserved when talking about her family distrib-
uted between Mexico and in the U.S. and about the motives for immigrating to 
the U.S. She told me that she came to the U.S. because she wanted to “check it 
out” and wanted to experience going to school here. In addition, she said that she 
made the decision to move, and her parents were okay with it because she could 
live with her older sister, her brother-in-law, and with other close relatives that 
had immigrated to work in the U.S. many years ago. Nevertheless, Gisela did not 
disclose many details about how she got in the country.

Through informal interviews with Gisela and the other participants in this 
study, I learned that some of Gisela’s relatives in the U.S. were undocumented but 
that most of them held jobs in Arizona. She also mentioned that she lived with 
her older sister and brother-in-law and that he was the one that provided for the 
household. Gisela also mentioned that she worked during the weekends at one 
of the malls in the area in a shoe store and that she liked doing that because she 
made good money to cover some of her personal needs.

Enrolling in an American school. Gisela arrived in Arizona in August 2007, 
just before the beginning of the 2007-2008 school year. Upon arrival, her older 
sister enrolled Gisela at WHS where she was designated as a beginning ELL stu-
dent based on the AZELLA Then, the counseling department at WHS placed her 
at the 11th grade (junior year) because they determined that she had had parallel 
schooling based on the coursework she completed in Mexico. Gisela’s school 
day was distributed following a pre-determined schedule for beginning ELL stu-
dents who were placed in the sophomore and junior years. Thus, Gisela’s school 
day was as follows: a three-hour block of ESL English; one Bilingual Algebra 
class; one Bilingual Biology class; one Spanish for Native Speakers class; and a 
lunch period.
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Ms. Hernandez

Personal history. Ms. Hernandez was a first-year teacher in her mid-twenties who 
was born in Sinaloa, Mexico. She lived with her family in Mexico until the age of 
six when her family immigrated to Arizona for the first time. Her schooling expe-
riences took place between U.S. and Mexican schools because her family moved 
back and forth between the two countries as undocumented immigrants several 
times, according to the availability of jobs for her father.

Ms. Hernandez attended 1st, 2nd, and 3rd grades in Arizona. Then, her family 
moved back to Mexico, where she attended 4th, 5th, and 6th grades. After that, her 
family immigrated once more to the U.S., where they have been living since.

Ms. Hernandez attended Arizona’s schools from grades 7th through 12th. Then, 
she attended two years of community college before enrolling at Arizona State 
University where she majored in English Literature. She received a degree from 
Arizona State University in English literature, and also received her teacher certi-
fication as an English as a Second Language Teacher through the Initial Teaching 
Certification program also at Arizona State University.

American school experiences. Ms. Hernandez’s schooling experiences were 
distinctive in the sense that she was a graduate of the high school in which this 
study took place and later became an English as a Second language teacher at 
the same high school. Ms Hernandez had been an English learner herself and 
she had been placed in English as a Second Language classes for most of her 
schooling experiences in U.S. schools. She attended ESL classes through most 
of the elementary and middle grades before exiting the ESL track in her sopho-
more year of high school. She then attended college and received her teaching 
certification as an English literature teacher. However, because of her bilingual 
abilities and because of job opportunities, Ms. Hernandez decided to pursue an 
ESL teaching endorsement before being hired at the same high school from which 
she graduated. Ms. Hernandez’s experiences as an ELL made her an invaluable 
source of information to better understand the phenomenon of learning Eng-
lish in school settings. Table 2 summarizes demographic and other information 
about her.
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Table 2. Information About Participant Teacher

Demographic information
Schooling experiences

U.S. Mexico

Age group: Mid-twenties
Birthplace: Sinaloa, Mexico
Age of arrival in the U.S.: 6 years old
Native language: Spanish
Languages spoken: Spanish and 
English (bilingual)

Elementary grades:
1st, 2nd, and 3rd

Elementary grades:
4th, 5th, and 6th

Middle school:
7th and 8th

High school :
10th -12th

Community College:
2 years

College:
Majored in English Literature
Received Initial Teaching 
Certification
Received ESL Endorsement

Data Analysis Procedures

The data analysis procedures that I followed for this study included the construc-
tion of empirical assertions following Erickson’s (1986) method of analytic induc-
tion. I generated three overarching assertions and ten subassertions that support 
them based on the data that I collected. The construction of the assertions and 
subassertions entailed a process of searching for meaningful patterns that guided 
the interpretation of the data corpus, which consisted of field notes, interview tran-
scripts, audio recordings, site documents, students’ work samples, and artifacts.

In order to establish evidentiary warrant for the overarching assertions that I 
generated, I reviewed the data corpus repeatedly to test the validity of the asser-
tions, seeking disconfirming evidence as well as confirming evidence. I accom-
plished this process by testing and retesting the assertions against the entire data 
corpus. During this process I reframed the assertions as the analysis proceeded 
until the assertions were supported by the data corpus. The data analysis proce-
dures also involved the generations of analytic narrative vignettes; quotes from 
interviews; synoptic data reports (maps, frequency tables, figures); interpretive 
commentaries; and theoretical discussions.
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Coding

I coded data in two major steps: coding data from interviews and coding data 
from audio-recordings. A description of coding procedures is included below.

Coding data from interviews. First, I transcribed and translated (when 
required) all recorded interviews collected for this study. Then, I used a quali-
tative research software (ATLAS.Ti 5.2) and uploaded all transcriptions in order 
to manage and organize data generated from interviews. Using the qualitative 
research software and as I read and re-read the transcripts, I generated a set of 
40 codes (see Appendix D). Then, I reduced the data by grouping codes that 
addressed related topics into seven different code families. Patterns in the data 
represented as code families help me identify themes that I used to generate and 
support three overarching assertions and related subassertions in this study (see 
Appendix E).

Coding audio-recordings. The second part of the coding process involved data 
collected through audio-recordings. I listened to approximately 35 hrs of inter-
views several times as a sampling procedure. I then selected “samples” that were 
useful to support or disconfirm the assertions and subassertions that resulted 
from this study. Then, I transcribed and translated (when needed) those samples 
using a word processor software.

After trying different analytic methods, and under the guidance of members 
of my committee, I chose to implement an analysis at the discourse level to under-
stand some of the selected samples. I adapted it from Cazden (1988; 2001), whose 
approach to analyzing classroom talk and structure of lessons through the study 
of a discourse patterns referred to as Initiation-Response-Evaluation (IRE) was 
useful to make sense of some language samples that I audio-recorded.

Functional Analysis of Language

I implemented a functional analysis of language to analyze other language sam-
ples from the set of 35 hours of audio-recordings and addressed specific issues 
to answer the research questions in this study. Functional analysis of language, 
which is theoretically based on systemic functional linguistics (Halliday, 1994; 
Martin, 1992; Matthiessen, 1995), was the most appropriate analytic approach 
to analyze language samples for this study because this approach has been used 
by researchers to describe features, functions, and purposes of school-based 
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language in functional terms (see Shleppegrell, 2004). Appendix D shows the 
21 codes that comprised the coding system that I developed to analyze language 
samples presented in chapter five.



IV
Data Display

This chapter presents a display of data based on specific classroom observa-
tions and events recorded during the teaching of English in the classroom that 
served as the research site. The purpose of this chapter is to provide the reader 
with a contextual framework for the interpretation of findings presented in chap-
ter five. To that end, I have provided contextual descriptions as well as samples of 
instructional materials and students’ work.

I have divided the data display in this chapter into six sections and provide a 
summarizing statement at the end of this chapter. The six sections are:

The curriculum of the beginning 1. ESL classroom
Teaching vocabulary in the beginning 2. ESL classroom
Teaching grammar in the beginning 3. ESL classroom
Teaching reading in the beginning 4. ESL classroom
Teaching writing in the beginning 5. ESL classroom
Using spoken English during class presentations6. 

The Curriculum of the Beginning ESL Classroom

The curriculum that Ms. Hernandez implemented in her classroom was divided 
into thematic units that usually lasted one to two weeks. The organization of the 
content of those units varied, but for the most part all included sections that Ms. 
Hernandez identified as the grammar, vocabulary, reading and writing, and a 
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final project based on the unit’s theme. Some of the themes that the units that Ms. 
Hernandez taught between the months of January to May, 2008 were The Food 
Unit, The Family Unit, The Clothing Unit, The U.S. Holidays Unit, and The Neighbor-
hood Unit.

Ms. Hernandez explained that the curriculum was provided by the district 
and addressed the English language proficiency standards developed by the state. 
However, she acknowledged that she implemented the curriculum based on deci-
sions at the school level. In addition, she mentioned that she used teaching strate-
gies that she had learned during the year she spend as a student teacher at WHS. 
Specifically, she mentioned that she sought the guidance of Ms. Gutierrez who 
was the instructional leader at WHS.

In formal and informal interviews I asked Ms. Hernandez to broadly describe 
the purpose of her class. Ms. Hernandez responded as follows:

The main goal for this class is to provide as much vocabulary to the kids, ‘cause 
that’s all they are going to learn, it is easy for them, vocabulary and the basic 
grammar. So, that’s our goal so that they are ready for the next level... the basic 
grammar and vocabulary development. That’s the most important thing.

When I asked Ms. Hernandez to describe how it was that she implemented the 
curriculum to achieve the purpose of the class. Ms. Hernandez stated:

For the most part we’ve broken the curriculum into units, different units, that’s 
how the other teachers (short pause) they teach that way, too, you know. So, 
we have different units, like the food unit, the family unit, and then that is how 
(short pause) we even incorporate the grammar into that unit, like the use of 
“there is/there are” you know, and stuff like that. That’s how I have my year 
planned.

Weekly Routine

Ms. Hernandez told me that she usually delivered the content of the various cur-
riculum units in about a week, although some units took as much as two weeks. I 
asked Ms. Hernandez to generally describe the instructional activities she typi-
cally used in her class during a week. Ms. Hernandez stated
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Usually, when I start a unit, on Monday I give out a vocabulary list and I either 
I have a power point showing either pictures that represent the vocabulary, so 
that kids could see and then we practice (short pause) we do the coral practice 
and the pronunciation; and then we start with the word study sheets, which is 
like (short pause) they write the word, then they write a sentence, then they 
write the pronunciation of the vocabulary. (short pause) Probably by Tuesday 
I have bell- work which is related to the vocabulary; we have like a community 
vocabulary. I’ll ask them “well, what are you doing during the week? [teacher role 
play as a student] “Well, I’m going to go to the movie theatre” [teacher continues 
with her explanation] and right there they are using part of the vocabulary. And 
then, I just have worksheets for them to practice, different worksheets. (short 
pause) And then usually in each unit I have a project, which I show usually, 
would be on Monday, the first day of the unit; and then, I explain the project 
and then I show them examples and probably by Wednesday we start getting 
ideas, they are breaking into groups; and then Thursday just keep practice, a lot 
of practice so that they remember; and then on Friday I just quiz them for the 
week, every week they have a quiz.

[researcher] Is it a common practice for you to give your students a quiz?
[teacher] Yeah, it’s either an oral quiz or a written quiz, depending on the 

unit, everything depends on the unit.

In addition to the broad description provided by Ms. Hernandez, I identified recur-
rent patterns of content organization and instructional activities that Ms. Hernan-
dez utilized to deliver the curriculum in her classroom. The patterns described in 
the following section are presented as general descriptions and were not necessar-
ily presented in the classroom in the sequence I use in this description.

Vocabulary. The vocabulary section usually consisted of a variety of exercises 
such as direct translation of English words into Spanish using dictionaries; match-
ing exercises in which the students associated pictures with English vocabulary 
words; word definitions; fill-in-the-blanks; true/false exercises, and crossword 
puzzles, which were frequently used to teach spelling of English vocabulary.

Ms. Hernandez also utilized the vocabulary section of the unit to model the 
pronunciation of new words so that her students could practice “in the moment.”

Grammar. In general, this section involved the teaching of particular gram-
matical structures of the English language. During this section of the class 
students engaged in grammar drill exercises, fill-in-the blanks, or sentence com-
pletion exercises presented in worksheet forms.
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Reading. During the reading section the students engaged in a routine called 
“silent reading”. Silent reading consisted of a 20-minute individual reading session 
that took place at the beginning of the first of the two periods of the class. The 
silent reading routine was done almost daily between the months of January and 
March of the year 2008.

Other forms of “formal reading” involved the reading of short passages related 
to the thematic unit. Those passages included short descriptions and reading com-
prehension exercises on which the students reported factual information that was 
provided in the reading sections.

Writing. Ms. Hernandez usually allocated time near the end of each thematic 
unit for the students to produce some type of writing sample (biography, nar-
rative, descriptions, poems, etc.). She provided the students with “prompt-ques-
tions” that students used as guides to write short paragraphs that composed their 
writing pieces. Writing samples were used to assess the student’s progress along 
with standardized test scores.

The unit’s project. Ms. Hernandez assigned a project at the end of each the-
matic unit of the curriculum. Students working in pairs or individually had to 
produce some type of product that addressed the theme of the particular unit on 
which the class had been working. The second phase of the project’s unit con-
sisted on the presentation of the product to the class. This phase usually involved 
an oral presentation in which the teacher expected that the students incorporated 
the vocabulary, grammatical structures, and other features that she had taught 
throughout the unit. She used these presentations for assessment purposes.

Informal assessment. Fridays were usually the days when the students in the 
1380 ESL classroom were given quizzes. Ms. Hernandez usually wrote or handed 
out five to ten questions addressing either vocabulary or grammatical patterns 
she had taught during the week. Students were usually asked to fill-in-the-blanks 
quiz sentences.

Teaching Vocabulary in the ESL Classroom

These are excerpts from a thematic unit that Ms. Hernandez taught in the English 
ESL class for five days during March 2008. The unit was titled The Food Unit and 
was divided into several sections that included the teaching of specific vocabu-
lary and grammatical forms. Table 3 summarizes the curricular structure of the 
unit Ms. Hernandez introduced in this particular instance.
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Table 3. Curricular Structure for The Food Unit Thematic Unit

Unit goal: Express quantity through the use of countable 
and uncountable nouns to talk about food.

Grammatical forms Vocabulary & Pronunciation Writing & Speaking

There is/there are
Singular/plural forms of nouns
Introduction to countable/un-
countable nouns

Food related nouns
fruits & vegetables; diary; meats; 
beverages; bread and cereal; 
meals of the day

Building a Restaurant Menu
Integrate writing in the produc-
tion of the menu

The teacher’s goal for the events described below was to introduce a list of vocab-
ulary words corresponding to the new thematic unit, which was titled The Food 
Unit. In order to achieve her goal, she planned to implement three major activi-
ties for her students to work on during the two class periods. During this lesson, 
the teacher would also introduce and model the grammar goal corresponding to 
the unit. The grammatical point to be integrated in the activity was the use of 
indefinite articles “a/an” with countable nouns. The point of the oral exercise was 
that the students respond to the teacher’s questions by using a complete sentence 
using the appropriate indefinite article by fusing the following models:

T: What is this? [teacher shows the figure of a pear] St: It is / It’s a pear
T: What is this? [teacher shows the figure of an apple] St: It is / it’s an apple
Responses: “it’s an/a ________” or “It is a/an ________”.
Table 4 shows the organization of the content for the lesson documented dur-

ing this classroom observation.

Table 4. Organization of the Content of the Grammar Lesson

Classroom 
organization

Activity Artifacts
Goal of the 

activity
Display knowledge

Whole-group 
lesson
Individual-work
Team-work

Learning 
vocabulary of 
fruits, vegeta-
bles, meats, and 
other foods
Learning pro-
nunciation of 
vocabulary

Word study 
Worksheets
Realia

Grammatical 
forms
There is/there 
are
Singular/plural 
forms of nouns
Countable/un-
countable nouns

Food related nouns
fruits & vegetables; diary; 
meats; beverages; bread 
and cereal; meals of the day
Building a Restaurant Menu
Integrate reading from ma-
gazines and cooking books
Integrate writing in the 
production of the menu
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Classroom observation: Monday, April 21st, 2008 9:00AM

Presenting the unit’s vocabulary words. Ms. Hernandez was writing a list of Eng-
lish words on the board as I entered her room. She had written over 50 different 
words categorized in five groups labeled Fruits, Vegetables, Meats, “Cereals and 
Bread, and Dairy products . The students enter the classroom at 9:05 when the bell 
rang for first period.

Ana was surprised when she entered the room and saw what Ms. Hernan-
dez had written on the board: “¡Miss Hernandez! ¡Otra vez tenemos que hacer todo 
eso!” [Miss Hernandez! Do we have to do that again?] Ms. Hernandez smiled and 
waited for the rest of the students to enter the classroom and take their seats. 
Once everyone was seated, she addressed the class

OK! We are going to start a new unit (code-switch) esta unidad (code-switch)
[this unit] it’s going to be fun (code-switch) porque vamos a hacer como un (short 
pause) van a hacer su propio menu de un restaurant (code-switch) [because we 
are going to make a (short pause) you will make your own restaurant menu]. It’s 
going to be fun like last year…

Ms. Hernandez went on to tell the class what they were to work on that day. She 
explained that she expected to go over each section of the vocabulary she had 
written on the board by doing choral repetition of the words as a group. She gave 
instructions to the class as follows

Today we get to do food vocabulary…first we are going to practice the pro-
nunciation of this part of the unit, OK? (code-switch) No quiero que nadie esté 
hablando ni jugando. [I need for you to repeat after me, OK? We are going to do 
fruits first…you get to translate the words later, OK?]

Then, the teacher started the choral repetition as follows

[T= Teacher; A=Ana; K=Karla; G=Gisela; Group=Whole group; S=Sandra; St= individual 
student]

Teacher Students
T: We are going to do fruits first K: Fruits first!
T: What’s fruits? K: Fruits!
T: Frutas! OK! (3) OK, the first fruit is lime.
Everybody! Lime! Group: Lime!
T: Strawberry! G: Strawberry!
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[Comment: some students do not repeat the words as requested by the teacher]
T: Again! Everybody! Group: Strawberry!
T: Peach! Group: Peach!
… [Minute 34:04]
T: Watermelon! what’s a watermelon? St: ¡Melón! [Cantaloupe]

A: ¡No!¡Sandia! [Watermelon]
G: ¡Sandia! [Watermelon]

T: It’s a “sandia”
Ms. Hernandez moved on to vegetables after reviewing the fruits vocabulary list

… [minute 35:52]
T: Tomato Group: Tomato!
T: Carrots! Group: Carrots!
T: Onion! (.2) What’s an onion? S: Cebolla!
T: Onion! (code-switch) como con la “ñ”
[teacher models pronounciation] onion Group: Onion!

The teacher continued the lesson by reviewing the dairy products vocabulary list

T: Let’s go to dairy products
¿Que son los “dairy products”? St: Productos lacteos! [dairy products]

K: ¡También les dicen los derivados de la leche! 
[they are also known as milk product]

T: Put it in Spanish (code-switch)
tienen que traducir su vocabulary

[you have to translate your vocabulary] 

K: ¿Como le ponemos? ¿derivados de la lecheo 
productos lácteos?  
[What do we call this? Dairy products of milk 
products?]

T: Lo que dijo K: ¿Productos lácteos?
[milk product?]

T: Yes! K: Ah! La leche, el queso [oh! Milk, Cheese]
T: OK! Let’s do it in English milk!
Everybody!

Group: Milk!

… [44:04]

T: OK let’s go to the bread and cereal section. 
What is bread and cereal?

K: Cereales y [Cereals and…]

[comment: Karla seems not to know the meaning of the word “bread”]

T: Bread. What is bread? St: Pan! [bread]
T: Pan K: ¿Pan y cereales?  [cereals and bread]
T: Yes
… [51:00]
T: Let’s go to meats section! What are meats? S: Carne! [meat!]
T: Write carne next to it! K: ¡Carne de pollo! [chicken meat!]
T: Chicken! Group: Chicken!
T: Ham Group: Ham!
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After the class had gone over the last section in the vocabulary list (meats) Ms. Hernandez provided 
clarification for those words the students didn’t know

[51:47]
T: OK! Which ones don’t you know from this 
section? St: Pork chops o algo asi [or  something like that]
T: Pork chops son la carne de puerco que viene 
así en huesito [Pork chops are pork meat that 
come with thin bones]

St: Filete! [Filet!]

T: ¡No! ¡Filete no! [no! no filet] A: ¡Bistec! [steak!]
G: ¡Costillas! [ribs!]
K: ¡Costillitas! [ribs!]
G: Costillas [ribs]
A: ¡Las costillas vienen con un chorro de huesos! 
[ribs have a lot of bones!]

[incomprehensible. Students are talking over each other]

St: ¡Carne deshuesada! [boneless meat!
K: ¡Oh! ¡Carne molida! [oh! Shredded meat!]
S: ¡Ay si! ¡La carne molida no tiene huesos! 
[Shredded meat is boneless]
A: ¡Está diciendo que no  tiene huesos! [she said 
that this meat does not have bones!]
K: ¡Dijo que tiene un huesito delgadito! [she said 
that it has thin bones]
R: Si tiene. Se llama chuleta [it does have bones. 
It is called pork chops]
Class: ¡Chuleta! ¡Chuleta! [Pork chops! Pork 
chops!

Ms. Hernandez and her class reviewed the entire vocabulary list written on the 
board 10 minutes before the bell rang. She gave her students five minutes of free 
time because they had been cooperative during the activity. Then the bell rang 
indicating the end of the first class period. All the students in the class stepped 
out of the classroom and took a five minute break.

Working with word study sheets. The bell rang at 10:05, signaling the begin-
ning of the second period of the ESL class. Shortly after that, Ms. Hernandez 
handed out the word study sheets that she typically used when presenting new 
vocabulary in each thematic unit. Then, she had the class use picture dictionaries 
to look up pictures of the vocabulary words, which they had work on during the 
first class period, and come up with the Spanish translations using pictures as 
hints. As the teacher moved around the classroom Karla and Ana were complain-
ing about length of the activity. She replied
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[T= Teacher; A=Ana; K=Karla]
T: I don’t like it but you guys have to do it
K: A mí tampoco me gusta! [translation: I don’t like it either!]
A: ¿Miss Hernandez? ¡Todo! ¿Tenemos que hacer todo? [ Miss, Hernandez? 

Everything! Do we have to do everything?]
T: ¡Todas! [everything!]
 K: Miss ¿en qué pagina están todas estas cositas? [On what page are all these 

things, Miss?]
T: I promise you guys this is the last time you are going to do this

After Ms. Hernandez finished handing out the worksheet to the students she 
reminded them to enter each vocabulary word written on the board into their 
word study sheet. Then, she went back to her desk and sat at her computer as 
her students got their picture dictionaries and started to fill out their word study 
sheets.

I sat at the same table as Sandra, Karla, and Ana during the second class period. 
I recorded most of their conversations as they worked on their word study sheets. 
Also, I became involved in the activity because the teacher or the students them-
selves often asked me to provide the meaning of words they did not know either in 
English or Spanish or to explain concepts with which they were not familiar. The 
next section is a description of the events that occurred in this phase of the class.

Filling out the word study sheet. Ms. Hernandez did not provide specific 
instructions to her students to fill out the word study sheets. May be Ms. Hernan-
dez expected her students to figure that out on their own since they had worked on 
the word study sheet many times during the school year. Karla, Ana, and Sandra 
worked together on the assignment and decided to use colors, sizes or qualities of 
the food vocabulary to write short sentences and fill out their word study sheets. 
Also, with the assistance of the teacher they came up with a way to represent the 
pronunciation of the vocabulary words they had reviewed in the previous class 
period.

Figure 2 is a sample of the word study sheet that Ana filled out. The figure 
shows an example of how Ana and her classmates worked out the activity. For the 
word “beets” she wrote:

Word Meaning (Spanish) Sentence using word Pronunciation Word type
Beets   betabe     The beets is are purple.   Biit /bit/          nouns
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Figure 2. A sample of Ana’s word study sheet

Figuring out words. The following excerpts occurred spontaneously as Ms. Her-
nandez’s students were working on their word study sheet:

[T= Teacher; A=Ana; K=Karla; G=Gisela; R=Researcher; S=Sandra; St= indi-
vidual student]

Figs
K: Miss? ¿que era “fig”? [ what does fig mean?]
T: Frank sabe. Pregunstale a Frank [ Frank knows. Ask Frank]
K: Frank ¿Qué es higo? [ Frank, what does fig mean?]
T: No le digas Frank [joking] [ don’t tell her Frank]
R: Higo [ Fig]

[Comment: Karla could not find the picture of a fig in the dictionary because 
she did not know what figs looked like.]

K: No viene ningún higo, Miss; yo no los conozco [ There are no figs in the
dictionary, Miss; I don’t know what they look like]
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T: Yo tampoco conozco los higos [ I don’t know how figs look like either]
St: ¿No conoce los higos, Miss? [ You dont know how figs look like, Miss?]
T: No, no conozco los higos [ No, I don’t know how figs look like]

[Comment: Karla asked Ana to help her find the picture of a fig in the picture 
dictionary]

K: ¿Cuál es el higo? [ which one is a fig?]
A: Este es el higo [pointing to the picture of a fig in the dictionary] Es como 

una pera, pero más chiquito [ this is a fig. It is like a pear but it is smaller]
K: ¿Mas chiquito? [ smaller?]
A: Mas chiquitos y morados (short pause) Has de cuenta que es la pera pero más 

chiquitos y morados [ they are smaller and purple. Think about a pear but smaller 
and purple]

R: Y son negritos o morados [And they are black or purple]
K: ¡Oh! ¡Redondos! [ oh! Round!].

Cream of wheat

[Comment: Ana was trying to find the meaning for “cream of wheat” but nei-
ther Sandra nor Karla were able to help her. She decided to ask the teacher]

A: Miss que es “cream of [student s trying to pronounce the word “wheat”] [ 
Miss, what is the meaning of cream of [pause]]

T: Whipped cream? (short pause) La crema esa dulce que dijimos [That means 
the sweet cream that we already talked about]

A: ¡No Miss! Cream of [interruption]
T: Cream of wheat?
A: Aja! Eso! [yes! That!]
T: Es como la avena pero mas (short pause) es de trigo [ it is like oatmeal but 

(short pause) it is made of wheat]
A: ¡Ah! ¡Avena de trigo! [ oh! Wheat oatmeal!]
T: Si [yes]

Dates
[Comment: Ana was trying to pronounce the word “date” as in a fruit. How-

ever, she did not know how the word was pronounced nor what it meant. She 
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asked the researcher explain to her what a date meant. Sandra and Karla also got 
involved in the conversation)]

A: ¿Qué es eso? [what is that?]
F: Dátiles [dates]
S: ¿Que es eso? [what is that?]
R: [showing a picture of date from the dictionary] ¿Ya lo viste? [ Do you see 

it?]
A: ¿Que son? [ what are those?]
K: Yo no se como son. Yo nunca las he visto [ I dont know how they look like. I 

have never seen them]
T: En el diccionario ahí tienes el dibujo de los dátiles [you have pictures of dates 

in the dictionary]
R: Son como unas frutitas pequeñas que caen de las palmeras; las secan y son un 

poco dulces [ they are like small fruits that fall off palm trees; people dry them 
and they are sweet]

S: No sé como son los dátiles [ I dont know how dates look like]
R: Los dátiles son estos [showing pictures from dictionaries] es que son raros. 

Son unas cositas así ovaladas larguitas pero saben medio raro; las secan como las 
pasitas, así esa textura tienen; están secas. [ These are dates. They are weird look-
ing. They are small, long, and long but they taste weird. People dry them like 
raisins that is the texture they have; they are dried.]

S: ¡oh! ¡Ya! ¡Como la aceituna! [ oh! Got it! ¡just like olives!]
R: Se parecen como una aceituna pero más largas [They look like an olive but 

they are longer]
S: ¿Conoce la aceituna? [Do you know how olives look like?]
R: Aja [yes]
S: ¿La aceituna aquí como se llama? [What are olives called here in the U.S.?]
R: Olives, olivas [ olives]

The class continued working on their word study sheets for the rest of the class 
period until the bell rang at 11:10 a.m. Ms. Hernandez told the class that the third 
activity she had planned that would be done the next day because of lack of time 
and then, she dismissed the class.
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Classroom observation: Tuesday, April 22, 2008 9:00AM

Tuesday was the second day into The Food Unit. Ms. Hernandez had planned to 
review the vocabulary presented to the class the day before. Then, she would intro-
duce and model the grammar point corresponding to the unit. The grammatical 
point that the teacher integrate in the activity was the use of indefinite articles 
“a/an” with countable nouns. The materials that Ms. Hernandez used were plas-
tic figures of fruits and vegetables, which she would show to the class. Then, she 
would call out individual students and ask: “what is this?” The point of the oral 
exercise was that the students responded to the teacher questions by using a com-
plete sentence as follows: “it’s an/a ________” or “It is a/an ________”.

For example:
T: What is this? [teacher shows the figure of a pear] St: It is / It’s a pear
T: What is this? [teacher shows the figure of an apple] St: It is / it’s an apple
The following are excerpts of what occurred in the ESL class during the activity

Reviewing vocabulary, pronunciation and modeling grammar forms. Ms. Her-
nandez asked her class to put away all the materials they had on their tables at the 
beginning of the first period of the class

Teacher: “Put everything away! I’m going to give you a quiz! Come on! Hurry!
Group: ¡No! ¡No! ¡No es viernes! ¡Ni hemos terminado! [It is not Friday nor 

have we finished]
Teacher: Oh my god! You guys are such whiners! It’s OK this is just to see 

how well you guys are doing!

The teacher went on

“OK I’m gonna show you guys some plastic figures and you have to respond. I 
am going to ask you (code-switch) les voy a decir “What is this?” and you have to 
answer “This is a pineapple” (code-switch) mi tienen que decir [you have to say] 
“This is a” y la fruta que sea [and then what ever fruit it is] OK? Entendieron? [did 
you understand?]

Ms. M stood in the front of the classroom next to a big desk on top of which there 
were various plastic figures of fruits and vegetables. After picking up the plastic 
figure of a cucumber and holding it so that every student in the class could see it 
she said:
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[T= Teacher; A=Ana; K=Karla; G=Gisela; S=Sandra; St= individual student]

Cucumber

T: What is this?      Sts: Pepino! [cucum-
ber]

T: What is this? What is it called?    G: cocober
T: Cucumber [teacher models pronunciation] St: Oh!
T: What is this?      G: ¡Pepino! [cucumber]
T: OK! El que lo diga en Español
(code-switch) is going to lose a point!   G: Ve-ch-table
T: Yes, vegetable (code-switch)
¿pero cómo se llama? [but what is it called?]
(code-switch) What is it? (code-switch)
¿Cómo se llama? [what is it called?]   G: Kiu-kum-ber
A: Kukumber
T: Cucumber (teacher models pronounciation)
¡A ver repitan todos!
[ Everybody repeat after me!] Cucumber!   G: Kiucombers
       K: Kiucumber
Carrot
T: Gisela, What is this?     Group: Carrots!
       Gisela: C-a-rr-o-t-s
       [sts laughing]
T: Pronuncialo! [ pronounce it!]
Carrots! [teacher models pronounciation]
¿Como? [how?]
[Comment: Students laughing]
T: Shhh!!! Shhh!!!!     K: ¡No sabe pronunciar!
T: ¡Nadie sabe! ¡Nadie sabe! [nobody knows!
Nobody knows!] Gisela ¿Cómo se llama?
[ what is this called?]
[showing figure of a carrot]    G: Carrot

Lemon or lime? The next plastic figure that Ms. M picked was a lemon. She 
held the figure high above her head and said:
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[T= Teacher; A=Ana; K=Karla; G=Gisela; Group=Whole group; S=Sandra; 
St= individual student]

T: What is this?     K: Lemon!
       St: Lime!
       A: Lemon!
T: OK. Who says this is a lemon?
G: Lime!
K: Lemon
S: Lemon
TA: I don’t know the
difference!
T: I am going to tell them right now.
OK, what is this? [teacher shows figure of a lime] G: Lime!
       D: Lime!
       S: Lemon

Ms. Hernandez explained to the class the difference between a lemon and a 
lime by saying

T: It’s not a lime. This is a lemon and this is a lime [teacher shows figure of a 
lime]… El verde se llama lima. Nosotros le llamamos limón verde, OK? [The green 
one is called lime. We call it “green lemon”]

St: ¿Que no la lima es otra diferente? [Isn’t a lime a different one?]
K: lima le llamo al amarillo y limón le llamo al verde [I call lime the yellow one 

and I call lemon the green one]
St: Ándale hay limón real y hay otra que se llama lima [Yes! There is one called 

“limon real” and another one called “lima”
T: That is called key lime… the yellow one is a lemon, the green one is a lime 

(code-switch) y [and] (code-switch) the small one (code-switch) hay uno mas 
chiquito se llama “keylime” [ there is a smaller one which is called “keylime”]

Fruit or vegetable? Ms. Hernandez moved the class along to a similar activity. 
This time the students had to decide whether the figure that the teacher showed 
to them was a fruit or a vegetable. The teacher modeled the activity for the class 
and indicated that the students should follow the following conversational pat-
tern:
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[Teacher asks]   T: What is this?
[Student responds]   St:It is / It’s a fruit

    It’s/It is a vegetable

After that the teacher started the activity by showing a plastic figure of an avo-
cado as shown in the following excerpt:

[T= Teacher; A=Ana; K=Karla; G=Gisela; Group=Whole group; R=Researcher; 
S=Sandra; St= individual student]

T: So we are going to start with the (code-switch)
controversia! What is this?
[Teacher shows a figure of an avocado] [group response]: Vegetable!
      A: Es un vegetal! ¿Cómo se dice 
      vegetal? [It is a vegetable! How 
      do you say vegetable?
      S: Vegetable!
T: How many of you think that this 
is a vegetable?     [K and G raise their hand]
T: ¿Cuantos creen que es un vegetal?
[ how many of you think 
this is a vegetable?]     [K G raises her hand]
T: OK. You are wrong!
Es una fruta! [ It is a fruit!]    S: ¡Qué raro! ¿No? [that is
      weird, isn’t?]
      St: ¡Es vegetal! [it’s a
      vegetable!]
      K: Yo siempre lo he visto
      como un vegetal [I have
      always thought of it as a
      vegetable]
      A: ¿Es una fruta MM? ¿Por
      qué?
      G: ¡No! ¡No! ¡No!

(Comment: the teacher asks researcher to provide an explanation between fruit 
and vegetable)
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T: Could you tell them the difference?
R: I can try
T: Les van a decir la diferencia…
R: Las frutas se originan de las semillas de las
 flores. O sea, hay plantas que generan flores
y esas flores dan frutos. Entonces el tomate
 nace de una flor, se convierte en un fruto
[Fruits come from the seeds that are
 in flowers. That is, there are plants that have flowers
and those flowers produce fruit. So, tomatoes
come from flowers that turn into fruit
      St: ¡No le creo! ¿Y cómo es
      que el aguacate es un vegetal
      y también sale de un árbol? [I
      don’t believe you! How is it 
      that avocado is a vegetable?]
R: Si, es un fruto [Yes, it is actually a fruit]
      St: ¡No!

[Comment: The students in the class are skeptical about the explanation and 
the teacher decides to intervene]

T: A ver ¿Cómo nacen las zanahorias?
[Let’s see. Where do carrots come from?]
      G: De la tierra [From
      the ground]
T: ¿En donde estan? 
[Where are they found?]
      S: Enterrados [ buried]
      G: Debajo de la tierra
      [underground]
      S: Por eso, pero las
      zanahorias son el retoño de
      alguna planta [ Yes. But
      carrots spring from a plant]
      R: No, es la raíz [ No,
      they are roots]
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T: Como las papas [ like potatoes]
      St: ¡oh! Si es cierto [oh! That’s  

      right!]
      K: A esos se les llama
      tubérculos [Those are called
      tubers]
      G: A si es cierto OK. [oh!
      That is right!]

(Comment: the teacher continued with the review after the class seemed satis-
fied with the explanation provided by the researcher and the teacher.)

T: How about this? What is this?  S: Fruit!
      K: Apple!
      A: Fruit!
T: “It is an apple” 
[modeling grammatical form]
Is it a vegetable or a fruit?   Group: fruit!
T: ¿Por qué? [why?]    St: Por que nace de un árbol
      [Because they come
      from a tree]
      K: Because there is a flower!
      Pretty good!
T: OK nina platicadora! [talking to K]
What is this?    K: it the banana
T: It’s a banana 
[modeling grammar form]   K: It’s a banana. It’s favorite
      fruit the monkeys
T: Monkeys eat bananas [modeling sentence]
It is the monkeys’ favorite food
[modeling sentence]    K: it’s a fruit

Personal connections: I use limón for everything. Ms. Hernandez shared an anec-
dote with the class referring to the difference between a lemon and a lime:

Teacher: We use Limón for everything so, I say Limón for everything. Cuando 
trabajaba en Food City [When I used to work for Food City] (code-switch) I had 
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to look for it cause we had to use it. (code-switch) Cada fruta y cada vegetal tiene 
un código [fruit and vegetable has a code] [interruption]

Ana: ¿Trabajaba en Food City? [Did you use to word at Food City?]
Teacher: Aja, yo era cajera. Siempre le cobraba los limones por los “limes”. Les 

preguntaba ¿Cuántos tienes? “veinte” y le ponia “20 times” y luego el código y todo 
el tiempo “error” “error” porque los tenía que buscar y buscar la foto. Y me aprendí 
todos los artículos pero con esos dos no pude… Y todo el tiempo le ponía limón = 
lime pero todo el tiempo trabajando de cajera y (code-switch) I sucked! (code-
switch) I say Limón for everything! [Yes. I used to be a cashier at Food City. I 
always charged lemons as limes. I used to ask the customer, how many are you 
buying? And then I would enter, say “20 times” and then the code and I would 
get an “error” “error” message all the time because I had to look them up and 
look at the picture. And I learned all the items those two I couldn’t learn…And 
I entered Lemon = Lime all the time I worked as a cashier and I sucked! I say 
lemon for everything!]

Ms. Hernandez continued showing plastic figures to the class for about 10 min-
utes until she believed they had sufficiently reviewed vocabulary and introduced 
grammar forms corresponding to the unit. After that, she moved the class along to 
the formal presentation of the grammar section included in the food unit, which 
ended the formal vocabulary presentation.

Teaching Grammar in the ESL Classroom

These are excerpts from a thematic unit that Ms. Hernandez taught in the Eng-
lish ESL class for five days during April 2008. In the particular events described 
in this section the teacher’s goal was to present the grammar section of the unit. 
To achieve her goal, Ms. Hernandez planned to present two different gram-
mar points concerning the topic in turn. During the first part of the class, she 
would present the present continuous tense. During the second class period, Ms. 
Hernandez would present four spelling rules for English verbs expressing the 
present continuous tense. The materials that Ms. Hernandez used during the 
presentations included individual packets of worksheets containing different 
grammar rules and exercises on the present continuous. She also used the class-
room projector and computer equipment to project a handout including the 
grammar points that she presented to the class. Table 5 shows the organization 
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of the first period of the class represented in a lesson plan documented during 
the observations.

Table 5. Lesson plan for the Teaching of Grammar 
in the Beginning ESL Classroom

Goal: Express actions using the present continuous tense.

Classroom 
organization

Activity Artifacts Objective of the activity Display knowledge

Whole-group 
lesson

Learning to 
express the 
present con-
tinuous tense 
(ing-ending)
Grammar 
presentation
Grammar 
exercises

Packet of 
worksheets
Computer 
and projec-
tor

Present progressive/con-
tinuous
Subject + verb to be + ac-
tion verbs + “ing” ending
Verb to be: am/is/are
Singular and plural forms
Interrogative forms
Are you? / Is he?

Application of rules in 
grammar exercises.
Produce declarative, in-
terrogative, and negative 
statements using the 
present continuous tense

Classroom observation: March 10th, 2008- 9:00 AM.

Teaching the present continuous tense. The bell rang at 9:05 but it took a little 
while for Ms. Hernandez’s students to sit their desks. As usual, Gisela, Karla, and 
Ana sat as a team, while Sandra sat by herself near the teacher’s desk. Two other 
students sat together as a pair by the middle of the classroom and the only male 
student in the class sat by himself by the classroom door.

9:08 AM: Ms. Hernandez addressed the class and said: “All right! It is important 
for you guys to pay attention to what I wrote on the board. Remember that grammar 
is very important and this is a new unit so you guys should pay attention.” Then, Ms. 
Hernandez pointed to the whiteboard and proceeded to ask the class to look at 
the “formula” that she had written on the board during her “prep-time” (see figure 
3): “OK! This is the present continuous tense but it is different from the simple present 
tense.”
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Figure 3. Presentation of the present continuous 
tense through the use of a formula

Present continuous: Subject + verb to be + verb + ing

You are talking / Are you talking?  You talk / Do you talk?
He is talking / Is he talking?    He talks / Does he talk?
She is talking / Is she talking?   She talks / Does she talk?

As the teacher was presenting the topic she pointed out the following

El “grammar” es difícil para uno que está aprendiendo inglés pero es tan importante 
como aprenderse el vocabulario porque si tienen un chorro de vocabulario y no tienen 
las reglas básicas no van a saber escribir. Escriben y nada va a combinar. OK? So, es 
más aburrido pero asi lo tienen que aprender. [Grammar is difficult for one that 
is just starting to learn English but it is as important as learning vocabulary 
because if you have a bunch of vocabulary words but you don’t have the basic 
rules you won’t know how to write. You will write and nothing will match, OK? 
So, it is boring but that is how you have to learn it.]

Then the teacher proceeded to present the content of the lesson as shown in the 
following transcription

[T= Teacher; A=Ana; K=Karla; G=Gisela; Group=Whole group; S=Sandra; 
St= individual student]

T: OK “present progressive” (code-switch) aquí está, aquí está, mira, aquí está la 
fórmula para hacer el presente progresivo [pause] es el verbo “I’m” “I am” or “I’m” 
“is” y “are” mas el presente progresivo [ here you have it, here you have it, look here 
you have the formula to form the present progressive [pause] It is the verb “I’m” 
“I am” or “I’m” “is” y “are” plus the present progressive]

K: Y para terminar “ing” [and to complete it you add “ing”]
T: Yes! (code-switch) Ese es el más facilito pero hay cuatro reglas, porque hay 

diferente. Ahorita no los quiero confundir pero les voy a enseñar el paquete [pause] 
[This is the easiest one but there are four rules because there are different 
[pause] I don’t want to confuse you guys right now but I will show you the 
packet [pause]]
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Ms. Hernandez then used the verb “watch” to provide examples for her explana-
tions

T: Example: “Watch” [pause] es el más fácil [ it is the easiest] “You are” (code-
switch) nomas tienen que saber cuál de las tres [conjugaciones] usar [the only thing 
you have to know is which of the three [conjugations] to use]: “You are/he is/
she is/”. “You are watching TV/ are you watching tv? / you are not watching 
tv.”

K: Miss, para decir “¿estás tú viendo televisión? ¿Cuál de esas tres uso? [Miss, to 
say “are you watching tv?” which of those three should I use?]

T: Estas tú mirando television [ are you watching tv.] “Are you watching tv?”
S: Oh.

The teacher went on to explain different uses of the present continuous as fol-
lows

T: OK. Hay diferentes usos para usar el presente progresivo que son
[OK. There are different uses to use the present progressive, which are]:
(code-switch) the use of present continuous with normal verbs (code-switch) 

verbos normales son los verbos que implican una acción, como “estoy trabajando” ese 
es un “normal verb” [ normal verbs are verbs that imply and action, such as “I 
am working” that is a “normal verb] “Work”, “painting, “paint” [pause] que estas 
pintando,algo que estás haciendo [ “Work”, “painting”, “paint” [pause] they all 
mean that you are painting or something you are doing]

Then, Ms. Hernandez clarified the difference between normal verbs and 
those that did not indicate action

T: Hay otros verbos como dijo Karla, los auxiliares como “do” o el “verb to be”. 
Esos no tienen acción so, esos no son “normal verbs” [ There are other verbs, as 
Karla said, which are auxiliary verbs, like “do” or the verb “to be”. Those do not 
imply action, so, those are not “normal verbs”] )

The teacher continued describing uses of the present continuous and explained 
the formation of the affirmative and negative forms of the tense

T: (code-switch) It can also be used to express the idea that something is hap-
pening now (code-switch) algo que está pasando en este momento [something 
that is happening at that very moment]. (code-switch) It can also be used to 
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show that something is not happening now (code-switch) También lo pueden 
usar en forma negativa como en “it is not raining outside” [ You can also use it in a 
negative form like in “it is not raining outside”] (code-switch)“No está lloviendo 
afuera”, OK? [ “It is not raining outside”, OK?] (code-switch)You can use it in 
both forms: “You are learning English now”, “You are not swimming”¿Que es 
swimming? [ What is swimming?]

St: Nadar

Ms. Hernandez provided some examples of the use of the present continuous 
tense in the declarative, interrogative, and negative forms and then she continued 
describing other uses of the present continuous

T: “Are you sleeping?” (code-switch) “¿Tu estas durmiendo?” [ “Are you sleep-
ing?”] (code-switch) “I am sitting” “I am not standing” “Is he sitting or stand-
ing?” Sometimes we can use the present continuous to say that we are in the 
process of doing a longer action which is in progress, OK? (code-switch) Por 
ejemplo: “I am studying to become a doctor” So, en inglés por ejemplo [ For instance: 
“I am studying to become a doctor” So, in English for instance]¿Qué es “now”en 
Español? [What does “now” mean?]

St: Ahora [ “now”]
T: Puedes usar el presente continuo para decir como “estoy estudiando para ser 

maestro”. La acción no está pasando ahorita ahorita pero es como un (code-switch) 
“longer term” [ You can use the present continuous to say “I am studying to 
become a teacher”. The action is not happening now now but it is like a “longer 
term”]So, like “I am studying to become a doctor”. What’s that in Spanish?

K: “Yo estoy estudiando para ser doctor” [ “I am studying to become a doc-
tor”]

Finally, Ms. Hernandez concluded the presentation of the grammar point for this 
part of the class as follows

T: So ¿se fijan como usan el presente progresivo? [ So, you see how you should 
use the present progressive?] [pause] “I am reading the book” (code-switch) So 
¡es facilito! [ it is very easy!]Les voy a dar una copia del paquete, OK? Se la tienen 
que aprender porque para (code-switch) next week (code-switch) les voy a hacer 
(code-switch) testing! [I will hand you a copy of the packet, OK? You have to 
learn this because I will be testing you next week!]
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After Ms. Hernandez finished presenting the grammar point for the first part of 
the lesson she handed out the packets of worksheets she had prepared for the class 
so that her students could practice the information that she had presented. The 
worksheets contained grammar exercises in the form of fill-in-the blanks, gram-
matical patterns for the affirmative, interrogative, and negative forms of the pres-
ent continuous tense, and other exercises.

The class spent the remaining 30 minutes of the class period working on the 
worksheets until the bell rang indicating the end of the first period.
Second class period: Learning to spell present continuous tense verbs. Ms. Her-
nandez’s students were back in the classroom after a five minute break. Shortly 
after, every student was sitting at his/her desk. Ms. Hernandez was ready to con-
tinue with the second part of the lesson that she had planned for that day.

The teacher’s goal for the second class period was to present four spelling rules 
for using verbs in the present continuous tense. To accomplish this, Ms. Hernan-
dez used her computer and electronic equipment and projected the content of a 
handout onto the rolling screen so that the whole class could see the content of 
the presentation.

Figure 4 shows the projection containing the four spelling rules that Ms. Her-
nandez taught in this part of the class. Table 6 shows the organization of the con-
tent of the lesson that I documented during classroom observations according to 
the teacher’s lesson plan.

Figure 4. Four spelling rules for English verbs used for 
the formation of the present continuous tense
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Table 6. Organization of the Content of the Second Class Period

Goal: The students will use the proper spelling of verbs 
when using the present continuous tense

Classroom 
organization

Activity Artifacts
Objective of 
the activity

Display 
knowledge

Whole-group 
lesson

Learning the spelling 
rules of verbs ex-
pressing the present 
continuous tense 
ing-ending

Packet of works-
heets
Computer & 
Projector

Learning 4 rules 
for spelling rules 
of verbs expres-
sing the present 
continuous tense

Application of 
grammar rules in 
exercises

Ms. Hernandez started the presentation of the grammar point by asking the class 
to read the table she projected on the screen. The table was also included in their 
worksheet packets. Then she walked to the front of the class next to the screen 
and started explaining the grammar point of the lesson as shown in the following 
transcriptions recorded during classroom observations:

[T= Teacher; A=Ana; K=Karla; G=Gisela; Group=Whole group; S=Sandra; 
St= individual student]

T: In the first spelling rule the verb ends in a consonant. En ese caso [recorded] 
se cancela la “e” [ “e” is cancelled] and you add “i-n-g” ¿Y qué palabra ponemos? [ 
And what word do we get?]

Group: “smiling”
T: Acuerdense siempre siempre que tengan una consonante y termine [el verbo] 

en la letra “e” [ Remember, every time every time that you have a consonant and 
[the verb] ends in the letter “e”] (code-switch) you cancel the “e” (code-switch) 
cancelas la “e” [ you should cancel the “e”].

Karla interrupted Ms. Hernandez and prompted the following exchange

K: ¡Miss! ¿Cómo que tenga una consonante? ¿Dónde? [Miss, what do you mean by: 
you have a consonant? Where?]

T: La palabra es “smile”. Este es el verbo “smile” [pause] si termina en la letra “e” 
y antes de la letra “e” tenemos una consonante, se quita la “e” y agregamos “i-n-g” 
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¿OK? [The word is “smile”. This is the verb smile” [pause] is it ends in the letter 
“e” and is preceded by a consonant, the “e” is dropped and we add “i-n-g”] (code-
switch) So we are going to get “present progressive” or “present continuous” as 
“smiling” [pause]

Ms. Hernandez check for understanding by asking the following question using 
the information from the handout

T: ¿Qué verbo vamos a usar aquí? [What verb are we going to use here?]
S: to be.
T: El verbo “to be” ¿Pero cuál [conjugación]? [The verb to be, but, what con-

jugation?]
K: am
T: “I am smiling”.

The teacher continued with the presentation of rule number two after she thought 
that her students had understood rule number one:

T: OK. We are going to go to rule number two

(Comment: Karla interrupted Ms. Hernandez and described how rule number 
two worked)

K: Una vocal más una consonante. Cuando tenemos este [caso] se va a dobletear 
la consonante y se le va a agregar i-n-g [One vowel plus one consonant. When we 
have this case, the consonant will be doubled and i-n-g should be added

T: ¡OK!
K: No sé como se dice “dobletear” [ I don’t know how to say “double”]
T: Double

The teacher reiterated rule number two, which Karla had described

T: Rule number two! OK. Cuando tengamos una vocal [ When we have a vowel] 
(code-switch) one vowel plus one consonant (code-switch) una vocal mas un 
consonante [ one vowel plus one consonant] (code-switch) we are gonna double 
the consonant and we are gonna add “i-n-g” (code-switch) Por ejemplo “sit” ¿Qué 
es lo que voy a hacer? [for instance: “sit”, what am I going to do?]

Group: ¡Doblar la consonante! [ double the consonant!]
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S: Y agregar “i-n-g” [ And add “i-n-g”]
K: “Sit” mas “t” mas “i-n-g” [ “sit” plus “t” plus “i-n-g”]
T: Yes! So, doblamos la consonante y agregamos “i-n-g” [ So, we double the 

consonant and add “i-n-g”]
K: Y va a quedar ¡“sitting”! [ And we will get “sitting”!]
T: Y si el pronombre es “They” ¿Cuál verbo van a usar? [ And if the pronoun is 

“They” What verb are you going to use?]
Group: They are!
T: Very good! “They are sitting”

Ms. Hernandez moved the lesson along after she felt that the second rule was 
clear for the class. Karla interrupted the teacher and described rule number three, 
which she had read from the projection. After that, the teacher reaffirmed the 
explanation of the rule

T: Rule number three! [interruption]
K: Si [el verbo] tiene dos vocales mas una consonante se le agrega “i-n-g” y no se 

dobla la consonante [ If the verb has two vowels plus one consonant, “i-n-g” is 
added and the consonant is not doubled]

T: OK! Muy bien! Dos vocales mas una consonante y agregamos “i-n-g” como 
en caso de “read” ¿Dónde estan las dos vocales en “read”? [ OK! Very good! Two 
vowels plus one consonant and we add “i-n-g” like in the case of “read” Where 
are the two vowels in “read”?]

S: la “e” y la “a” [ the “e” and the “a”]
T: So, what am I’m gonna do? ¿Que necesito hacer? [What am I going to do?]
Group: ¡agregar “i-n-g”! [ add “i-n-g”!]
K: Nada más se le agrega “i-n-g”. Ahí no se va a dobletear [la consonante] [In 

this case “i-n-g” is added. In this case the consonant will not be doubled]
T: Very good! So, “reading” si el pronombre es “he” ¿qué verbo voy a usar? [ and 

if the pronoun is “he”, what verb am I going to use?]
Group: He is!
A: He are!
T: No!

The last rule in the handout was also described initially by Karla and then reiter-
ated by the teacher
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T: OK. Rule number four!
K: Si tienes dos consonantes pues solamente se le agrega “i-n-g” y no se dobletea 

[la consonsonante] tampoco [ If you have two consonants then you only have to 
add “i-n-g” and the consonant will not be doubled, either]

T: OK. Vamos a ver. Tenemos dos consonantes, como en la palabra “stand” ¿Qué 
quiere decir stand? [ OK. Let’s see. We have two consonants, like in the word 
“stand” What does “stand” mean?]

K: Es “parándose” [it means “standing”]
T: So, “standing”. Tengo dos consonantes ¿Qué es lo que tengo que hacer? [ I have 

two consonants, what do I have to do?]
A: Nada mas agregaría “i-n-g” sin doblar la consonante [Only “i-n-g” should be 

added without doubling the consonant]
T: Very good!
K: Es lo mismo que en la otra si son dos vocales o si son dos consonantes ¿no Miss? 

[ It is the same case than in the previous question if there are two vowels and 
two consonants, isn’t it, Miss?

T: Yes (code-switch) Y si el pronombre es “it” ¿Qué es lo que voy a hacer? [ And 
if the prounoun is “it” What am I going to do?

G: “It is”
T: “It is standing” OK!

After Ms. Hernandez had gone over the four spelling rules of the handout, she 
turned off the projector and asked her students to go back to their worksheet 
packets. She had the class practice the rules they had reviewed during the lesson. 
The class spent 25 minutes engaged in the activity before Ms. Hernandez decided 
to have an oral review session for the remaining of the period. The bell rang at 
11:10 AM and Ms. Hernandez dismissed the class right after that, which ended the 
grammar section of the unit.

Teaching Reading in the ESL classroom

The students in the 1380 classroom were always involved in events that required 
the use of some form of reading in English. Ms. Hernandez would almost always 
use worksheets, short stories, short descriptive texts, books, magazines, etc.) which 
her students would use to read from and/or write about. However, the extent and 
purpose of reading and writing events varied. Sometimes Ms. Hernandez and her 
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students read a short passage that introduced the topic of a thematic unit and then 
answered reading comprehension questions that required factual and inferred infor-
mation from the reading. On other occasions the class and the teacher would read 
texts that described grammatical rules and then they would use that information 
to fill-in-the-blanks and complete some type of grammar exercise. Further, other 
activities required students to read definitions of vocabulary words from dictionar-
ies and then enter those definitions in vocabulary worksheets. Nevertheless, Ms. 
Hernandez allotted a specific time-frame during the thematic units for what could 
be referred as formal reading and writing. The next sections describe events that cor-
responded to reading and writing practices in the beginning ESL classroom.

Formal Reading in the 138 Classroom

I often observed the students in the 1380 ESL class engage in a reading routine 
to which Ms. Hernandez referred as silent reading. Silent reading consisted of a 
20-minute independent reading session that took place at the beginning of the 
first of the two periods of the class. The silent reading routine was done almost 
daily from January to March 2008, but it was not frequently done on Fridays. 
I asked Ms. Hernandez to describe the formal reading sessions that she imple-
mented in her class, to which she responded as follows:

Interviewer: I have noticed a lot of activities that involve literacy, reading, writing; 
how is it that you incorporate or you teach, say, reading? Do you know what I mean?

Teacher: … every day (short pause) cause we can’t read a long story because 
my kids (short pause) … my kids wouldn’t be able to (short pause) they would be 
lost, like “what’s going on” Probably, half of the words they wouldn’t be familiar 
with, you know? So, how to pick a real simple story and is a short story? So, what 
I do is every day I have them to read, you’ve see how I silent reading, and they 
summarize; and then, every day they practice their oral, the reading and the 
writing, every day in my class. And I always wanted to do incorporate literacy, 
because I love literature, I am an English major, and I did that at the beginning 
of the year but my kids just struggle a lot. I don’t know, probably because of the 
vocabulary and there’s simple words that they don’t understand and I assume 
they know. So, I had to take it down a little bit. If we even read half a page story 
or whatever [unintelligible] but that’s one of the problems in beginning, you 
spend so much like teaching the vocabulary.
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Ms. Hernandez also pointed out that she used to read short stories of her choosing to 
the whole class at the beginning of the school year. However, she mentioned that she 
abandoned that activity by the fourth week of the school year since she felt that her 
students were frustrated because they could not understand what she was reading. 
Instead of reading aloud to the class, Ms. Hernandez chose to do silent readings.

During informal conversations Ms. Hernandez also stated that silent reading 
was a common activity that she had learned when she was a student-teacher in 
ESL classrooms at WHS. She added that reading was good for ELL students, even 
if it was done in Spanish, because many of them needed help reading in their first 
language and because reading well in Spanish could help them to read in English. 
Thus, Ms. Hernandez encouraged her students to choose any book they wanted 
to read, written in whichever language they preferred, English or Spanish.

According to the teacher, the purpose of the activity was for the students to 
report on what they had read by using an independent reading log in which they had 
to enter factual and inferred information about the readings they had completed. 
In addition, the independent reading log was part of the students’ portfolio items, 
which Ms. Hernandez utilized to assess their individual work at the end of each 
of the two terms of the school year.

In terms of reading materials, Ms. Hernandez allowed her students to make 
their own selection of readings for the silent reading assignment. The students 
could chose from their own books or those found in the classroom or at the school 
library. Also, Ms. Hernandez allowed them to select reading materials written in 
the language they preferred. The following sections are descriptions of the inde-
pendent reading logs that Sandra, Ana, and Gisela produced during silent read-
ings in the ESL class.

A Closer Look at Reading Logs

Sandra’s reading log. Sandra shared with me the independent reading log 
that she had competed between January 24 and March 25. During this period, 
she reported on four different books which she read partially. Two of the books 
were written in English and two were written in Spanish. She also read a fashion 
magazine written in Spanish. I learned during informal interviews that Sandra 
had picked her favorite book through a friend. Sandra mentioned that she was 
reading the Spanish version of the book because she would not understand the 
English version. In addition, she mentioned that although she would like to read 
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books written in English, she would not be able to report accurately in the read-
ing log because she did not understand the content of the book. Sandra reported 
having read 6 and 8 pages of the two books written in English while she read 16 
and 141 pages of the books written in Spanish. Table 7represents a summary of 
Sandra’s silent reading activity.

Ana’s reading log. Ana shared with me a sample of her the reading log that 
she had completed between the January 22 and March 28, 2008. During this time 
span, Ana reported having partially read four different books, three of which were 
written in Spanish and one in English. During informal interviews, Ana told me 
that she enjoyed the silent reading time of the ESL class because she could chose 
the books she wanted and that those books were really interesting to her. Never-
theless, Ana mentioned that she would like to read more in English but that she 
could not do that yet since she was a beginning student.

Even though Ana reported on a book written in English books and tried to 
make sense of it by using illustrations and familiar words, she felt unable to con-
tinue using English books to complete the reading log assignment. The following 
is a quote from Ana’s reading log about the book written in English on which she 
reported as follows:

Table 7. Sandra’s Reading Log

Classroom 
organization

Activity Artifacts
Goal of 
activity

Language of 
activity

Display 
knowledge

Individual 
work

Silent 
reading

Independent 
reading log
Magazine: Cos-
mopolitan
Book 1: La isla 
de los delfines 
azules
Book 2:El Codi-
go daVinci
Book 3: The 
children we 
remember
Book 4: Horror 
Hotel

Reading 
comprehension 
and practice of 
reading skills 
by recording an 
independent 
reading log

Independent 
reading log: 
Spanish
Magazine: 
Spanish
Book 1: Spanish
Book 2: Spanish
Book 3: English
Book 4: English

-Report of content 
of readings into a 
reading log.
-Title, author, and 
number of pages 
must be included in 
the reading log
-Summary of pages 
read as reported in 
reading log:
-Book 1- Pages read: 
16
-Book 2 - Pages 
read: 141
-Book 3 – Pages 
read: 23
-Book 4: 8
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“Este libro está en inglés y no le entiendo muy bien[.] [S]e trata de mounstruos que 
espantan a dos hermanas” [This book is written in English and I don’t understand 
very well. It is about monsters that scare two sisters].

Ana reported that she read 169, 337, and 191 pages of the three Spanish books 
she read. In addition, she reported reading 12 pages of the one book written in 
English. Table 8 represents a summary of the silent reading done by Ana.

Gisela’s reading log. Gisela shared with me the reading log that she had com-
peted from February 2-26, 2008. She reported having partially read two different 
books written in Spanish. During interviews Gisela told me that she liked the 
books that she was reading because they discussed issues related to women and 
families. Also, she said that reading in Spanish allowed her to understand the sto-
ries. Gisela stated that she did not read any book in English because she did not 
understand what the author had written and therefore she would not be able to 
complete the reading log assignment. Gisela reported having read 187 pages of the 
first book she chose and 70 pages of the second one. Table 9 represents a summary 
of Gisela’s silent reading activity.

Table 8. Ana’s Reading Log

Classroom 
organization

Activity Artifacts
Goal of 
activity

Language of 
activity

Display knowledge

Individual 
work

Silent 
reading

Independent 
reading log
Book 1: El niño 
sin nombre
Book 2: El niño 
perdido
Book 3: Juven-
tud en éxtasis 
(Parte 2)
Book 4: Mons-
ters

Reading 
comprehension 
and practice of 
reading skills 
by recording an 
independent 
reading log

Independent 
reading log: 
Spanish
Book 1: Spanish
Book 2: Spanish
Book 3: Spanish
Book 4: English

-Report of content 
of readings into a 
reading log.
-Title, author, and 
number of pages 
must be included in 
the reading log
-Summary of pages 
read as reported in 
reading log:
-Book 1- Pages read: 
169
-Book 2 - Pages read: 
337
-Book 3 – Pages read: 
191
Book 4: Pages read: 4
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Table 9. Gisela’s Reading Log

Classroom 
organization

Activity Artifacts
Goal of 
activity

Language of 
activity

Display 
knowledge

Individual 
work

Silent 
reading

Independent 
reading log
Book 1: La 
última oportu-
nidad
Book 2: Mujeres 
en conquista

Reading 
comprehension 
and practice of 
reading skills 
by recording an 
independent 
reading log

Independent 
reading log: 
Spanish
Book 1: Spanish
Book 2: Spanish

-Report on content 
of readings in 
reading log.
-Title, author, and 
number of pages 
must be included 
in the reading log
-Summary of 
pages read as re-
ported in reading 
log:
-Book 1- Pages 
read: 187
-Book 2 - Pages 
read: 70 

Formal writing in the ESL classroom

Writing was a recurrent event in the ESL class. Ms. Hernandez usually allocated 
either one or two class periods for her students to work on their writing pieces 
every week. Thursdays and Fridays were usually the “writing days” because the 
writing section of the thematic unit was usually tied to, or was part of the unit’s 
project due at the end of the week. Also, writing was also a very important part of 
the curriculum because along with results in standardized tests mandated by the 
state, the writing samples produced by the students were used by the teacher and 
the ESL department to make decisions about advancement of the students within 
the ESL program.

Writing demanded that Ms. Hernandez give her students a great deal of assis-
tance. It was very common to see her assisting students by translating vocabulary 
words and correcting the form and meaning of her students’ writing samples. Fig-
ure 5 is the list of topics that the students in Ms. Hernandez’s class wrote about 
during the 2008 spring semester.
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Figure 5. List of topics for writing assignments 
in the beginning ESL classroom

The next section depicts a series of events related to the teaching of writing in the 
beginning ESL classroom during the month of May of the year 2008. The excerpts 
presented here were audio-recorded during classroom observations as the stu-
dents engaged in writing assignments.

Classroom observation: Wednesday 
May 7th, 2008- 9:00 AM.

The class had been working on the completion of their writing assignments for 
two days in a row that particular week. They had to complete their writing pieces 
by the end of the week because Ms. Hernandez was going to add them to their 
personal portfolios for the end-of-the-year assessment. As the students engaged 
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in their writing assignments, one of them stood up and asked Ms. Hernandez to 
revise her writing. Then, she went back to her seat and waited. A few minutes later 
Ms. Hernandez called her to her desk and talked to her about her writing:

[T= Teacher; St= student]
T: ¡Ven! Mira te voy a leer este pedazo ¿OK? [ St. Come over here! Look, I am 

going to read this piece, OK?]
St: Si [Yes]
(Comment: The teacher started to read the paragraph without pausing)
T: “I wake up at 6:30 AM every day and I take a shower after that I go to school 

all day I go back to my home and chat all the night after that [teacher stops] ¡ay 
me ahogue! [Oh! I am out of breath]

(Comment: Ms. Hernandez asked the student to think about the way in 
which he had read the paragraph)

T: ¿Que falta? [ What is missing?]
(Comment: the student remained silent and the teacher continued speaking 

after a short while)
T: ¡Puntos! [ Periods!] También te faltó la introducción. ¿Cómo es tu día? ¿Es 

tu día cansado? ¿Cómo sería? ¿Muy divertido? ¿Muy cansado, ordinario? [ You are 
also missing the introduction. How is your day? Is your day tiring? How would 
it be? A lot of fun? Very tiring, ordinary?

Ms. Hernandez made some changes to the student’s short writing as she explained 
to her how the paragraph should flow. The teacher explained to the student that 
she needed to pay attention to punctuation. Then, she read out loud the para-
graph pausing every time that she inserted a period to separate the sentences in 
the paragraph that the student had written. She said:

T: ¿Me entiendes? [Do you understand me?]
[Comment: teacher started reading out loud]
T: “I follow the same routine every day. [pause] I wake up at 7 30 AM and I 

take a shower [pause] After than I go to school all day [inaudible] and chat all 
night [pause] [inaudible] I get ready to go to bed [inaudible]”

Ms. Hernandez asked the student to go back to her seat and keep working on 
her writing. She pointed out to the student that punctuation was important for 
a paragraph to make sense. Then, she asked her to think about the best way to 
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conclude her writing piece. Ms. Hernandez went back to her desk and sat at her 
computer while the class continued working on their writing pieces.

Sandra’s writing samples. I moved around the classroom sitting for short 
periods of times at the desks of the participant students, looking at their work and 
asking them about it. When I sat at Sandra’s desk, she had just gotten feedback 
from Ms. Hernandez about the drafts she had finished up the day before. Sandra 
had written two short descriptions following the list of topics Ms. Hernandez had 
given them. This time she had chosen to write about her best friend and about 
things she liked to do.

When I asked her about her drafts she told me that she had to work harder on 
her first piece, entitled My Best Friend because Ms. Hernandez had pointed out 
several things she had to correct. Sandra told me that she had structured her writ-
ing piece by answering the guiding questions that the teacher provided her but 
that she forgot to include the introduction and the conclusion in her piece. She 
mentioned that Ms. Hernandez always reminded her of writing an introduction 
and a conclusion but that doing so was difficult for her because she had to write 
her own ideas without the aid of guiding questions. She said to me that it was dif-
ficult to write in English because she always “thought in Spanish” when writing:

“En español se dice “yo escucho música” pero en inglés la Miss Hernadez me 
dijo que se dice” I listen to music” no” I listen music” como en español, por eso 
es difícil. ¡El inglés y el español son muy diferentes!” [ In Spanish you say “I 
listen music” but in English you say “I listen to music” according to Ms. Hernan-
dez, that’s why it is difficult. English and Spanish are very different!]

Sandra told me that she was trying to figure out how to structure her paragraphs so 
that her writing was more logical. In addition, Sandra said that she needed to work 
harder on her punctuation and indentation because Ms. Hernandez had pointed out 
several mistakes in this regard, which needed to be improved a great deal. Figure 6 
and 7 represent prompt questions that Ms. Hernandez provided to her students to 
guide two specific writing assignments. Figure 8 is samples of Sandra’s writings, 
including Ms. Hernandez’s feedback, based on the prompts in Figure 6.

The class continued working on the completion of their writing assignment 
for the two class periods that particular day. That week Ms. Hernandez allotted 
four out of five days for students to complete the writing assignments since the 
writing pieces were a requirement from the ESL department for the beginning ESL 
classes at WHS.
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Figure 6. Prompt questions for the writing 
assignment titled “My best friend”

Figure 7. Prompt questions for the writing 
assignment titled The Things I Like to Do
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Figure 8. Sandra’s writing samples My Best Friend and Things I like to Do
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Using Spoken English During Class Presentations

The Unit Project

The unit project was the primary way that Ms. Hernandez created opportuni-
ties for students to practice oral English. She assigned a class project at the end 
of each thematic unit of the ESL curriculum. The purpose of the project was that 
the students displayed what they had learned throughout the duration of the the-
matic unit. The class project was divided into two phases. The first one consisted 
of the students producing some type of product that addressed the theme of the 
particular unit on which the class had been working. The second phase of the 
project’s unit consisted of the presentation of the product to the class. This phase 
usually involved an oral presentation in which the teacher expected that the stu-
dents incorporated the vocabulary, grammatical structures, and other features 
that she had taught throughout the unit for assessment purposes.

Classroom observation: Monday April 21st, 2008-9:00AM

Oral presentation: My family tree. The second period of Ms. Hernandez’s ESL 
class started at 10 a.m. On this day, the students will present the projects they 
have been working on for the entire week: My Family Tree. The day before, Ms. 
Hernandez’s class worked individually for the last two periods on building their 
family trees by using cardboard, magazines, markers, and other materials. The 
students displayed their family trees by hanging their creations on the classroom 
wall before the class ended. Today the students get to talk about their families dur-
ing class. Ms. Hernandez asked the class to have ready the pieces they produced 
as a guide for today’s oral presentation. Then, she picked the order in which the 
seven students in the class would orally present their work. The following excerpt 
is an example of the students’ oral presentations for the day.

[T= Teacher; A=Ana; K=Karla; G=Gisela; Group=Whole group; S=Sandra; 
St= individual student]

A: This is my family tree. They are my grand [pause] no [pause] my maternal 
grandfathers

T: Maternal grandparents [correcting the student]
A: Parents [laughing]. He is my grandfather and she is my maternal grand-
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mother. They have two daughters and one son: My uncle Jerry, my aunt, and 
my mother [name]. My uncle [name] is married with my aunt [name] and they 
have one son, [name]. My aunt [name] is married with my uncle [name] and 
they have three daughters and one son: my cousin [name] my cousin [name], 
my cousin [name], and my cousin [name]. [name] has one daughter. They are 
my grandparents paternal. He is my grandfather [name] and she is my grand-
mother [name] They have three three [pause] two sons and one daughter: My 
aunt [name] my uncle [name] and my father [name]. My aunt [name] is mar-
ried with my uncle [name] and they have one son and one daughter: my cousin 
[name] and my cousin [name]. My uncle [mane] is married with my aunt [name] 
and they have two sons and one daughter, my cousin [name], my cousin [name 
and my cousin [name]. My mom [name] and my father [name] have two sons 
[pause] no! Children! My brother [name] and me [inaudible]

K: “I love my family”
S: Te faltó “I love my family” [you didn’t say “I love my family”]
A: I love my family
(Comment: The teacher walked around the classroom and encouraged the 

rest of the class to ask Ana about her family based on prompts questions that 
she had provided to her students. The following shows the questions that the 
students posed to Ana)

T: Ana, what is your mother’s name?
A: My mother’s name is [name]
T: Another question
G: Who is your mother’s son?
A: My mother’s what?
G: Son
A: My mother’s son is [name]
T: Pretty good!
[Class applauds]

Conclusion

The data displayed in this section depicted events that occurred during the teach-
ing of English in the beginning ESL classroom in which this study took place. The 
purpose of this section was to provide the reader with a “picture” of the way in 
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which the teaching of English was organized and realized by the teacher in inter-
action with the student participants. The next chapter presents a detailed analysis 
of classroom data and data from different sources to illustrate the findings for this 
dissertation study.





V
Findings

This chapter presents the findings that emerged from the data analysis in this 
dissertation study. The chapter is organized into three major levels: a) instruc-
tional language practices, b) students’ perceptions about learning English, and c) 
language practices at the institutional level. Each of these levels contains one major 
overarching assertion, which responds to the research questions that guided this 
dissertation. I have supported each major assertion with a set of sub-assertions. In 
addition, each overarching assertion includes a theoretical discussion providing 
interpretation of the findings displayed in each major assertion. The three over-
arching assertions that comprise this chapter are:

Instructional Language Practices:
Assertion: Overall, most of the language practices documented in the beginning 

ESL classroom aligned to an instructional approach for the teaching of English, which 
focused heavily on the explicit teaching of linguistic forms emphasized through the 
teaching of discrete language skills. In turn, the use of such instructional approach pro-
vided the student participants with access to limited discourse forms.

Students’ Perceptions About Learning English:
Assertion: The participants in this study perceived that becoming a successful Eng-

lish learner in high school involved taking on new identities and joining new student 
communities in which English was the dominant language. However, for the student 
participants, taking on new identities and joining new student communities involved 
relations of power that hindered their access to members of those communities and 
their linguistic practices.
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Language Practices at the Institutional Level:
Assertion: Language practices at the institutional level resulted in the structuring 

of a separate high school curricular track for English language learner students that 
provided limited access to both the high school curriculum and to their English speak-
ing peers.

Instructional Language Practices

This section of the findings chapter answers this research question: What lan-
guage practices take place in a beginning ESL high school classroom? How do those 
practices relate to second language learning?

My response to the research question presented above is laid out in the fol-
lowing overarching assertion:

Overall, most of the language practices documented in the beginning ESL classroom 
aligned to an instructional approach for the teaching of English, which focused heavily 
on the explicit teaching of linguistic forms emphasized through the teaching of discrete 
language skills. In turn, the use of such instructional approach provided the student 
participants with access to limited discourse forms.

I provide the data that supports the assertion above in the ensuing sections. I 
have divided the data display into three sub-assertions addressing the following 
issues:

Explicit teaching of English grammar1. 
Using spoken English in the 2. ESL classroom
The use of Spanish for the teaching of English3. 

I conclude this section of the dissertation study by providing a theoretical discus-
sion based on the findings.

Explicit Teaching of English Grammar

Sub-assertion 1: In general, the instructional practices oriented for the teaching of Eng-
lish in the beginning ESL classroom focus almost exclusively on the explicit teaching of 
grammatical forms of the language.
The data displayed in excerpt one is a representative instance of how the ESL 
teacher realized the explicit teaching of grammatical rules in the beginning ESL 
classroom. I provide a brief explanation here to contextualize Excerpt 1. Typi-
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cally, the teacher overtly explained grammar rules by reading them aloud from 
worksheets or other materials to the whole class. Close examination of the data 
showed that the teacher usually followed the following interactional pattern: a) 
Teacher provides explicit explanation of rules; b) Teacher elicits students to dis-
play of understanding of the rules; c) students display their understanding of the 
rules; and d) teacher evaluates students’ responses/display. This teacher-directed 
pattern of instruction has been well documented in the teaching literature as the 
Initiation-Reponse-Evaluation sequence (Mehan, 1979).

The particular events depicted in excerpt one are an instance of this pat-
tern. In this particular case, the data displayed show the teaching of four rules 
described in Table 10. The teacher’s goal was to convey the sentence structure of 
the present progressive/continuous tense: Subject + verb to be + gerund form of verb + 
complement

Example: I + am + working + on my homework.

Table 10. Four Rules for the Formation of the Gerund Form of English 
Verbs Used During a Grammar Lesson in the Beginning ESL Classroom

Infinitive form of 
the verb: Example

Rule to form gerund form of verb Gerund form of the verb

Smile
Rule 1: Verb ends in a vowel. Drop the ending 
vowel and add “ing”

Smile – e + ing = Smiling

Sit
Rule 2: Verb ends in a consonant and is prece-
ded by a vowel. Double the ending consonant 
and add ing

Sit + t + ing = Sitting

Read
Rule 3: Verb ends in a consonant but is prece-
ded by two consonants. Just add ing. Read + ing = Reading

Stand
Rule 4: Verb ends in two consonants. Just add 
ing.

Stand + ing = Standing

Teacher provides explanation of rules: 1. Lines 12 to 18 in excerpt one show how 
the ESL teacher explained to the whole class the case of rule number two in 
Table 10. Then, the teacher explained the procedure to apply the rule.
Teacher elicits students’ display of their understanding of grammatical rules: 2. In lines 
19 and 20 the ESL teacher proceeded to elicit the students to display their under-
standing of the rule being discussed by using as an example the verb “sit”:
Students display their understanding of the rules: 3. In lines 21 to 23 some students 
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responded to the teacher elicitation. They applied the rule being discussed 
using the verb provided by the teacher as an example.
Teacher evaluates students’ responses: 4. Lines 24 through 26 shows how the 
teacher evaluates the answer provided by the students as correct and then she 
restates the students’ response and reinforces the rule. In lines 29 to 31 the 
teacher expands the evaluation of the students understanding of the gram-
matical form central to the unit – the present progressive/continuous tense.

The same pattern can also be identified in lines 29 through 34. For instance, in 
line 29 the teacher requires students to display their knowledge of the present 
progressive tense by using a hypothetical question. In line 32 some students in 
the group provide a response to the teacher elicitation, which the teacher evalu-
ates as correct in line 33. In line 34 the teacher restates the students’ response and 
provides the expected answer to her original question.

Similar patterns to the ones presented above can be identified throughout the 
entire excerpt, which includes a description of the teaching of the four grammati-
cal rules shown in Table 1.

Excerpt 1

[T= Teacher; A=Ana; K=Karla; G=Gisela; Group=Whole group; S=Sandra; St= individual student]

Conversation Initiation Response Evaluation
[Rule number two]

1 T: OK. We are going 
to go

2 to rule number two. 
What is it?

3 K: Una vocal más una
4 consonante
5 cuando tenemos
6 este caso se va a
7 dobletear la conso-

nante
8 y se le va a agregar 

i-n-g
9 T: OK!
10 K: No sé como se dice 

“dobletear”
11 T: Double
12 Rule number two!
13 OK! Cuando tengamos 

una vocal
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14 [code-switch] one 
vowel plus one

15 consonant [code-
switch] una vocal

16 más una consonante 
[code-switch]

17 we are gonna double 
the consonant

18 and we are gonna add 
i-n-g

19 [code-switch] por 
ejemplo “sit”

20 ¿Qué es lo que voy a 
hacer?

21 ¡Doblar la consonante!
22 y agregar i-n-g
23 “Sit” mas “t” mas 

“i-n-g”
24 Yes! So doblamos la
25 consonante y agre-

gamos
26 i-n-g
27 K: ¡Y va a quedar 

“sitting”!
28 T: ¿Y si el pronombre 

es
29 “They”? ¿Cual verbo
30 van a usar?
31 Group: They are! Are!
32 T: Very good!
33 “They are sitting”

[Rule number 3]
34 T: OK! Rule number 

three!
35 K:Si tiene dos vocales 

más
36 una consonante
37 se le agrega “i-n-g” y
38 no se dobla la conso-

nante
39 T: OK! Muy bien!
40 T: Dos vocales mas 

una consonante
41 y agregamos “i-n-g”
42 como en el caso de 

“read”
43 T: Donde están las dos
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44 vocales en “read”?
45 S: la “e” y la “a”
46 T: So, what am I gonna
47 do?
48 ¿Que necesito hacer?
49 [same as feedback]
50 Group: Agregar “i-

n-g”!
51 K: Nada más se le 

agrega “i-n-g”
52 ahí no se va a doble-

tear
53 [la consonante]
54 T: Very good!
55 T: So, Reading
56 T: ¿Y si el pronombre 

es “he”?
57 ¿Qué verbo voy a 

usar?
58 Group: To be! He is!
59 A: He are!
60 T: No!

[Rule number 4]
61 T: OK! Rule number 

four!
62 K:Si tienes dos conso-

nantes
63 pues solamente
64 se le agrega “i-n-g”
65 y no se dobletea
66 [la consonante] tam-

poco
67 T: OK. Vamos a ver
68 tenemos dos conso-

nantes
69 como en la palabra 

“stand”
70 T: ¿Qué quiere decir 

“stand”?
71 K: Es “Parándose”
72 T: [Acknowledges 

answer]
73 T: So, “Standing”
74 tengo dos consonan-

tes
75 T: ¿Qué es lo que 

tengo
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76 que hacer?
77 A: Nada más se agre-

garía
78 “i-n-g” sin doblar
79 la consonante
80 T: Very good!
81 K: Es lo mismo que en 

la otra
82 si son dos vocales o si 

son dos
83 consonantes ¿no Miss?
84 T: Yes
85 T: ¿Y si el pronombre 

es “it”?
86 ¿Qué es lo que voy a 

hacer?
87 G: ¡“It is”!
88 T: “It is standing” OK!

Using Spoken English in the Classroom

Sub-assertion 2: The analysis of data revealed that because the heavy emphasis on 
form, the students in the beginning ESL classroom had access to limited discourse forms 
when they engaged in using spoken language during the teaching of English.

The data included in excerpt two is representative of frequent instances 
in which the ESL teacher taught her students how to use spoken English dur-
ing instructional time. The teacher approached the teaching of oral English by 
prompting interactions between students using a discourse pattern known in the 
literature as IRE (Initiation-Response-Evaluation). Usually, the teacher would 
ask one student to present information he/she had already prepared about a given 
topic in front of the class. Then, the teacher would encourage the rest of the class 
to ask questions to the student presenter to prompt oral interactions amongst the 
students. An instance of these patterns is shown below.

The context of the data displayed in excerpt two is an oral presentation that 
was part of a class project corresponding to a thematic unit titled The Family. In 
this particular excerpt the student presenter read aloud a description of her family 
tree. Then the teacher asked the class to pose questions to the student presenter 
so that interaction amongst the students could occur in English.
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The Initiation-Response-Evaluation pattern

Initiation: ( by the teacher): 1. In line 20 the teacher initiates the oral pattern 
identified as IRE by posing a question based on factual information provided 
by the student during an oral presentation in front of the class.
Response: 2. In line 21 the student responds to the teacher question by providing 
information about her mother.
 Evaluation3. : In line 22 the teacher evaluates the student’s response. Although 
the teacher does not overtly acknowledge the student’s response, she contin-
ues with the oral drill because the response provided by the student is the one 
she expected.
The 4. IRE pattern is also evident when the teacher asked the students to use oral 
language amongst them.
 Initiation: 5. In line 35 one of the students initiates the IRE pattern by posing a 
question about the information provided by the student presenter about her 
family tree.
Response6. : In line 38 the student presenter responds to the question posed by 
her classmate.
Evaluation7. : In line 39 the teacher evaluates the student presenter’s response as 
correct by praising her for her answer.

Excerpt 2

[T= Teacher; A=Ana; K=Karla; G=Gisela; Group=Whole group; S=Sandra; St= individual student]

St T
1 A: This is my family tree. They are my grand no my maternal grandfathers
2 T: Maternal 

grandparents
3 A: Parents [laughing]. He is my grandfather and she is my maternal grand-

mother.
4 They have two daughters and one son: My uncle Peter, my aunt, and my 

mother Mary.
5 My uncle Rafael is married with my aunt Laura and they have one son, Luis.
6 My aunt Teresa is married with my uncle Jorge and they have three 

daughters and one son:
7 my cousin Reyna, my cousin Elia, my cousin Rosa, and my cousin Guillermo.
8 Rosa has one daughter.
9 They are my grandparents paternal. He is my grandfather Enrique and she is 

my
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10 grandmother Irma. They have three (short pause) three two sons and one 
daughter:

11 My aunt Luisa, my uncle Pablo and my father Javier. My aunt Luisa is married 
with

12 my uncle Mario and they have one son and one daughter: my causing Luisa 
and

13 my cousin Hilda. My uncle Jose is married with my aunt Silvia and they have 
two sons

14 and one daughter, my cousin Jose, my cousin Alejandro and my cousin 
Laura.

15 My mon Mary and my father Javier have two sons. No! Children!
16 My brother Raul and me [inaudible]
17 K: “I love my family”!
18 S: Te faltó I love my family! [You didn’t say “I love my family”!]
19 A: I love my family

Initiation Response Evaluation

20 T: Ana, what is your mother’s name?
21 My mother’s name is [name]
22 Another
23 question?
24 G: Who is your mother’s son?
25
26
27 My mother’s son is [name]
28 T: Pretty good!
29 (Class applauds)
30 S: Who is [name] husband?
31 G: ¿Cómo? ¿Les digo “my”?
32 T: Alma’s husband is
33
34 G: Alma’s husband is my uncle [name]
35 T: Another one
36 K: Who is [name] Alberto’s daughter
37
38
39 Alberto’s daughter is my cousin 

[name]
40 T: Very good!

Correctness of the students’ responses. Close analysis of the IRE pattern 
captured in excerpt two revealed that the correctness of the students’ responses 
depended not only on the accuracy of the factual information, but also on the 
accuracy in the use of the grammatical forms that the teacher had just taught. In 
fact, the evaluation of the use of particular grammatical structures was embed-
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ded in the teaching of oral language. For instance, in the particular case of the 
events captured in excerpt two, the grammatical structures taught by the teacher 
throughout the thematic unit were related to the use of possessive nouns, pos-
sessive pronouns and possessive adjectives, such as those used in declarative and 
interrogative sentences. During this unit, the students in the beginning ESL class-
room had been working on grammar exercises that included patterns such as the 
ones below

Question: What is your grandfather’s name?1. 
Response: My grandfather’s name is _________2. 
Who is Pedro’s brother?3. 
Pedro’s brother is __________4. 

Lines 29 through 34 in excerpt two illustrate the statements above:

[T= Teacher; A=Ana; K=Karla; G=Gisela; S=Sandra]
29 S: Who is Alma’s husband?
30 G: [pause] ¿Cómo? ¿Les digo “my”? [what? Should I say? “my”?]
31 T: “Alma’s husband is”
32 K: …
33 G: Alma’s husband is my uncle Juan

Line 29 in the excerpt shows that Gisela, the student presenter, was asked to 
answer the question “Who is Alma’s husband?” Gisela could have responded by 
stating the name “Juan”, which would have been an accurate response according 
with the information that Gisela provided when she described her family tree. 
However, Gisela was aware of the kind of response her teacher expected. That is, 
she was aware that she must provide a response in the form of a complete sentence 
using the grammatical structure her teacher had taught them all week. She had 
learned this throughout the school year by engaging in similar oral exercises.

Line 30 in the excerpt above shows that Gisela tried to use a familiar pat-
tern by using the possessive adjective “my” (example: “my mother’s husband 
is________”). However, in this particular instance, the pattern that Gisela 
appeared to have learned could not be used to answer the question she was asked. 
Therefore, she asked the teacher for assistance.

Line 31 shows that the teacher provided Gisela with the language form she was 
expecting Gisela to use, and therefore, the correct answer. Finally, line 33 shows that 
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Gisela used the expected grammatical structure and also included accurate infor-
mation according with her family tree; hence, providing the correct answer.

The data presented in the instance described above revealed that both the 
teacher and the students had clear expectations of what was considered a cor-
rect response during the teaching of the use of oral language. The teacher was 
not concerned about knowing the name of Gisela’s relative’s husband, but rather 
expected an elaborated response that would indicate that Gisela had learned to 
use the possessive form. But Gisela had learned that she must provide an answer 
that included a complete sentence and the grammatical forms her teacher had 
taught her during the week. Therefore, she knew that a spontaneous answer such 
as “Juan” would not be deemed correct.

The use of Spanish for the Teaching of English

Sub-assertion 3: Spanish was frequently used by the teacher and the student partici-
pants during instructional time in the beginning ESL classroom. However, the use of 
Spanish was most often oriented to support the teaching/learning of English.

The use of Spanish during the teaching of English was a recurrent practice in 
the beginning ESL classroom. Because the teacher shared a common linguistic and 
cultural background with all of her students in the class, she was able to use Span-
ish for different purposes when teaching English. During interviews the teacher 
explained the following:

Interviewer: How do you use your ability to speak Spanish during your instruc-
tional time?

Teacher: Probably to clarify ideas. I tell them in English first and if there’s 
some confusion then I throw in the Spanish and then like, with the grammar, 
OK, when I was teaching them the past tense “OK, there is six rules and [unintel-
ligible] “pero como miss” I read them in English “Pero no entiendo” OK! Se lo digo 
en español “Cuando tienes una palabra que termina en consonante y eso” Oh! OK. 
And they write it in Spanish. So, cuando miran una palabra en inglés, se acuerdan 
de la que yo les dije en español y la convierten en pasado. So, that’s how I use my 
Spanish. Plus, when they first here (short pause) I had a couple of them since 
the first day of school last year and I remember asking them “hey! What’s your 
name? How are you doing?” and you could just see their eyes pop! I was like “it’s 
OK [code switching] Yo soy tu maestro yo hablo español” “Oh! OK!” [code switch-
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ing] Ni eso sabían! “What’s you name” Like, simple questions and now that you 
see them, most of them are like more afraid to speak English but they are really 
good at writing.

Excerpt 3 provides an example of how the ESL teacher used Spanish during a gram-
mar lesson. A functional analysis of the particular instance illustrated in excerpt 
three revealed that the teacher used Spanish for three main purposes: to explain 
a grammatical point, to provide an example to support her explanation, and to 
check for understanding of the grammatical point she explained.

Lines 55 through 59 in excerpt three show the teacher reading an explanation 
on the uses of the present continuous tense for a grammar worksheet in English.

In lines 65 through 68 the teacher switched to Spanish to explain to the stu-
dents what she had read in English in lines 55 to 59. It is important to note that the 
teacher did not literally translate the English explanation of the original grammar 
point. Instead, she provided an example in Spanish to illustrate the rule she origi-
nally explained in English, which is shown in lines 66 through 68.

In line 69 the teacher switched back to English to continue reading out of the 
grammar worksheet written in English. She read an example for the use of the 
present continuous tense provided in the worksheet. Then, in line 70, she elicited 
her students to translate the English example into Spanish so that she could check 
for students’ understanding of the explanations she had delivered in English.

In line 71 one of the students in the class translated the English sentence. After 
that, the teacher checked for understanding by asking the class if the examples 
and explanations were clear.

Excerpt 3

[T=Teacher, K=Karla]

Spanish English Function

55 T: Sometimes we can use ExplainEN
56 the present continuous
57 to say that we are in the process of
58 doing a longer action
59 which is in progress, OK?
.
.
.
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65 T: Puedes usar el presente continuo 
para decir

ExplainSP

66 como “estoy estudiando para ser 
maestro”

EjmpSP

67 la acción no está pasando ahorita 
ahorita

ExplainSP

68 pero es como un (code-switch) “longer 
term”

69 So like “I am studying to become a 
doctor”

EjmpEN

70 What‘s that in Spanish? EliInf/CUEN
71 K: Yo estoy estudiando para ser doctor
72 Sí se fijan como usan el presente 

progresivo?
CUSP

Another example of how the teacher used Spanish in the beginning ESL classroom 
is shown an excerpt four. In lines 25 through 28 the teacher introduced a topic in 
which the term normal verb” was used. Line 29 shows that the teacher switched 
from English to Spanish in order to provide a definition of the term normal verbs. 
The teacher also provided an example to illustrate the definition of the term in 
line 30.

Excerpt 4

[T=Teacher]

Spanish English Function
25 T: OK. Hay diferentes usos para usar ExplainEN
26  el presente progresivo…
27 the use of present continuous
28 with normal verbs IntroTEN/

ExplainEN
29 Verbos normales son los verbos
30 que indican una acción, como “estoy 

trabajando”
31 ese es un “normal verb”.

I provide a functional analysis for two grammar lessons shown in excerpts five 
and six. The functional analysis represented in figure 9 shows that the teacher fre-
quently used Spanish for other functions as well, including to provide examples, 
explain rules and procedures, and to elicit information from the students in order 
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to check for understanding of the English grammatical form being taught in these 
particular excerpts.

Figure 9. Frequency of the use of Spanish during two grammar lessons.

Excerpt 5

[T= Teacher; A=Angie; K=Kristal; G=Gaby; Group=Whole group; S=Stephanie; St= individual 
student]

Spanish [code-switch] English [code-switch] Function-code
T: OK present progressive Pres-topicEN

aquí está aquí está la formula Pres-infoSP
Para hacer el presente progresivo ExplainSP
es el verbo “am/are/is”
mas el presente progresivo

K: Y para terminar “ing”
T: Yes! AknlgEN

Ese es el más facilito pero hay cuatro Keeping on task
reglas
Ahorita no los quiero confundir
pero les voy a dar el paquete con las
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reglas
K: ¡Miss!

¿Por que a veces es “are you” y a veces
“do you”?

T: En presente progresivo “are you ExplainSP
talking?”

in simple present is “Does he ExplainEN
talk?

“Are you”? es como “¿estás hablando?” Tslt
y este [refering to the simple present
form]
es “el habla?” Tslt

S: Ah! ¡Es uno diferente!
T: You are watching TV/ are you

watching tv?
you are not watching tv? EjmpEN

K: Para decir estas tu viendo televisión?
¿cuál de esas tres uso?

T: Estas tu mirando televisión
“are you watching tv?” Tslt

T: OK. Hay diferentes usos para usar ExplainSP
el presente progresivo que son

the use of present continuous ExplainEN
with normal verbs

Verbos normales son los verbos
que indican una acción, como “estoy DefSP/EjmpSP
trabajando”
ese es un “normal verb”.

“Work”, “painting “paint” EjmpEN
que estas pintando, algo que estás EjmpSP
haciendo.
Hay otros verbos como dijo Kristal
los auxiliares como “do” o el “verb to DefSP/Ex-

plainSP
be”

T: It can also be used to express
the idea that something
is happening now

También lo pueden usar en forma ExplainSP
negativa
Como en “it is not raining outside” EjmpEN
“No está lloviendo afuera” OK? Tslt

You can use it in both forms ExplainEN
You are learning English now EjmpEN
You are not swimming EjmpEN

¿Que es swimming CUSP
St: Nadar
T: Are you sleeping? EjmpEN
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Tu estas durmiendo? Tslt
I am not standing or I am standing EjmpEN
Sometimes we can use
the present continuous
to say that we are in the process of
doing a longer action
which is sin progress, OK?

Por ejemplo EjmpSP
I am studying to become a doctor EjmpEN
so

por ejemplo (interruption) EjmpSP
¿Qué es “now” en Español? CUSP

St: Ahora
T: Puedes usar el presente continuo para ExplainSP

decir
como “estoy estudiando para ser EjmpSP
maestro”
la acción no está pasando ahorita ExplainSP
ahorita
pero es como un [code-switch] 
“longer
term”

So like “I am studying to become EjmpEN
a doctor”
What‘s that in Spanish? Elinf/CUEN

K: Yo estoy estudiando para ser doctor
T: So ¿se fijan como usan el presente CUSP

progresivo?
I am reading the book EjmpEN

So ¡es facilito!
Les voy a dar una copia del paquete
OK! Se la tienen que aprender porque
para [code-switch] next week
les voy a hacer [code-switch] testing!

Excerpt 6

[T= Teacher; A=Angie; K=Kristal; G=Gaby; Group=Whole group; S=Stephanie; St= individual 
student]

Spanish [code-switch] English [code-switch] Function
Se cancela “e” ExplainSP

And you ad “ing” ExplainEN
¿Y qué palabra ponemos? EliInf/CUSP

“smiling”
Acuérdense siempre siempre que RmdSP
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tengan
una consonante y termine [la palabra] ExplainSP
en la letra “e”

you cancel the “e”
you cancel the “e” ExplainEN
¡Miss! ¿Cómo que tenga una Tslt/ExplainSP
consonante?
¿Dónde?
La palabra es “smile”. Este es el verbo ExplainSP
“smile
Si termina en la letra “e” y antes de la
letra “e
tenemos una consonante, se quita la “e”
y agregamos “i-n-g” ¿OK?

So we are going to get ExplainEN
“present progressive” or
present continuous as “smiling

¿Qué verbo vamos a usar aquí? EliInf/CUSP
to be

El verbo “to be” ¿Pero cuál
[conjugación]?

am
I am smiling Comp.Sentence

Rule number two
OK We are going to go Drt/TrtnEN
to rule number two

ExplainSP
Una vocal más una consonante.
Cuando tenemos este [caso]
se va a dobletear la consonante
y se le va a agregar i-n-g
OK! AknlgEN
No sé como se dice “dobletear

Double. Tslt
Rule number two! Drt/TrtnEN

OK. Cuando tengamos una vocal ExplainSP
One vowel plus one consonant ExplainEN

una vocal más un consonante Tslt
We are gonna double the ExplainEN
consonant
and we are gonna ad “ing”

por ejemplo “sit” EjmpSP
¿Que es lo que voy a hacer? EliInf/CUSP
doblamos la consonante y agregamos ExplainSP
“i-n-g”
Y va a quedar ¡”sitting”!

Y si el pronombre es “They”
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¿Cuál verbo van a usar? EliInf/CUSP
They are!
Very good! “They are sitting” PraisingEN/Akn

Rule number three
Rule number three! Drt/TrtnEN

Si tiene dos vocales más una
consonante
se le agrega “i-n-g” y no se dobla la
consonante
OK! Muy bien! AknlgSP
Dos vocales más una consonante
y agregamos “i-n-g”. ExplainSP
Como en caso de “read” EjpmSP
¿Dónde estan las dos vocales en EliInf/CUSP
“read”?
la “e” y la “a”

So, what am I gonna do? EliInf/CUEN
¿Qué necesito hacer? Tslt

EliInf/CUSP
¡agregar “i-n-g”!
Nada más se le agrega “i-n-g”
ahí no se va a dobletear [la consonante]

Very good! AknlgEN
So, “reading” EjmpEN

Y si el pronombre es “he”
¿qué verbo voy a usar? EliInf/CUSP

He is!
He are!
No! CrctEN

Rule number four

Si tienes dos consonantes
pues solamente se le agrega “i-n-g”
y no se dobletea [la consonsonante]
tampoco
OK. Vamos a ver. Tenemos dos EjmpSP
consonantes
como en la palabra “stand” EliInf/CUSP
¿Qué quiere decir stand?
Es “parándose”

So, “standing” EjmpEN
Tengo dos consonantes
¿Qué es lo que tengo que hacer? EliInf/CUSP
Nada más agregaría “i-n-g” sin
doblar la consonante

Very good! PraisingEN
Es lo mismo que en la otra si
son
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dos vocales o si son dos
consonantes ¿no Miss?
ClfEN Yes ClfEN

Using translation. Analysis of data showed that translation was a recurrent 
function that the ESL teacher used for the purpose of teaching different aspects 
of the English language. Functional analysis of two grammar lessons shown in 
excerpts five and six indicate that the ESL teacher frequently used translation 
(English-Spanish/Spanish English) to provide examples, explain something, and 
elicit information to check for her students’ understanding.

Example 1 shows how the teacher used Spanish translation to answer a ques-
tion from one of her students. In line 2 the student poses a question about two 
English language forms between which she does not know the difference. In lines 
2 and 3 the teacher explains the difference between the two language forms by 
providing two examples in English in the form of two interrogative sentences. 
Then, the teacher uses Spanish to translate the two sentences that she used as 
an example to support her explanation. Line 6 shows that the student realized 
that the language forms that the teacher described are instances of two different 
English tenses.

Example 1

[T= Teacher; K=Karla; S=Sandra]

1 K: ¡Miss! ¿Por qué a veces es “are you” y a veces “do you”?
2 T: En presente progresivo “are you talking?” ExplainSP
3 in simple present is “Does he talk? ExplainEN
4 “Are you talking”? es como “¿estás hablando?” Tslt
5  y este [Does he talk?] es “¿el habla?” Tslt
6 S: ¡Ah! ¡Es uno diferente!

A similar example is shown Example 2. In lines number 1 and 2 the teacher intro-
duced the topic and started to describe the different ways in which the present 
continuous tense can be used. In line 3 the teacher used Spanish to explain one 
of the uses of the present progressive tense. In line 4 the teacher provided an 
example in English to support her initial explanation. Then, in line 5 the teacher 
translated the sentence she used as an example in line 4 to make sure her students 
understood her example.
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Example 2

[T=Teacher]

1 T: OK. Hay diferentes usos para usar IntroTSP/ExplainingSP
2 el presente progresivo que son…
3  …también lo pueden usar en forma negativa ExplainSP
4  como en “it is not raining outside” EjmpEN
5  “No está lloviendo afuera” OK? Tslt

Figure 10. Frequency of the use of Spanish during two grammar lessons 
represented as functions, including the function of translation
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Figure 11. Functions of translation during the 
teaching of two grammar lessons.

Use of translation during the teaching of English vocabulary. Data analysis 
revealed that the teacher used direct translation frequently during the teaching of 
English vocabulary in the beginning ESL classroom. For instance, it was common 
that she asked her students use dictionaries to directly translate English vocabu-
lary lists into their equivalent Spanish words and then enter those translations 
into word study sheets. Figure 12 is a sample of the word study sheet that one 
of the student participants in this study filled out. The first column represents 
the English vocabulary words and the second column represents their Spanish 
translation.

After the students had filled out their vocabulary sheets, the teacher would 
assign time or homework for the class to study their vocabulary lists so that they 
could memorize it and later use it during other tasks. Sometimes the teacher 
would give quizzes to her students to assess whether the students had memorized 
the vocabulary.
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Figure 12. A sample of Ana’s word study sheet

Excerpt 7 is another representative instance of how the teacher used direct trans-
lation during the teaching of English vocabulary. Usually, the teacher utilized 
vocabulary lists, like the one described above, to read aloud English vocabulary 
and model the pronunciation of the listed words. At the same time, the teacher 
frequently assessed whether or not her students knew the Spanish meanings of 
the vocabulary being presented. For instance, in lines 1 through 8 of Excerpt 7, 
the teacher provides instructions to the class for the practice of the vocabulary 
pronunciation they did that particular day. Lines 13 through 25 show the pronun-
ciation drill that the students and the teacher engaged in during the modeling 
of vocabulary pronunciation. In addition, close analysis of the type of questions 
that the teacher posed during the teaching of vocabulary pronunciation shown 
in Excerpt 7 indicates that the teacher frequently elicited direct translation of the 
vocabulary words into Spanish so that she could determine whether they knew 
the meaning if the English vocabulary (see lines 10, 20, 27, 33, 39, and 45).
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Excerpt 7

[T= Teacher; A=Ana; K=Karla; G=Gisela; Group=Whole group; S=Sandra; St= individual 
student]

Questions posed by teacher Answers from 
students

[minute 32:58]
1 Today we get to do food vocabulary
2 first we are going to practice the pronunciation
3 of this part of the unit, OK? (code-switch)
4 No quiero que nadie esté hablando ni jugando.
5 (code-switch) I need for you to repeat after me
6 OK? We are going to do fruits first
7 you get to translate the words later, OK?
8 We are going to do fruits first
9 …
10 OK, the first fruit is lime
11 Everybody! Lime!
12 Group: Lime!
13 T: Strawberry
14 G: Strawberry
15 T: Again! Everybody
16 Group: Strawberry!
17 T: Peach!
18 Group: Peach!
19 T: Cherry!
20 Group: Cherry!
21 T: Lemon!
22 Group: Lemon!

23 T: Watermelon What’s a watermelon?
24 St: Melon!
25 A: No! Sandia!
26 G: Sandia!
27 T: It’s a “sandia”
28 … [minute 34:24]
29 T: Coconut What’s a coconut?
30 St: Coco!
31 … [minute 34:29]
32 T: Fig What’s a fig? en Español
33 G: Higo!
34 T: I have never had one of those
35 …
36 T: Onion What’s an onion?
37 S: Cebolla!
38 T: Onion! (code-switch) como con la “ñ”
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39
40 T: Cucumbers What are cucumbers?
41 St: Pepinos!
42 T: OK! Write them down in Spanish if you
43 don’t know what it is!
44 … [41:24]
45 T: Let’s go to dairy products Que son los dairy products?
46 St: Productos 

lacteos!
47 K:  ¡También 

les dicen los 
derivados de la 
leche!

48 T: Put it in Spanish (code-switch)
49 tienen que traducir su vocabulary
50 … [44:04]
51 T: OK let’s go to the bread and cereal section What is bread and cereal?
52 K: Cereales y 

(interruption)
53 T: Bread What is bread?
54 St: Pan!
55 T: Pan
56 K: Pan y cereales?
57 T: Yes
58 … [minute 46:00]
59 T: Cookies! What are cookies?
60 K: Galletas!
61 A: Galletas!
62 T: Say it in English!
63 Group: Cookies!
64 T: Beverages! What are beverages?
65 S: Bebidas!
66 T: OK! Write bebidas next to beverages
67 T: OK! Which ones you don’t know from this 

section?

Explaining vocabulary meanings through the use of Spanish. Spanish played 
a crucial role during the teaching of English vocabulary because the teacher 
frequently used Spanish to contextualize vocabulary words that represented 
unfamiliar concepts. Excerpt 8 illustrates how the teacher and the students used 
Spanish to provide and request cues to contextualize meaning.
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Excerpt 8

[T=Teacher; A=Ana; K=Karla; G=Gisela; Group=Whole group; S=Sandra; St= individual 
student]

T: Beets!
St: What is beets?

I don’t know what’s beets (code-switch) en Espanol
!Rabanos! [radishes!]
¡Lentejas! [Lentils!]
¡Chicharos! [Pees!]
¡Berros!

T: No! It’s like big purple onion (code-switch) es como una [it’s just 
like a]

D: Oh! Como la cebolla verde! 
[oh! Like a green onion!]
K: Morada! [purple!]
Oh! Morada! [oh! Purple!]

T: Que en México te la dan como [in Mexico they cook it [inaudible 
students talking over each other] or whatever

K: ¡que te mancha tu ropa! [it 
stains your clothes!]
R: ¡Sí! ¡rojo! ¡rojo! [Yes! Red! Red!]
St: ¡Oh! ¡Granada! [oh! Pomegra-
nate!]
Group: ¡No!

T: Es como una cebollota así y es morada [it looks like a huge 
purple onion]

St: Ah! Si! Betabel! [oh! Beets!]
T: ¡Betabel! [beets!] So, beets pónganle betabel. tiene muchas vita-
minas para los niños que son anémicos [write beets. It has a great 
deal of vitamins and it’s good for anemic children ]

R: Si, hierro [Yes, it contains iron]
St: ¡Para uno también! Es bueno 
para la circulación. Cuando 
estaba chico mi papá me lo 
daba con sal y limón [It is good 
for you too! It is good for blood 
circulation. When I was little my 
dad used to feed me beets with 
lemon and salt]
G: Guacala! [gross!]
K: ¡Mi papá también! [my dad 
used to do the same!
R: o en jugo [also beets in juice!]
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St: Con jugo y pina [beets juice 
with pinapple]

T: o si no con zanahoria [or with carrots!]
St: Zanahoria es para los ojos 
[carrots are good for your sight]

T: Pero beets es bueno para uno. Tiene muchas vitaminas. [Beets 
are good for you. They contain a great deal of vitamins]

K: OK! ¡Ya le entendimos! Next! 
[OK! We got it! Next!]

Discussion

The language practices that took place in the beginning ESL classroom depicted an 
instructional approach that emphasized the teaching of forms and structures of 
the English language itself, as well as the teaching of a fixed inventory of discrete 
skills the students were expected to master. This instructional approach aligns to 
what is referred to in the literature as structure-based approaches to language teach-
ing, the goal of which is primarily to teach language-forms for the development of 
linguistic accuracy (see Lightbrown & Spada, 2006 for a review). As illustrated in 
the data displayed in this section, this instructional approach relied on the explicit 
teaching of grammatical rules, the direct teaching of lexical items through memo-
rization, and direct translation of fixed meanings of vocabulary words.

Critics of instructional approaches such as the one documented in this study 
argue that those approaches are grounded in a limited conception of Second Lan-
guage Acquisition. This approach tends to separate off, and to a certain extent 
decontextualize, knowledge of the formal language system from its social uses 
(Cook, 2000); and it fails to account for sociolinguitic dimensions of language 
(Firth & Wagner 1997).

One of the aspects that emerged in this study that was consistent with the 
criticism described above relates to the way in which the ESL teacher prompted 
interactions and communication among students during instruction. For instance, 
the data illustrated that oral interactions were prompted through what Light-
brown and Spada (2006) refer to as non-genuine and display questions. Non-
genuine refers to the fact that the teacher and the students knew the answers to 
questions in advanced. Display question refers to the fact that the teacher asked 
questions so that her learners could display knowledge of the language or lack of 
it. The goal of these two instructional practices is to transfer or exchange known 
information, usually from scripted texts.
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In the following paragraphs I provide a brief description of the limitations of 
the I-R-E discourse pattern (also see I-R-F Initiation-Response-Feedback). Then, I 
provide two different theoretical and instructional approaches that the ESL teacher 
in the beginning ESL classroom might have utilized to provide access to discourse 
types other than the I-R-E classroom discourse documented in this study.

The instructional approach. The instructional approach through which spo-
ken interactions were frequently prompted translated into a recurrent classroom 
discourse pattern that is referred in the literature as I-R-E (Initiation-Response-
Evaluation) or I-R-F (Initiation Response-Feedback) (see Cazden, Sinclair & 
Coulhard, 1975; Mehan, 1979; van Lier, 1988; Wells, 1993). Nevertheless, there 
are several limitations to this classroom discourse. For instance, Van Lier (2000) 
argues that in the I-R-E classroom discourse pattern the teacher is in charge and 
highly discourages students’ participation to question or contribute to the con-
versation. Van Lier (2000) also asserts that IRE/IRF discourse types can be called 
closed rather than open discourse formats because students’ utterances are highly 
elliptical, syntactically reduced, and prevent students from doing turn taking, 
topic development, and activity structuring work.

Second language pedagogy proponents of instructional approaches argue that 
instructional approaches that draw attention to language forms and features of 
the language itself are most effective when they include instructional approaches 
that incorporate aspects of language use in the form of communicative interaction. 
These researchers claim that integrating the teaching of language form within 
communicative interaction “can help language learners improve their knowledge 
and use of particular grammatical features” (Lightbrown & Spada, 2006. p. 175. 
Also see Lightbrown, Halter, White, & Horst, 2002; Spada, Lightbrown, White, 
2005; VanPatten, 2004; White, 1993; White, 1998).

From this perspective, researchers argue that discourse patterns such as the 
I-R-E documented in the ESL classroom are not conducive opportunities for lin-
guistic corrective feedback and modified input. These are two elements of discourse 
that researchers consider crucial for second language acquisition to occur. Within 
this paradigm, researchers argue for discourse patterns prompted by teacher-
student/student-student/student-teacher interactions through which language 
learners have opportunities to engage in authentic communicative activities with 
the purpose of negotiation for meaning. It is assumed that during those interactions 
language learners will make errors, which comprise essential linguistic informa-
tion for the teacher so that he/she can provide corrective feedback and help lan-
guage learners notice and pay attention to language forms and other linguistic 
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features that may create breakdowns in communication. In addition, Lightbrown 
and Spada (2006) point out that during the language interactions the teacher uses 
different strategies for error correction and feedback, including the use of different 
types of clarification questions and recasts (teacher’ reformulation of part all or 
part of a student’s utterance, minus the error) in order to modify the linguistic 
input and make it comprehensible so that students can also engage in communi-
cation with the teacher, which promotes language acquisition (for a critique on 
this theoretical view, see Block, 2003, who provides an extensive critique of the 
theoretical conception of ideas such as interaction, negotiation for meaning, com-
municative tasks/ activities. etc.)

The sociocultural perspective. From a sociocultural perspective of language 
and language acquisition, Gibbons (2002) provides an example of a different way 
in which the teacher could have implemented an instructional approach that 
provided student participants with access to different discourse types. Gibbons 
(2002) proposes a model of language learning with fundamentally different the-
oretical underpinnings from I-R-E. It is based on a conception of language as situ-
ated into particular sociocultural contexts and a conception of second language 
acquisition that does not separate form from meaning. Drawing from Vygotsky 
(1978) Gibbons elucidates the interrelated nature of the roles of the teacher and 
learner, and the active roles of both in the language learning process through 
the concept of scaffolding. She argues that classroom discourses like IRE/IRF 
are not conducive to the negotiation of meaning that occur in ongoing dialogic 
talk. Instead, he argues that language teaching/learning must be explicitly situ-
ated within the discourse practices that are used in school contexts, including 
academic disciplines. Gibbons argues that the teacher must create learning 
environments through which he/she mediates two levels of discourse during 
communication: “on one hand, the current levels of pupils’ knowledge and sec-
ond language abilities and on the other the broader knowledge into which they 
are being apprenticed, and the appropriate language by which this is expressed” 
(Gibbons, para.5, http://www.naldic.org.uk/docs/P%20Gibbons.doc). This 
approach to language teaching/learning through scaffolding and mediation 
aims for classroom talk to be progressively transformed into the specialist dis-
course of school contexts, including the academic disciplines and practices that 
comprised them. Through these theoretical and instructional practices Gib-
bons demonstrates that by scaffolding interactions (i.e. strategically posing ques-
tions) teachers can provided language learners with crucial “…opportunities to 
produce extended stretches of discourse for themselves and opportunities for 
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‘stretched’ language – the sort of language used when a learner is pushed to the 
outer limits of what she is able to say…” ( Gibbons, para. 3, http://www.naldic.
org.uk/docs/P%20Gibbons.doc).

To conclude, this section of the dissertation showed that the language prac-
tices documented in the beginning ESL classroom aligned to an instructional 
approach for the teaching of English that focused heavily on the explicit teaching 
of linguistic forms through the teaching of discrete language skills. In turn, the 
use of such instructional approach provided the student participants with limited 
access to English since it provided students with limited discourse forms.

Students’ Perceptions About Learning English

This section of the findings chapter answers the following research question: 
What does it mean to be a successful English language learner in high school for the 
participants in this study?

My response to the research question presented above is laid out in the fol-
lowing overarching assertion:

The participants in this study perceived that becoming a successful English learner 
in high school involved taking on new identities and joining new student communities 
in which English was the dominant language. However, for the student participants, 
taking on new identities and joining new student communities involved relations of 
power that hindered their access to members of those communities and their linguistic 
practices.

I provide the data that supports the assertion above in the sections that follow. 
The data display I provide is divided into four sub-assertions addressing the fol-
lowing issues, as related to the student participants’ perceptions of:

Language and1.  membership
Language and identity2. 
Joining new student communities3. 
Conflicting relationships4. 

I conclude this section of the dissertation study by providing a theoretical discus-
sion based on the findings presented here.
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Language and Membership

Sub-assertion 1: For the student participants in this study their primary language was 
strongly associated to their sense of membership to a particular community of Spanish-
speaking students who enacted that membership through the use of Spanish.

During interviews and conversations with Karla, Ana, Sandra, and Gisela 
(referred to as the student participants hereafter) it became evident to me that 
language was an important marker that shaped their developing sense of self 
in relation to other students at WHS . For instance, interviews and observations 
revealed a recurrent pattern of language use that indicated that the student par-
ticipants almost always used Spanish both in the classroom and outside the class-
room when talking to one another and when interacting with other students who 
they perceived as Mexicans.

I asked the participant students about this pattern of language use as shown 
in the following

I: ¿Por qué crees que ustedes no hablen inglés entre ustedes o con sus amigos? [Why 
do you think it is that you and your friends don’t speak in English amongst your-
selves or with your friends?]

A: Porque tal vez entre nosotros como sabemos el mismo idioma, pues por eso 
[maybe because we speak the same language,that is why.]

…
K: tenemos que seguir hablando español pues porque somos Mexicanas y es nue-

stro idioma [we have to continue speaking Spanish because we are Mexican and 
[Spanish] is our language]

S: ¡Nosotros necesitamos que nos obliguen a hablar en inglés entre nosotros! [we 
need to be pushed to speak English amongst ourselves!]

I: ¿Por que?[Why is that?]
S: Porque es que nosotros no lo vamos a hacer voluntariamente, nos tienen que 

obligar. Hablamos el mismo idioma [Because we are not going to do it voluntarily, 
someone has to push us. We speak the same language]

…
K: ¡Aja! si nos obligaran por decir si nos dijeran: “Tienen que hablar en inglés” OK, 

pues nosotros tendríamos que hacer el esfuerzo por hablar en inglés pero mientras a 
nosotros no nos pidan como requisito pues nosotros tenemos que seguir hablando 
español pues porque es nuestro idioma [Yes! If we were forced, that is if someone 
told us “You have to speak English” we would make an effort to speak in English 
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but as long as we are not required to do so we will continue to speak Spanish 
because it is our language]

Karla continued explaining

K: …es que a parte si uno empieza a hablar inglés van a decir “ay que payasa, que 
fantoche, se cree gringa porque sabe inglés, ya se cree Chicana” o algo así ¿verdad? 
[… if one starts speaking English people will say “what a clown! What a show 
off! She thinks she is a gringa because she knows English, she thinks of herself 
as Chicana! Or something like that, right?

S: Si es cierto [that’s right]

Interpreting student participants’ statements it is important to refer to Wenger’s 
discussions related to identity and community membership. Wenger (1998) states 
that practice defines a community through three dimensions: mutual engage-
ment, a joint enterprise, and shared repertoire (including language). In this 
context, Wenger explains that our membership constitutes our identity, not just 
through reified markers of membership but more fundamentally through the 
forms of competence, including the use of language.

During the course of this study the student participants mentioned to me that 
they saw themselves as a group of high school girls who shared the same ethnic 
background and the same language as Mexicans, all of which were important 
aspects of their identity in relation to their membership to that particular student 
community of Spanish-speakers at WHS. Therefore, for the student participants, 
belonging to the same community of students also involved the display of particu-
lar language use through which the members of that community engaged to signal 
membership. By speaking Spanish to one another, the student participants exhib-
ited regulatory behaviors that sanctioned many interactions with one another and 
others at school. Also, by using Spanish, the student participants bounded their 
identities in relation to their membership to a particular community of Spanish 
speakers (Mexicans) who they perceived to have common histories, backgrounds, 
and language. Additionally, the student participants’ statements about the use of 
English with their Mexican peers suggests that the student participants perceived 
the use of English as an attempt to take on identities associated with high school 
kids who belonged to groups of students outside their own memberships.

After identifying the language behavior described above I decided to inter-
view the students together as a group. My intention was to ask them about the 
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importance of learning English. The following excerpt shows part of the students’ 
responses:

I: A ver ahora platíquenme ¿Es importante o no es importante aprender inglés? [So, 
tell me, is it important or not to learn English?

[students speak at the same time]
Students: Claro! [ of course!] Yes! Of course!
I: Pero entonces que pasa ¿por qué no lo usan? [Why is it that you don’t use it 

(English)?]
S: because
G: Nos da hueva [We are lazy!]
A: It’s embarassing!
I: ¿Por qué es importante? [Why is it important then?]
K: Porque valemos por dos: dos idiomas, valemos por dos. [ Because we would 

be worth twice as much!]
S: Nos pagan doble [We could be paid twice as much!]
K: Nos pagan más sueldo [We could be paid better salaries]
G: Eso es mentira, verdad, ¡pero bueno! [That is a lie, but whatever!]
K: Y luego pues tenemos más posibilidades de encontrar trabajo aquí [We could 

have better opportunities to find a job here].

The excerpt above shows that the student participants believed that learning Eng-
lish was important because it had an instrumental value from which they could 
potentially benefit. Some of the students expressed the idea that learning English 
be an “add on value” for them to increase their opportunities to find well-paying 
jobs in the United States because learning two languages increased their opportu-
nities when competing with other people. In this regard, the student participants 
saw the motivation to learn English as a gain (see Gee, 2004) or an investment (see 
Angelil-Carter, 1997; McKay & Wong, 1996 Norton Peirce, 1995). Norton (2000) 
suggests that “when learners invest in an L2, they do so anticipating that they 
will acquire a wider range of symbolic and material resources, which will in turn 
enhance their conception of themselves and their desires for the future” (p. 10) .

I interviewed Ms. Hernandez, the ESL teacher, about the student participants’ 
extensive use of Spanish when they talk to one another in her ESL English class. 
During interviews she indicated that at the beginning of the school year she 
decided to allow the use Spanish in class to make her students feel more comfort-
able in their new school environment. She indicated that many of their students 
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were anxious about the fact that they did not speak English, which sometimes 
also made them feel embarrassed, and therefore she decided not to demand that 
her students speak only English when in class. The following interview except 
captured the teacher’s explanations about the use of Spanish in her class:

I: Now, about you students, I have noticed that there is a lot of activities going, 
they have are exposed to a lot of English in terms of materials, the curriculum, 
movies, etc. but I also noticed that the interactions amongst themselves are in 
Spanish, mostly. Like, I seldom hear them speaking in English amongst them-
selves, why do you think that is?

T: I think they feel more comfortable, especially with me as a teacher; 
because I have been to other classrooms and they are so anxious, you know; 
because they think (short pause) some teachers here, they wouldn’t allow them 
to speak in Spanish; not only because they don’t speak Spanish themselves and 
they don’t know what they’re talking about; but, I think they feel comfortable 
with me because I speak Spanish to them and I think they just feel comfortable. 
Because I even had teachers before (short pause) and I encourage them “hey use 
English” and you can see a couple of them, the most outgoing that they try, they 
don’t care if they say the word wrong; but others are just so (short pause) how do 
you say? (short pause) embarrassed in a way… they don’t have that confidence.

The teacher felt that not demanding that her students try the language they were 
learning to communicate in class resulted in the students not making much of an 
effort to use English. However, she believed that the fact that her students spoke 
to one another in Spanish during class was okay because they were just beginning 
to learn English. She also felt it was beneficial to allow Spanish because it made 
it easier for them to communicate. The following excerpt explains the teacher’s 
opinions on the use of Spanish amongst her students during class:

T: … I know that if I would have been like (name of the ESL department chair) 
that she speaks only English and stuff like that, probably they are going to try to 
speak to her in English; cause I have to talk to my kids in English and sometimes 
[code switching] me contestan en español; and I go like “What?” and then they 
try in English; but they know I speak Spanish and [code switching] no se esfu-
erzan tanto [they do not make much of an effort]. Y entre ellos [And amongst 
themselves], [code switching] I don’t know, It could be that they just feel com-
fortable in my class talking in Spanish ; I don’t see nothing wrong with it, you 
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know. They are beginners and that is what I tell my other colleagues too. Like 
“I was and ESL student too”, you know, I was in beginning ESL with other fresh-
men and if you want to talk to you friend or ask about something, it is darn hard 
to try to translate in your head! and [code switching] “se confunden mas”[they 
get more confused] so, I let them; it’s OK, they are beginners, so, why not?

The teacher went on to explain that the use of Spanish in her classroom created 
more advantages than disadvantages for her and her students. She mentioned 
that by using Spanish she could communicate complex and abstract concepts and 
grammatical rules they were studyng as part of the class content. The following 
excerpt shows the teacher’s explanations about the advantages and disadvantages 
of using Spanish in class:

I: What are some advantages and disadvantages that you find of the use of Span-
ish in your English class?

T: It has advantages and disadvantages; well the only disadvantage is that 
they don’t force themselves to ask me things in English and stuff like that. But 
I don’t see it that bad, they are beginners; I would understand it if they were 
in upper levels but it’s OK. I’m OK with it because I can explain some difficult 
terms, like the grammar, I can explain the rules in Spanish and they can apply 
it in English. So, I think that that is the biggest advantage, it doesn’t matter you 
know

I: So, you would say that you use your Spanish for?
 T: Probably to clarify ideas. I tell them in English first and if there’s some 

confusion then I throw in the Spanish and then like, with the grammar, OK, 
when I was teaching them the past tense “OK, there is six rules and [unintel-
ligible] “pero como miss” I read them in English “Pero no entiendo” OK! Se lo digo 
en español “Cuando tienes una palabra que termina en consonante y eso” Oh! OK. 
And they write it in Spanish. So, cuando miran una palabra en ingles, se acuerdan 
de la que yo les dije en español y la convierten en pasado. So, that’s how I use my 
Spanish.

The data displayed above indicate that the teacher’s perceptions of Spanish usage, 
particularly amongst the students themselves, were divergent from student par-
ticipants’ perceptions. Student participants felt that it was the teacher’s responsi-
bility to encourage them to use English since she was the only “proficient” speaker 
of English in the class. They also felt that the teacher was the only person with 
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the authority to act as a broker as they negotiated their identities through the use 
their primary language. They felt this negotiation was a means to membership 
to their a particular community of Spanish speakers (Mexicans) without being 
sanctioned by the group for trying out a language associated with a community 
of English speakers. Krystal’s comment illustrates this point:

K: …es que a parte si uno empieza a hablar inglés van a decir “ay que payasa, que 
fantoche, se cree gringa porque sabe inglés, ya se cree Chicana” o algo así ¿verdad? 
[… if one starts speaking English people will say “what a clown! What a show 
off! She thinks she is a gringa because she knows English, she thinks of herself 
as Chicana! Or something like that, right?

S: Si es cierto [that’s right]

Despite this, the teacher believed that the student participants needed to use 
Spanish because they were just beginning to learn English and therefore it was 
hard for them to communicate in the language they were beginning to learn. In 
spite of the instructional advantages of the use of Spanish and the reduction of the 
students’ anxiety in their new school environment, the teacher failed to recognize 
how important it was for her to help students negotiate their conflicting percep-
tions in relation to their identity as community members of Spanish speakers by 
encouraging them to try out the language used by a the English-speaking com-
munity at their school.

Language and Identity

Sub-assertion 2: Data suggests that the student participants viewed the learning of 
English as a complex process that involved more than learning the content of their 
ESL English class and do well in their language examinations. In fact, for the student 
participants learning English also entailed taking on new identities, which in turn 
would bring about changes in their behaviors, their relationships with other students 
at school, and in the way in which other students perceived them.

The data that illustrates the student participants’ perceptions in this section 
emerged during conversations and interviews with the student participants. For 
example, the student participants frequently spoke with me about a group of stu-
dents who they perceived as successful learners of English and who they referred 
to as Chicanos. I asked the student participants to describe what they meant by 
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“Chicanos” when they referred to that specific group of students. Their responses 
are illustrated in the following excerpts

A: Es que son Mexicanos y a veces se quieren sentir ya Americanos…si ellos vinieron 
igual de ahí de mojados [laughing] [They are Mexicans but they feel now they are 
Americans…but they came here as wetbacks too!]

G: Igual de indios [they are as Indians as we are]
A: Y ya se creen gringos porque ya hablan inglés [and they think they are grin-

gos because they speak English!]
…
K: Unos se ven bien nopalones y se creen ya gringos porque hablan inglés… hay 

algunos [Chicanos] que si se ven bien mexicanotes y luego [te preguntan] “¿Hablas 
inglés?” [Respuesta] “No, no hablo” Y luego [tu les preguntas] “¿Hablas español?” 
[respuesta] “No, no hablo”.[Some of them look so Mexican and they think of 
themselves as gringos because they speak English…some [Chicano students] 
look so Mexican but then [if they want to talk to you they ask you first] “Do 
you speak English? [Response] “No, I don’t”. And then [you ask them] “do you 
speak Spanish?” [response] “No I don’t”].

I: Unos se creen la mera mata porque saben de dos [lenguas] [Some of them think 
of themselves as the cream of the crop because they know two [languages]]

During interviews, the English teacher also described what she understood by 
the word Chicano. She stated

I don’t want to use the word chicano, pero asi se connocen, me entiendes?... un 
Mexicano that was raised here but he was born in México pero porque ya sabe inglés 
ya va de aquel bando [the Chicano side], ya no está aquí [the Mexican side]. So, 
that’s kindda sad. So, when I was coming here it was even worse![I don’t want 
to use the word Chicano but that’s what they are called, do you see what I am 
saying? A Mexican that was raised here but was born in Mexico but because he/
she now knows English he/she goes now to the other side [the Chicano side]. 
He is not here any longer [the Mexican side]

Data displayed above indicates that the participant students perceived a group of 
successful English learners, who they referred to as Chicanos, as students whose 
identities had shifted in relation to their membership to a particular community 
of Spanish-speaking students (Mexican students). That is, the student partici-
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pants felt that because they had learned English, Chicano students had added a 
feature that allowed them to take on new identities for which speaking English 
was essential (i.e. Gringo, Chicano, American).

Parallel to this process, the student participants perceived that by learning 
English Chicano students had taken on new ways of acting, doing, and being, 
which they enacted through the use of English. These ways of being and doing 
disassociated them from their identities in relation to their membership to a spe-
cific community of Spanish-speakers (Mexicans).

The student participants’ perceptions about learning English illustrate the 
theoretical position that suggests that learning, including language learning, 
means becoming a different person, taking on a different identity: “learning…
involves the whole person and implies not only a relation to specific activities, but 
a relation to social communities- it implies becoming a full participant, a member, 
a kind of person. [As a result], to ignore this aspect of learning is to overlook the 
construction of identities” (Lave & Wenger, 1991. p. 53). Nevertheless, research 
has also shown that opportunities to learn and practice English are often con-
strained by identity shifts (McKay & Wong, 1996; Norton-Peirce, 1995; Norton, 
2000; Willett, 1995;). In this vein, research shows that many times language learn-
ers see learning English as a threat because of the loss of family, cultural, and eth-
nic ties. Moreover, research has shown that some immigrant language learners do 
not want to be associated with an immigrant identity and frequently rest in their 
national identities in order to resist their immigration experience; a sense of lose 
(Norton-Pierce, 1995; Norton, 2000).

Similarly, Gee (2004) indicates that language learning is heavily tied to iden-
tity issues and a sense of gain or loss. Gee explains

 “…[a]cquisition is heavily tied…to the learner’s willingness to leave (for a time 
and place) the “everyday” world and participate in other identity- one that for 
every one represents a certain loss. For some people [SLA] represents a more 
significant loss in terms of a disassociation from…their home-and community-
based culture…for some people the issues is not just a lack of familiarity with 
the new identity [but] a felling of opposition or hostility between the new iden-
tity they are being asked to assume and other identities they are already com-
fortable with…” (p. 94).
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Joining New Student Communities

Sub-assertion 3: For the student participants learning English not only involved tak-
ing on new identities but also changing locations in terms of their membership to new 
communities of students. In this context, for the student participants learning English 
entailed joining new communities of students in which English was the dominant lan-
guage and a central marker of membership.

I will illustrate the statements above by using data from interviews during 
which the student participants continued talking about their perceptions of Chi-
cano students as successful language learners. During a group interview the stu-
dent participants stated the following

A: Por ejemplo, hay unos [Chicanos] que como hablan puro inglés pues pueden 
hablar con los que van en clases regulares y también pueden tomar algunas de esas 
clases y hablar con los que hablan puro ingles [For instance, there are some [Chi-
cano] students who since they speak English-only they can speak with students 
who attend regular clases and they can also take those clases and talk to other 
students who speak English-only]

S: Unos se creen la mera mata [Yea, they are very arrogant because they think 
of themselves as the cream of the crop]

K: ¡Sí! Ya nomas se quieren juntar con los puros gringos [Yes! Since they speak 
both [languages] they want to hang out only with gringos]

A: Aveces te tratas de entender con ellos; pero hay unos que te pueden hablar en 
español y nada más te quieren hablar en ingles porque ya van en clases regulars y sus 
amigos son de los que hablan puro ingles [For instance, there are some students 
that because they speak English-only you try to make yourself understand in 
order to communicate with them; and there are some students who could speak 
to you in Spanish but don’t they just want to speak to you in English]

The student participants also mentioned that they perceived that joining new 
communities of English-speaking students had also brought about changes in 
the way in which the Chicano students interacted with other Spanish-speaking 
students at school. Sandra and Karla pointed out the following

K: Y luego ya ni quieren hablar español nomas porque están con sus amigos [And 
then they don’t want to speak Spanish because they are with their friends].

S: Es que supuestamente no saben español pero si lo saben hablar. Lo que pasa 
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es que quizá se avergüenzan de hablarlo. [Supposedly, they do not speak Spanish, 
but they do. What happens is that they feel ashamed of speaking Spanish]

I: ¿Por qué crees que sea eso? [Why do you think that is?]
S: Lo que pasa es que se creen superiores porque ya hablan inglés y unos van en 

clases regulares. Bueno, eso yo pienso [What happens is that they feel better than 
us, I think]

Interestingly, the ESL English teacher participant in this dissertation provided 
valuable insights into what it meant to become a proficient language learner in 
high school by providing accounts of her own experience as an English learner. 
Particularly, the teacher provided important insights into relationships and 
dynamics between different groups of students at WHS as broader issues that the 
participant students could not talk about.

Ms. Hernandez talked to me about her experience joining student commu-
nities as a student who had exited the ESL program at WHS. She mentioned the 
following during interviews:

So, yea, I went to school here, I exited the ESL when I was a sophomore cause 
when I was a junior I was already in the regular English! And I started in begin-
ning ESL, the very bottom! So, I did kinda (short pause) I learned very fast, but 
(code-switch) oh, si! mira! !Ya te crees muy chicanilla porque ya estás en clases regu-
lares de ingles! [Oh! Look at her! You think of yourself as a Chicanilla now that 
you are in regular English classes!] I don’t know, I have that in my head; I’m like 
“oh! I want to go back to ESL program [code-swithc] y luego todos mis amigos 
estan ahi! [all my friends are there!] ”

The teacher went on to describe her perceptions about learning English and 
being member of a group of students at WHS

But once you get here [once you exited the ESL program] you see the differ-
ence (code-switch) te miras quien esta con quien y esta dividido [you see who is 
with who and it is divided]. So, yea, you try to learn English because you have 
to pass your classes and stuff like that but, like I said, once the bell rings, we 
used to hang out by the auditorium puros mexicanos, mexicanos, Mexicanos; y si 
[only Mexicanos, Mexicanos, Mexicanos; and yes] (code-switch) you are not 
motivated to use your English because “now you are becoming like them” you 
know, that’s how it was back then; I don’t know how it is now.

DaSilva-Iddings (2005) points out that from a community of practice perspective, 
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learning reflects a process of joining a community of practice. In the process of being 
and becoming socialized in a particular community, it involves picking up the jar-
gon, behavior, and norms of a new social group as well as adopting the group’s belief 
systems to become a member of the culture (Brown, Collins, & Dunguid, 1989 in 
DaSilva-Iddings, 2005). Lave and Wenger (1991) explain that “changing locations 
and perspectives in a community of practice are part of the individual’s learning 
trajectories, developing identities and forms of memberships… in the process the 
person is defined by as well as defines these relations (p.53). In this context, inter-
views revealed that the student participants perceived that having learned English 
allowed Chicano kids to join a larger community of English-speaking students at 
school, such as those that students and teachers referred as regular English classes 
(not ESL classes) where English was spoken exclusively. In this vein, the student 
participants viewed Chicano students as kids who had taken on new identities and 
new ways of acting according to the new communities they had joined in which 
English was necessary to participate. In addition, the student participants believed 
that by joining new communities of students in which English was a required attri-
bute, the Chicano students had changed locations to disassociate themselves from 
their membership to the Spanish-speaking community of student who the student 
participants designated as Mexicans.

Analysis of the excerpts provided by Ms. Hernadez provided striking simi-
larities with the data provided by the student participants during interviews. For 
instance, Ms. Hernandez’s account shows that she felt that her Spanish-speaking 
learners peers perceived that her identity as Mexican English language learner 
had shifted because she had learned English. This was because she exited the ESL 
program and joined new communities, such as regular classes, in which English 
was the dominant language. As a result, Ms. Hernandez’s accounts show that in 
order for her to continue to belong to the group of students who saw themselves 
as Mexicans, the ESL teacher had to speak Spanish and stop using English because 
Spanish was a required feature for membership to that particular group.

Conflicting Relationships

Sub-assertion 4: The student participants perceived that access into new student com-
munities at school in which English was the dominant language was restricted by 
conflicting personal relationships between themselves and members of those English-
speaking student communities.
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Data collected during interviews and observations revealed conflicting per-
sonal feelings that emerged during informal interactions between the student 
participants and a group of English-speaking students who the student partici-
pants referred to as Chicanos. Data included in the following excerpt of a group 
interview illustrates this finding

I: Me comentaron por ahí que a veces ustedes no se llevan muy bien con los estudi-
antes que hablan puro ingles [Someone told me that you guys don’t get log very 
well with students who speak English-only]

K: ¡Al contrario! Nos podemos llevar mejor con alguien que hable puro inglés que 
con uno que hable inglés y español [It’s just the opposite! We can get along better 
with someone who speaks English-only than with one that speaks English and 
Spanish]

I: ¿Por qué? [Why is that?]
K: Porque los que hablan inglés y español se burlan [Because those who speak 

English and Spanish put us down]
I:… A ver ¿Por qué? Dame un ejemplo [Let’s see, why is that? Can you give me 

an example?]
A: Hay unos que saben hablar los dos [inglés y español] o sea que unos que te 

pueden hablar en español y nada más te quieren hablar en inglés [For instance, 
there are some students that because they speak both [English and Spanish] 
they could speak to you in Spanish but they only want to speak to you in Eng-
lish]

S: ¡Y saben que no entiendes! [They know that you don’t understand!]
K: Nada mas como para burlarse [only to put you down]
G: Si, y ellos saben. Luego les dices “¿Que dijiste? Ya sabes que no hablo inglés” 

[interruption][Yes, and they know it. Sometimes you ask them: “What did you 
say? You know I don’t speak English” [interruption]

K: ¡Y te lo vuelven a decir en inglés! [And they tell you what they wanted to say 
in English again!]

G: Y también te dicen “¡Ay! ¡Qué tonta!” [And they also say “what a fool!]
K: [Karla empersonates a chicanillo] “¡Ay! ¿A poco no entiendes eso tan fácil? 

¿Verdad?[What! Don’t you understand such an easy thing?” Right?]
I: Entonces son los chavos que hablan inglés y español los que a veces [interrup-

tion] [So, it is the guys who speak English and Spanish the ones that sometimes 
[[interuption]

K: ¡Sí! [Yes!]
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A: ¡Sí! [Yes]
S: Las personas que saben inglés y español: Los malditos chicanos [the people 

who speak English and Spanish: those damn Chicanos]

During observations in the school cafeteria I noticed that the student participants 
sometimes spent their lunch breaks with a few English-speaking students they 
referred to as Chicanos because their schedules coincided. However, the student par-
ticipants almost never participated in conversations with Chicano students because 
the Chicano kids carried on their conversations in English. I asked Karla about this 
situation and she expressed the following statements during an interview:

I: ¿Con quién generalmente comes el lunch? [who do you eat lunch with?]
K: Con la Angélica y con la Blanca y a veces con Germán [with Angelica and 

with Blanca, and sometime with German]
I: ¿En qué idioma hablan cuando están comiendo juntos? [What language do 

you speak when you eat lunch together?]
K: Pues Blanca habla en inglés y ella (Angélica) habla en español [Well, Blanca 

speaks English and she [Angelica] speaks Spanish]
I: ¿Y Blanca quién es? ¿Es de otro salón más avanzado?[and who is Blanca? Is 

she in a more advanced class?]
K: Si ella ya habla el inglés…[Yes, she already speaks English]
I: ¿Y por qué crees que entre ustedes, por ejemplo tú y tus amigos, no se hablan en 

inglés? [And why do you think that is that you and your friends don’t speak each 
other in English?]

K: Porque son muy (short pause) ¿cómo se dice? (short pause) muy burlones y 
pues cuando dices algo mal pues la gente se burla. Por decir Blanca es bien burlona 
con Angélica [laughing] Apenas dice una palabra mal pronunciada y se burla 
[laughing] [Because (short pause) how would you say this? (short pause) they 
are really mean and when you say something wrong they make fun you. For 
instance, Blanca makes fun of Angelica quite often (short pause) as soon as she 
mispronounces a word she makes fun of her]

I: Me puedes dar un ejemplo de cómo es que alguien se burla si hablas en inglés 
[Can you give me an example of how it is that someone makes fun of you when 
you speak in English?

K: ¡Oh! Porque si está mal pronunciada pues así como que te corrige pero así como 
que burlándose porque no la dijiste bien [Oh! Because if you mispronounce a word 
people correct you but like making fun of you because you mispronounced it.
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During a different interview Sandra also described an incident she had with a 
student after her dance class that revealed conflicting relationships between the 
student participants and other English-speaking kids at school.

I: En la clase de biología la maestra me comentó… que a veces es difícil que se lleven 
entre los muchachos que hablan inglés y los muchachos que no hablan inglés. ¿Has 
notado algo? [Your biology teacher mentioned that…sometimes it is difficult 
that the kids who speak English and the kids who don’t to get along well. Have 
you noticed anything like that?]

S: A veces son mala onda porque no quieren hablar contigo en español. Y como 
uno no sabe ingles pues no se puede [sometimes they are they are not nice because 
they don’t want to talk to you in Spanish. And since one does not speak English 
then it is impossible]

I: ¿Me puedes dar un ejemplo?[Can you give me an example?]
S: …Iba saliendo de la clase de danza y había una muchacha que supuestamente 

(short pause) habla español, ya la había escuchado hablar español; yo le hice una 
pregunta y me dijo que no hablaba [I was walking out my dance class and this girl, 
who supposedely spoke Spanish, I had heard her speaking Spanish; I asked her 
a question and she told me that she didn’t speak Spanish]

I: Pero si hablaba [but she did]
S: Aja ¡que payasa! [yes, What a clown!]

According to the ESL teacher, the tensions that the student participants described 
during interviews was only a small part of larger dynamics related to conflicting 
personal relationships between different groups of students at WHS. In fact, the 
ESL teacher, who was a graduate of WHS herself, recalled the tensions between 
recent immigrant students and students to whom she referred as Chicanos or 
Chicanillos had been historically prevalent on campus. Drawing on her own 
experiences as an ESL teacher and as an ELL student herself she explained

I notice, I know because I came here, but I notice that it is still going on [referring 
to the tension between Mexicans and Chicanos], you know. Like “the Chicanil-
los” y “los Mexicanos” “los paisas” is what they call them… they [the Chicano 
students] are “Mexicans” and they just learned English … or whatever, but 
(code-switch) todo el tiempo chocan [they clash all the time] (code-switch) all 
the time: (code-switch) ¡Que “wetback” esto! ¡Y qué chicano esto! ¿Me entiendes? 
[wetback this! Chicano that! Do you know what I’m saying?]
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The ESL teacher added that the tensions between Mexican and Chicano students 
were not only verbal but sometimes they became physical. She described an inci-
dent to illustrate her point

Even my chamacos, they were playing handball the other day and un chamaco 
grito algo de “Ya vayanse ‘pa Mexico pinches mojados!” y les aventaron piedras, 
y hablando español aquellos! ¿Me entiendes? [even my kids! They were playing 
handball the other day and a kid yielded at them something like “Go back to 
Mexico damn wetbacks!” and then other kids threw stones at them and all this 
happened in Spanish! Do you know what I’m saying?]

It is important to bear in mind that the conflicting personal relationships that 
emerged from interviews and observations may have had an important impact on 
the language learning experiences of the student participants in this study. Lave 
and Wenger (1991) propose the concept of Legitimate Peripheral Participation 
(LPP) as a way to explain how it is that learning occurs. The researcher argue that 
LPP is

…an analytical viewpoint of learning… [in which] learners inevitably partici-
pate in communities of practitioners and that the mastery of knowledge and 
skills requires newcomers to move toward full participation in the sociocultural 
practices of a community. Legitimate peripheral participation provides a way to 
speak about activities, identities, artifacts, and communities of knowledge and 
practice. A person’s intentions to learn are engaged and the meaning of learning 
is configured through the process of becoming a full participant in a sociocul-
tural practice (Lave & Wenger, 1991. p. 29).

Lave and Wenger also state that

The key to legitimate peripherality is access by new comers to the community of 
practice and all that membership entails. [Therefore] to become a full member of 
a community of practice requires access to a wide range of ongoing activity, old-
timers, and other members of the community; and to information, resources, 
and opportunities for participation” (pp. 100-101).

However, researchers have reconsidered issues on access and relations of power 
within a framework of communities of practice as a limitation of this model. For 
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instance Kanno (1999) emphasizes that the locus of learning in communities of 
practice is not ideal because of issues of access. The researcher adds that “the situ-
ation of language minority students seems to me to be considerably different from 
these highly specialized worlds in which apprenticeship is the standard mode of 
learning (p. 128)”. In the context of schooling experiences Kanno (1999) suggests 
that while some language minority students eventually acquire enough of their 
additional language and are able to participate more fully in the school commu-
nity other students are permanently relegated to the margins of the community. 
And in many instances, they are never allowed a chance to become full partici-
pants. Thus, Kanno (1999) concludes that “the problem is, among other things, 
access (p.129)”. Another criticism posed by Kanno is that Lave and Wenger (1991) 
essentialized the process of learning as LPP because the researcher believes that 
for language minority students, acquiring the L2 is a key to increased participa-
tion (although it is by no means a sufficient condition) but they are often blocked 
from the very resource that is vital to their acquisition of the additional language: 
opportunities to interact with proficient speakers.

Interviews and observations revealed that the student participants perceived 
Chicano students as Mexican kids who were proficient bilingual speakers of 
English and Spanish. However, data suggests that the student participants felt 
that their participation in conversations with English-speaking students was 
restricted because Chicano students often chose to carry their conversations in 
English rather than Spanish. Data also suggests that the participant students per-
ceived that their participation in conversations with English-speaking students 
was infrequent due to a hostile environment for them to try out their English. 
Conversations with the student participants also made evident that the student 
participants perceived that Chicano students used their bilingual abilities stra-
tegically to relate to or disassociate from different groups of students at school. 
In this vein, the student participants felt that the Chicano students carried most 
of their conversations in English in order to limit their participation in conversa-
tions with English-speaking students. They also did this to disassociate them-
selves from their identities in relation to their membership to a Spanish-speaking 
community to which the student participants belonged. In addition, the data pro-
vided by the ESL teacher suggests that there were larger dynamics that related to 
the relationship between recent immigrant students who were learning English at 
WHS and other groups of students. Those dynamics also manifest signs of a hos-
tile environment with which recent immigrant students might find themselves at 
school, which limits their access to English-speaking students at school.
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Discussion

This section showed that student participants perceived that to be a success-
ful English learner entailed more than learning class content and passing their 
language examinations. Instead, for the student participants, learning English 
involved taking on new ways of being, feeling, believing, valuing, and acting, all 
of which were enacted through the learning of a new language. In the process, the 
student participants perceived that learning English associated them as members 
of a new group, a new student community.

Nevertheless, this section also illustrated that for the student participants, 
taking on a new identity and joining new communities at school was problematic. 
At the personal level, the student participants struggled with the idea of taking 
on new identities and being perceived as members of a new community that were 
not compatible with their own. At the same time they tried to keep their identities 
in relation their membership to a specific Spanish-speaking community of Mexi-
can immigrant students. At the interpersonal level, the student participants per-
ceived conflicting personal relationships with certain group of English-speaking 
students, which bounded their access to members of the larger English-speaking 
community at school.

It is important to state that in the data included in this section the student 
participants generalized and essentialized the identities of those students who 
they called Chicanos. In fact, the student participants had virtually no historical 
reference of the experiences and struggles of families of Mexican descent who 
had lived in the U.S. for several generations. Similarly, the student participants 
did not have an understanding of what the concept of Chicano entailed for a 
large population of the American people in the context of the civil rights move-
ment in the U.S.. Nonetheless, the interpretations of the data provided here were 
extremely insightful to problematize the conceptualization of learning English in 
school contexts as a phenomenon that may be explained exclusively by cognitive 
and psycholinguistic views, which are prevalent in the field of ESL.

We know from the literature that similar dynamics to the ones that have been 
captured in this section have been documented in research studies. For instance, 
research indicates that that the assumed “natural language learning environment” 
that has been assumed in SLA research as providing countless and rich opportu-
nities for students to practice is not necessarily valid because language learners’ 
opportunities to practice speaking English are socially structured and thus lan-
guage learners are not always free to interact with whom they want because of 
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power relationships (Pierce-Norton, 1995; Norton, 2000). In the context of immi-
grant studies, other research has also shown that for immigrant youth language 
and identity are intrinsically tied. Also, many times opportunities to learn and 
practice English are often constrained by identity shifts (McKay & Wong, 1996; 
Norton-Peirce, 1995; Norton, 2000; Willett, 1995;).

Research has also shown that many times language learners see learning 
English as a threat because of loss of family, cultural, and ethnic ties. Moreover, 
some immigrant language learners do not want to be associated with an immi-
grant identity and frequently rest in their national identities in order to resist their 
immigration experience; a sense of lose (Norton, 2000). Immigrant youth often 
undergo profound shifts in their sense of self and struggle to negotiate changing 
circumstances in relationships with others and with different social worlds that 
they experience. In this context, Suarez-Orozco and Todorova (2003) state that 
“for immigrant adolescents social worlds are fundamental to the process of iden-
tity formation. Their development requires the usual challenges of adolescence 
complicated by a process of racial and ethnic identification…” (p. 22).

Gibson (1988) documented that in many instances schools expect that immi-
grant students shed their distinctive identities and conform to the dominant 
culture if they are to be accepted. Thus, many immigrant students experience a 
difficult struggle between school expectations to assimilate into their new envi-
ronment and their families’ encouragement to accommodate into their new con-
texts without abandoning their ethnic identities. In the context of Latino youth 
in U.S. schools, Nilda Flores-Gonzales (2002) demonstrated that very in many 
instances young people engage in an identity formation process in which they 
shape their identities (and are shaped by) in relation to school. The researcher 
documented that such process includes aligning to the expectations and behav-
iors that institutions demand from them, including the use of the English lan-
guage. On the contrary, the researcher has shown that when young children resist 
this inclination, they are often assigned identities that convey negative entities 
(i.e. street kids). This has significantly negative implications on their schooling 
experiences.

I have shown in this section how it is that language and identity relate to the 
student participants’ experiences learning English at school. In the next section, 
I discuss a layer of evidence as it relates to institutional arrays structured for the 
teaching of English that further illuminates the student participants’ experiences 
learning English at school.
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Language Practices at the Institutional Level

This section of the findings chapter answers the following research question that 
guided this dissertation study: What language practices take place at the institu-
tional level for the teaching of English to recent Mexican immigrant students in high 
school?

My response to the research question presented above is laid out in the fol-
lowing overarching assertion:

Language practices at the institutional level resulted in the structuring of a 
separate high school curricular track for English language learner students that pro-
vided limited access to both the high school curriculum and to their English speaking 
peers.

I provide the data that supports the assertion above in the sections that fol-
low. The data display I provide is divided into three sub-assertions addressing the 
following issues:

Structuring the 1. ESL curricular track
Arranging access to the high school curriculum2. 
ESL3.  students being kept apart

I conclude this section of the dissertation study by providing a theoretical discus-
sion based on the findings presented here.

Structuring the ESL Curricular Track

Sub-assertion 1: Arrangements for the teaching of English to immigrant and language 
minority students at the institutional level resulted in the structuring of a separate high 
school curricular track based upon the students’ linguistic backgrounds and their Eng-
lish language proficiency as determined by standardized measures of in an English 
language proficiency test. This curricular track established at WHS was referred to as 
the ESL program.

The ESL program at WHS constituted a curricular track through which ELLs 
with varying levels of English proficiency and academic needs were assigned high 
school coursework that was different from that assigned to “mainstream” (Eng-
lish-proficient) high school students. Unlike other curricular tracks (e.g. college 
bound), the goal of the ESL program was the intensive teaching of English to “non-
English proficient” high school students so that they could attain the English pro-
ficiency standards established by the state of Arizona, which required students to 
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pass the AZELLA, a language proficiency test, and be placed in mainstream classes 
in a timeframe not to exceed one school year.

The rationale behind this approach to the education of immigrant and lan-
guage minority students was that through intensive remedial language curricu-
lum and instruction, non-proficient English learner students would be able to learn 
enough English in a short period of time so that they could be mainstreamed in 
English-only high school classes and compete with their English-speaking peers. 
In this context, the ESL track consisted primarily of the allocation of time for the 
teaching of English as a second language (ESL) and content-area classes assigned 
specifically to high school students who had been identified as non-English profi-
cient based upon their scores in a language proficiency test.

Structuring the ESL curricular track at the district level. The structuring of 
the ESL track at WHS was a complex process that resulted from the implemen-
tation at both the district and school level. Arizona policies at the time of this 
study mandated the teaching of English to immigrant and language minority 
students, but without many guidelines. (see chapter three for reference). Because 
of the lack of guidelines for English language programs, the administrators and 
language specialists at the district level for WHS structured an ESL program that 
primarily addressed the teaching of English by allocating fixed periods of time to 
high school students designated as non-English proficient. Concurrently, district 
personnel recommended that schools across the district balanced the schedule for 
ELLs by allocating time during their school day for content-area classes and other 
classes so that they could earn credits towards high school graduation. Accom-
modations for content-area classes and other classes for students who were not 
proficient enough in the English language to take regular English classes were left 
up to local school according to the human and economic resources available in 
each school.

The district dictated the options for grouping ELLs in content area classes and 
other classes in two ways: 1) mixing of English language learners with English 
proficient students in the same classroom; or 2) English learners in the same con-
tent area classroom (called ESL content area classes) regardless their English lan-
guage proficiency. These decisions were also based on language proficiency levels 
used by the AZELLA test shown in Table 11.
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Table 11. Placement in the Different ESL Program Levels According 
to the Students’ English Proficiency Level Attained in AZELLA Test

Proficiency level attained by the student in 
the AZELLA language proficiency test

Placement in the district’s ESL program

Pre-emergent Beginning

Emergent Intermediate

Basic Advanced

Intermediate Transitional

Proficient Placement in regular English-only classes

Table 12 shows the structure of the ESL program designed at the district level 
and recommended for all high schools in the district. The table shows that stu-
dents placed at the beginning level of the ESL track were assigned to take English 
courses for three out of six class periods of their day. The rest of the time in the 
students’ schedule was allocated for them to take content area classes and other 
classes required for high school graduation.

ELLs who placed at the intermediate and advanced levels of the ESL program 
were assigned to take two concurrent English class-periods every day while the 
other four class periods available in their schedules were designated for ESL con-
tent-area classes and other classes. Students who had been placed in the transi-
tional level of the ESL program were required to take one ESL English class every 
day while the other five class-periods that complemented their schedule were 
allocated for the teaching of ESL content-area classes.
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Table 12. Representation of the High School English as a Second 
Language Program Structured at the District Level

Adapting the ESL track at the school level. The principal at WHS implemented 
the ESL language program designed at the district level described above at WHS. 
However, he made important adaptations in regards to fulfilling Arizona language 
policy, whic required that public schools used English-only instruction for the 
teaching of the English language and content area classes. The principal decided 
to appeal to the exceptions granted in the language policy that allowed instruc-
tion to be conducted in a language other than English for children older than 10 
years. He did this by having students sign a waiver, so that some of the bilingual 
classes that had been in place at his school before Proposition 203 in 2000 could 
continue to be implemented.

Based upon the linguistic characteristics of the school population (96% Span-
ish-speaking), the principal and school administrators at WHS decided to estab-
lish bilingual (English/Spanish) science, math, and social studies (World History, 
U.S. History, AZ History) classes as part of the schedule for students who placed 
at the lowest level of English language proficiency in the language program. Simi-
larly, ESL (English as a Second Language) science, math, and social studies classes 
were set up for those students whose language proficiency was higher but still less 
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than the English proficiency level required by Arizona’s AZELLA test. The content 
of ESL classes was taught primarily in English but teachers used Spanish instruc-
tion and materials to as assist students in learning the content of the class.

Table 13 represents the ESL program established at WHS as it relates to time 
allocated for the teaching of English and content area classes according to the 
level of language proficiency of English learner students at as determined by the 
AZELLA test. The table shows that the amount of time allocated for the teaching 
of English to English learner students was the same as the time recommended by 
the district’s ESL program. However, the table shows that the ESL program at CH 
was different than the one designed by the district because it included the teach-
ing of content areas through bilingual classes as opposed to ESL classes only.

Table 13. Representation of the English as a 
Second Language Program at WHS

Table 14 depicts the particular amount of time allocated for Ana, Sandra, Karla, 
and Gisela (hereafter referred as student participants) to take English classes, 
content-area classes, and other classes according to their school year and their 
placement in the ESL program at WHS based upon the AZELLA.
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The scheduling of the student participants’ coursework, as determined by the 
principal and school administrators at CH, included bilingual math and science 
classes, and one elective class. Through this scheduling arrangement, beginning 
English learners at CH could be placed in one English-only class depending on the 
elective class they had been assigned to. For instance, Sandra had been placed in 
Dance class and Ana had been placed in Physical Education class both of which 
were English-only classes.

Table 14. Students’ Schedules According to their English 
Proficiency Level and Their High School Year

Grade
Level of 
English

Schedule of Classes

ESL ESL ESL
Lunch 
period

Bilingual 
math

Bilingual 
science

Elective

Ana
9th Beginning

Oral 
Lab

English English 4th Intro Alge-
bra 2

Physical 
Science 2

G PE 10-12 
GRL2

Sandra
10th Beginning

Oral 
Lab

English English 5th Algebra 2 Biology 2 Dance

Karla
10th

Beginning
Oral 
Lab

English English 4th Algebra 2 Biology 2 WHG

Gisela
11th

Beginning
Oral 
Lab

English English 5th Algebra 2 Biology 2
Spanish 

for Native 
Speakers 2

Arranging access to the high school 
curriculum at WHS through the ESL track

Sub-assertion 2: Arrangements for the teaching of English at the institutional level 
at WHS resulted in the assignment of high school coursework geared towards the 
attainment of minimum requirements for high school graduation to immigrant 
and language minority students. However, such arrangements resulted in lim-
ited access for that particular student population to the high school curriculum 
required to pursue higher education.
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The principal at WHS explained to me during interviews that the rationale 
for using the students’ native language through bilingual and ESL content-area 
classes was based on the fact that the structure of the ESL track could prevent this 
student population from earning the high school credits required for graduation. 
He went on to explain that because of the structure of the ESL program, the longer 
the students remained in the ESL track the less time they had available in their 
schedules to take required elective classes, which greatly diminished their oppor-
tunities to graduate. As a result, the principal and his staff believed that includ-
ing instruction in the students’ native language in the content areas was a way to 
provide English learners access to content-area classes that could prevent them 
from falling too far behind academically while they were learning English. The 
principal’s explanations are captured in the following quotes from interviews:

I have bilingual teachers who teach in both languages, but the reason I can get 
away with it is because we only speak two languages here. If it was another cam-
pus where you had Chinese, Vietnamese, [etc.] it’d be a totally different situa-
tion. I can get away with it and makes my situation here much easier because 
I am dealing only with two languages. So, when I hire teachers I am looking 
for teachers in content of science, math, and social studies who are bilingual, 
and so those are the people that I seek out; and it gives the students the ability 
so they’re not falling behind academically totally, they are taking a math and a 
science class in a bilingual setting with a bilingual teacher. And so, they’re still 
getting content moving towards graduation: test is the same, the content is the 
same, and it is just being done in both languages.

…once they [English learners] pass their [ESL] English classes those classes 
are taken away and those become electives, so that frees up four classes for them 
to take. When they move up to intermediate then they would take an elective; 
if they move out of the reading then they would get two more electives. So, the 
sooner they get out of the ESL track the more electives they have.

The importance of having access to elective classes for students who were placed 
in the ESL track became evident through a closer look at the high school gradu-
ation requirements included in the student participant transcripts. High school 
graduation requirements shown in Table 15 indicated that, in fact, the number of 
credits allocated for elective classes was the highest in the regular curricular high 
school program. In addition, a comparison between the high school graduation 
requirements included in the student participants’ transcripts and the admission 
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requirements to a major state university in Arizona showed that the number of 
credits allocated for elective classes in high school could account for a number 
of college bound classes that were required for high school students to apply for 
admission.

Nevertheless, the comparison between high school graduation requirements 
included in the student participants’ transcripts and the admission requirements 
of the same state university in Arizona shown in table five revealed that while the 
high school curricular track in which the student participants had been placed 
could provide them with the opportunity to graduate from high school and obtain 
a diploma, it did not fulfill the college admission requirements. For instance, even 
though a high school student may have earned four credits by taking four years 
of English (ESL English) in the ESL track, those classes did not fulfill the English 
requirements that the state university requires for all college applicants because 
they were not composition/literature-based classes. In the same fashion, the sci-
ence requirements for admission to the same state university indicated that high 
school graduates must have completed three years of laboratory science courses 
while the minimum required for high school graduation was only one year. The 
same situation applied for the math requirements set by the public university.

Table 15. Comparison of high school graduation requirements and 
admission requirements of a public state university in Arizona

AZ High school coursework
required for graduation

AZ Credit hours of coursework required 
for high school graduation*

AC Arts/CTE 1.0
BIO Biology 1.0
BLS  Other lab science 1.0
EL  Electives 6.5
EN  English 4.0
HE  Health Education .50
MA  Mathematics 2.0
MGE  Geometry 1.0
SEC  Economics .50
SGV  Government .50
SUS  US/AZ History 1.0
SWG  World history/Geography 1.0

1.0
1.0
1.0
6.5
4.0
.50
2.0
1.0
.50
.50
1.0
1.0

*One credit hour equals two semesters of high school coursework
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Admission requirements to a
public university in AZ

Years of coursework required prior to 
applying for admission

-English (composition/literature based - not ESL 
English)
-Math (including Algebra 1, Geometry, Algebra II and 
one course requiring Algebra II as a prerequisite)
-Laboratory Science: (1 year each from any of the 
following areas are accepted: Biology, Chemistry, Earth 
Science, Integrated Sciences, and Physics)
-Social Science (including one year American History)
-Foreign Language (same language)
-Fine Arts

- 4 years

-4 years

- 3 years total

- 2 years
- 2 years
 - 1 year

The principal mentioned that his goal was to prepare all students to go to college. 
However, he pointed out that many times, for ELLs to graduate within the time 
frame of four years of high school because they were placed in a curricular path 
that allowed them to achieve only minimum requirements for high school gradu-
ation through the ESL track. After that, English learner students who wanted to 
pursue higher education had to resort to an alternative curricular route usually 
involving community college in order to complete the required coursework and 
be able to apply to college. In this sense, data collected suggested that the ESL 
track lead to remedial curriculum and instruction geared towards the learning of 
English and the attainment of the minimum requirements for high school gradu-
ation.

The value of the ESL track at WHS. Despite the limitations identified in the 
structure of the ESL track in terms of college bound options, the principal high-
lighted the importance of providing English learner students access to take con-
tent-area classes while they were learning English in the ESL track. Statistical data 
on measures of academic achievement showed that the ELL student population 
who completed the ESL track or exited after language proficiency reassessment 
(not because they were pulled out of the program by their parents or other cir-
cumstances), performed well when compared to other students a WHS. The prin-
cipal mentioned the following during interviews

P: We need at least a three level [ESL program] because, just like the little girl 
who just came. She doesn’t speak any English at all, she needs to learn as quickly 
as possible and we have a real good success rate. The kids who stay in ESL, if you 
check them passing AIMS, they pass at a higher rate than the regular population. 
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If they had training, I want to say this correctly. If they had…official training in 
another school or in another country [pause] when they come from the country 
[pause] where there is no school at all and they come here and we are going from 
the very beginning of the ABC’s that’s a whole different ball game. It makes it 
much more difficult and takes much longer.

In this vein, the ESL department chair stated the following during inter-
views:

I: How would you describe the impact of the programs that you have avail-
able in this high school in the performance or the scores that the students have 
reached in standardized tests?

P: Well, in fact I just got e-mails today that have analyzed the data and it 
shows very clearly that the kids that stay in the ESL program until they are 
reclassified, until they are fluent, passed the AIMS at a higher level than the kids 
that are signed out by their parents before they finish the program. So, it shows 
a clear value in the ESL here; and I can copy that for you if you’d like

Data collected at the district level on the English learner population at WHS for 
the school year 2007-2008 showed the accuracy of the principal’s and the ESL 
department chair’s statements in regards to the academic achievement of stu-
dents enrolled in the ESL track at CH was accurate for two out of the three areas 
tested in the state’s academic achievement test. Data displayed in table six showed 
that during the school year in which this study was implemented (2007-2008), 
the percentage of ELLs who were reclassified1, that is, who exited the ESL track 
after reassessment, passed the Math and Writing sections of the state’s academic 
achievement assessment test (Arizona’s Instrument to Measure Standards- 
AIMS) at higher percentages than regular (English proficient) students. The data 
in Table 17 indicates that the percentage of English learning students at WHS who 
were reclassified and passed the math, reading, and writing sections of the same 
academic achievement test during the 2006-2007 school year was lower than 
regular students but still significantly higher than those who were identified as 
non-English proficient.

1 The status “Reclassified” refers to any student who was an ELL and tested proficient on the 
AZELLA language proficiency test while enrolled in the school district.
 The status “Released” refers to a student whose most recent test results indicated that they 
were ELL students, but who was removed from English language services at parent request or as 
outlined at the student’s Special education plan.
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Table 16. Percentage of High School Students who Passed the 
AIMS Academic Achievement Test According to Their Language 

Proficiency Classification During the School Year 2007-2008 at WHS.

Table 17. Percentage of High School Students at WHS who Passed 
the AIMS Academic Achievement Test According to their Language 

Proficiency Classification During the School Year 2006-2007.

Data on the reassessment of English language learner students in the entire district 
presented in Tables 18 and 19 indicate that English language learner students who 
were reclassified in the school years 2006-2007 and 2007-2008 passed at higher 
percentages in the AIMS test than those students who were released. Similarly, 
students who were reclassified passed the AIMS test at exceedingly higher per-
centages than their ELL peers. Nevertheless, regular students passed at the AIMS 
test at consistently higher percentages than any group of English language leaner 
students in the district, although reclassified students approached the levels of 
performance of regular students in the 2007-2008 school year.
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Table 18. Percentage of High School Students who Passed 
the AIMS Test, According to Their Language Proficiency 

Classification During the 2006-2007 School Year

Table 19. Percentage of High School Students who Passed 
the AIMS Test, According to Their Language Proficiency 

Classification During 2007-2008 School Year.

Despite the fact that the quantitative data provided here is not sufficient enough 
to determine the value of the ESL program at WHS, the AIMS performance of high 
school students who were reclassified after being placed in the ESL program for at 
least one year at WHS can be correlated with research findings of a study imple-
mented in Arizona on the ELL student population. This study, conducted by the 
Center for Public Policy, reported in 2006 that ELL student performance on AIMS 
improves each of the first three years they participate in English language pro-
grams, but their performance begins to decline or stagnate for those who remain 
in an ELL program for more than three years. As one might expect, the study also 
found that children who are proficient in English have higher AIMS achievement 
scores. That is, performance on language proficiency tests is strongly related to 
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performance on AIMS: the higher the score in language proficient test, the higher 
the AIMS score. Although the sample used in the research cited here was com-
prised of English language learner students grades 3 to 8, the findings add cred-
ibility to the benefits of English language programs in schools. Especially since 
data and research on high school ELL students on the particular areas addressed 
by the study cited above is extremely scarce.

In the case of the student participants, Table 20 shows that none of them 
passed the writing and reading sections of the AIMS test, although two of them 
approached the passing scores. Karla and Gisela passed the mathematics section 
of the test while Sandra approached the passing score even though she failed the 
math section. Ana was not tested since freshman English language learner stu-
dents were not included in the AIMS testing.

Table 20. Student Participants’ Results in the AIMS Academic 
Achievement Test During the 2007-2008 School Year

Restricting access to the high school curriculum through the ESL track. 
During the school year in which this study was implemented (2007-2008) Ari-
zona arranged mandatory changes in the approach to the teaching of English as 
a Second Language to English learners to be implemented in all public schools 
for the 2008-2009 school year. Unlike the policy put in place in the year 2000, 
which did not provide specific implementation guidelines for schools in terms 
of time or content other than English-only instruction, the state of Arizona 
through the Arizona English Language Learners Task Force established in 2006 
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(see http://208.47.187.101/documents/SEI%20Models%206-19-07.pdf) mandated 
a language program model that required that school districts provide intensive 
instruction for English learner students by allocating at least four hours for the 
teaching of English. The language model mandated by the state of Arizona also 
specified the intervals of time for the teaching of English and prescribed the con-
tent to be delivered, which included the teaching of discrete skills described in 
a discrete skills inventory (see Discrete Skills Inventory, http://www.ade.state.
az.us/oelas/downloads/DSIAllLevels.pdf). Table 21 represents the English lan-
guage program mandated by the state to be implemented during the school year 
2008-2009.

Table 21. Structure of the Language Program for the Teaching 
of English as a Second Language Mandated for Implementation 

in AZ Public Schools During the 2008-2009 School Year

Scores in the 
AZELLA English 

language 
proficiency test/
Placement in ESL 

Program

ESL Curriculum

Pre-emergent and 
emergent scores 
(Frist and second 
levels in ESL pro-
gram)

60 min. conver-
sational English 
& academic voca-
bulary

60 min. English 
reading instruc-
tion

60 min. English 
writing instruction

60 min. English 
grammar instruc-
tion

Basic score (Se-
cond level in ESL 
program)

60 min. academic 
English and aca-
demic vocabulary

60 min. English 
reading instruc-
tion

60 min. English 
writing instruction

60 min. English 
grammar instruc-
tion

Intermediate 
score (Third level 
in ESL program)

60 min. English 
language arts

60 min. English 
language arts

60 min. Academic 
English Reading

60 min. Academic 
English writing & 
grammar

The scope of this study did not include the implementation of this language pol-
icy mandate. However, at the time of the study, district and school administrators 
and language specialists at the district and school levels had been already work-
ing on the expected curricular changes for the 2008-2009 school year.

I interviewed the principal and the ESL department chair at WHS about the 
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possible implications of the implementation of the language policy in Arizona for 
English language learner students at WHS. In this regard the principal stated

For those that students who are ESL or ELL students some of their classes are 
going to be predetermined and they’re going to have very few electives and they 
have to rely on clubs, like robotics that works before school and after school, 
and the sporting events are after school… now, some clubs are created inside of 
classes, like future business leaders of America; now, you have to be in the class 
to really join the club because that’s who they do recruiting.

Interviewer: So, those [classes] become options once you move up in the ESL 
track?

Principal: And they can do them after school, so it’s an option both times. 
When it becomes a problem is for electives like art, or dance, or music, because 
those electives are really out of the reach until they get out of the ESL tracks

Interviewer: Not level but the whole program
Principal: The whole thing. Generally, [high school students require] four 

years of English, three years of math, three years of science and everything else 
are electives that they need to graduate. So, they can take business class, com-
puter class, you know, dance, art, performance you know like dance or music, 
they can take those as elective. But the number of electives they have is really 
minimized by the courses they have to take in order to graduate. [Next year] 
(2008-2009) English language learners are probably going to be in ESL Eng-
lish for two periods and ESL reading class for two hours so that’s four of the 
six periods a day. They’re probably going to have two electives and if they are 
freshmen, they are going to need science and math. So they’ve basically filled 
their schedule already with required courses and it’s not going to give them a 
lot of electives. So for them to graduate, it’s going to be a hindrance for them 
until they actually learn enough English to get out of the ESL and put into the 
regular English classes and you know, everybody has their own special things 
they want.

The ESL department chair at WHS provided statements aligned to those expressed 
by the principal. She mentioned the following during interviews:

I think that at the beginning level it’s good to have a very intensive English 
immersion. But, I think that as they get further along it’s not going to help that 
much and they really have to be taking those content classes. The idea, I think, 
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that the state has is that in their ESL classes they’ll learn, for example, vocabu-
lary for the content classes but they won’t really learn the content, which isn’t 
going to give them any time afterwards to take the content classes and graduate. 
So, it seems to me that it is a lot more advantageous for them to get a good back-
ground in English and then go ahead into the content classes and have those 
taught by ESL teachers, so that they learn the content and at the same they can 
increase their English skills

She went on to explain
Well, they will be taking at least one more hour of English than they were 

before. It is affecting what elective classes they can take and that is going to 
have an effect in some of the elective classes because the numbers are going to 
go down in those too. You know, art and band (short pause) and whatever other 
elective they want to take; the kids are not happy about this, they don’t want 
another hour of English…the kids that we have now that are beginning (short 
pause) at most of the schools they got four hours of English already; here at we 
only have three because we dropped, what is it called? (short pause) Ameri-
can (short pause) American studies! That is kind of a social studies class geared 
towards the beginning ESL, and we didn’t have a teacher for it, so we just didn’t 
do it here. But most of the schools in the district have that too so that makes 
four hours out of a two-hour block, plus the oral lab, plus American studies, but 
after that it dropped down to two. So, kids are kind of looking at them trying 
to figure out “how am I going to get my required classes? And counselors are 
tearing their hair up trying to scheduled this; and the kids are concerned about 
getting all their classes that they need to graduate; they are concerned about 
graduating anyways because they need to do the AIMS test and this is just one 
more hurdle on the way

Ms. Hernandez, the ESL teacher, also stated her position in regards to the new 
language policy mandated by the state by pointing out

…I was thinking: “well may be they’ll learn because they’ll (short pause) be 
more time short pause] they are going to spend more time in English and stuff 
but they are going to get tired” you know. It’s going to affect in a way that (short 
pause) “OK, I have four hours in English, [code switching] una matematicas e 
historia” [code switching] A regular English kid only takes one hour in English, 
you see? The difference is those four hours [ English ] de estas cuatro horas solo 
[one credit is gonna count towards graduation.] Comparado con un “regular Eng-
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lish kid” one class de ingles, math, science, history and elective. My kids are not 
gonna have elective classes! You know, they are not even going to be exposed to 
PE, to computers, to home Ed, to computers, you know computers! They can’t 
even take, like keyboarding or stuff like that!

T: If you talk to my kids either they have to have English and then they go 
to [name of the ESL/Bilingual social studies teacher] or [name of the ESL biol-
ogy teacher] and [code switching] matematicas [math] OK? [code switching] 
When you are a freshman you take one elective, PE; when you are a sophomore 
you take two electives cause you already completed (short pause) when are they 
gonna do that? They keep asking! “Miss, I wanna take that photo class” but you 
can’t; you are stuck right there and then you have to have them in classes they 
have to complete

I: And then in you fail [interruption]
T: If you fail; if you fail [code switching] ahi va pa’l otro año, otra vez! [another 

year of that again!] Can you imagine their high school experience?

When interviewed about the state’s rationale for the implementation of the new 
language policy the principal and the ESL department chair expressed the follow-
ing opinions

Principal: “Well! Remember that the ones making the rules are the legislators 
and the legislators at this particular state think that they spend too much money 
on education as it is. And even though we are 48th or 49th in the country they 
think we spend too much. So, they are passing laws trying to spend even less 
on education… So, what they wanna do is to get kids out of ESL and out of the 
school system as quickly as they can and they wanna spend the least amount of 
money on it… the state (unintelligible) is still changing the standards so that 
students will move out of the bilingual program earlier. I understand that is 
a goal, but if you send them out without the skills that is where it becomes a 
problem ...”

The ESL department chair commented
Well, if I can be really honest I don’t think that it has anything to do with 

helping kids learn English. I think that it has to do with discouraging people 
from coming here. We want all of the illigals to leave Arizona alone and this 
is the best way to do it. How do they graduate from high school? They can’t. 
Plus the state is saying they should be learning English in one year. I challenge 
anybody at the department of Education or at the legislature to learn a new 
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language in one year and pass the test these kids have to pass. It is ridiculous. 
They are saying that they will fund them for up to two years. Again, I chal-
lenge you! Do it in two years! Come here with no language ability and learn 
the language and pass the test in two years. If they can do it then I [unitel-
ligeble] but they can’t do it! Nobody can do it! I think that’s outrageous and 
I’m really disgusted by it! By the state’s political policies! I mean to the kids! To 
the kids! The repercussions I think are pretty serious! They are messing with 
their lives! They need their education, they need their high school diploma; 
what are they going to do? Where would they be without it, you know?... and 
it’s just the whole thing and it’s really what I see this is part of, you know, the 
whole employer sanctions for hiring illegals and this is just another piece to 
send them away from Arizona.

The data displayed in this section indicates that the new language policy would 
severely restrict the principal at WHS and district administrators to meet ELL 
graduation needs. This means the program provisions implemented through the 
ESL track for ELLs to take elective classes and graduate from high school would 
be extremely limited under the model mandated by the state for the school year 
2008-2009. The students’ opportunities for graduation would depend on the time 
that they took to exit the ESL track because the state required English language 
learner students to take four hours of English daily for at least two years if the 
students did not exit the ESL track in their first year. After two years of being 
placed in the ESL program, the new ESL model would allow English Learners to 
take English classes every day for two or three hours. Nevertheless, as Table 22 
shows, the number of elective classes that English learner students could take 
would be dramatically reduced if they remained in the ESL track too long, regard-
less of their improvement in terms of language proficiency gains as measured by 
the AZELLA.
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Table 22. Representation of the Time Allocated for the Teaching of 
English and Content Area Classes for English Language Learners 

at WHS under the English Language Program Mandated by 
Arizona to be Implemented in the School Year 2008-2009.

The time issue. Arizona’s central arguments, stated through the superinten-
dent of public instruction, was that under past and current models for the teaching 
of English as a Second Language at the time of the study, an unacceptable number 
of English learners spent vast amounts of time to learn English and did not exit 
out of the programs because they were not required to invest enough time study-
ing the English language. In this context, the rationale behind these changes was 
based on “time-on-task” principle (see Bloom, 1974; Carroll, 1963), which suggests 
that the more time a person spends studying something the more he/she learns. 
Thus, it was assumed that English learners would learn English more quickly by 
being taught for longer periods of time, so that the spirit of the language policy 
could be achieved (English learners will learn English very fast under conditions 
of total immersion, typically within a year’s time)

Assumptions about how long it takes English learner student to learn English 
embedded in the language policies mandated by the state are controversial and 
have been questioned by many researchers and policy makers at the state and the 
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national level. Critics argue that despite the fact that there is no data provided by 
the Arizona Department of Education in regards to how long it takes for English 
language learner students to learn English, there is evidence that contradicts Ari-
zona’s language policy as it relates to how fast school-age children learn English. 
Well recognized research in the field of Second Language Acquisition (SLA) on 
rate of acquisition of English has shown that overall, the time that children take 
to become proficient in English depending on the learning context (natural con-
texts or academic contexts) ranges from two to seven years for children to become 
proficient in English (Collier, 1987; Cummins, 1981; Hakuta, Butler, &Witt, 2000; 
MacSwan & Pray, 2005).

In the particular context of Arizona, research addressing the rate of acquisi-
tion suggested in the language policy of the state (one year) also suggests that lon-
ger periods of time may be needed to acquire English. Mahoney, MacSwan, and 
Thompson (2005) examined changes in English language proficiency test scores 
for children grades 1 to 12 participating in Arizona’s language testing program in 
the school years 2002-2003 and 2003-2004 to evaluate whether the underlying 
theory of the SEI program mandated by Proposition 203 (English learners will 
learn English very fast under conditions of total immersion, typically within a 
year’s time) was working in the state. Mahoney et al. (2005) found that “60% of 
younger students (grades 1 through 5) experienced no change in English profi-
ciency between 2003 and 2004, whereas 70% of older students (grades 6-12) had 
no change in English proficiency” (p. 3.15). On the other hand, the percentage of 
English learners who experienced a zero or negative change in English proficiency 
between 2003 and 2004 (71%) dramatically exceeded the number of students who 
had any gain (29%).

In terms of change of language proficiency status over a one-year period for 
students who tested non-proficient in 2003, findings indicated that among stu-
dents in grades 1-5, 41 percent tested non-proficient again in their second year. 
Further, Mahoney et al. (2005) found that approximately 48 percent of students 
achieved intermediate proficiency, and only 11 percent achieved oral English lan-
guage proficiency in one year’s time.

In conclusion, data indicated that in all, 89% of non-English proficient Eng-
lish learners failed to achieve English proficiency in the one-year period. Based 
upon these findings, Mahoney et al. (2005) concluded that the state’s language 
proficiency data contradicted the Superintendent of the state of Arizona who had 
suggested that students tend to achieve oral language proficiency within a year 
under the SEI program.
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Data collected for this study at the school and district levels corresponding to 
the ELL student population at WHS also revealed that large numbers of students 
did not exit out of the ESL track after being placed in the program for at least one 
year. Table 23 shows the starting level for all the reassessed ELL students at WHS 
and the level the students achieved after language proficiency reassessment for the 
school years 2006-2007 and 2007-2008 in that school. In 2006-2007, there were 10 
students who took the reassessment exam with a starting level of Pre-Emergent 
on the AZELLA (which corresponded to the beginning level of the ESL program 
at WHS). Of those students, one remained at the Pre-Emergent level, three tested 
as Emergent, five tested as Basic, one tested into the Intermediate level, and none 
of the Pre-Emergent students tested as Proficient during reassessment. Similarly, 
during the school year 2007-2008 there were 25 students, including Ana, Sandra, 
Gisela, and Karla, who took the reassessment exam with a starting level of Pre-
Emergent. Of these 25 students, two remained at the Pre-Emergent level, two 
tested as Emergent, nineteen tested as Basic, two tested into the Intermediate 
level, and none of the Pre-Emergent students tested as Proficient during reassess-
ment (see table one for further clarification).

The case of the intermediate students during the 2006-2007 and 2007-2008 
school years was particularly telling because they represented the majority of the 
student population at WHS. According to the district data portrayed in Table 23, in 
the year 2006-2007 there were 274 students who took the reassessment exam with 
a starting level of Intermediate (transitional level of the ESL program at WHS). Of 
those students, 222 remained at the Intermediate level, 41 scored as Proficient 
and exited out the ESL program, but 11 tested as Basic, which indicated a loss of 
language proficiency during reassessment. Similarly, in 2007-2008 there were 285 
students who took the reassessment exam with a starting level of Intermediate 
(transitional level of the ESL program at WHS). Of those students, 204 remained 
at the Intermediate level, 77 scored as Proficient and exited out the ESL program, 
but 4 tested as Basic, which indicated a loss of language proficiency during reas-
sessment. Overall, according to the 2008 school report cart for WHS only eight 
percent of the total ELL population was reclassified as “proficient” that particular 
year.
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Table 23. Language proficiency levels reached by English 
language learners at WHS after English language reassessment 

during the 2006-2007 and 2007-2008 school years

In the case of the student participants in this study, English language reassessment 
scores included in table fourteen showed that even though they gained in all of 
the measures assessed, none of the student participants obtained the scored set as 
required to exit the ESL program. Instead, the four student participants obtained 
scores that would place them in the intermediate level of the ESL program the 
following school year.
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Table 24. Performance levels attained by the student participants in 
the AZELLA language proficiency test after one year reassessment.

ESL Students Being Kept Apart

Sub-assertion 3: Arrangements for the teaching of English to English learners at the 
institutional level promoted the segregation of English language learners from high 
school students who were “proficient speakers of English.”

The placement of high school students in the ESL track involved a sorting pro-
cess based on the students’ linguistic backgrounds that schools in Arizona were 
required to implement according to Arizona’s language policy. School person-
nel at WHS identified all incoming students whose language spoken at home was 
other than English through a survey instrument. After that, those students were 
administered a language proficiency test (AZELLA) in order to obtain measures 
of English language proficiency to determine whether or not a student spoke 
enough English to be placed in mainstream high school classes. The students who 
obtained scores lower than those corresponding to the proficient performance 
level in the AZELLA English proficiency test were separated from proficient Eng-
lish speakers and placed at the different levels of the ESL curricular track available 
at WHS according to their test scores.
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Following policy guidelines, English learner students were grouped together 
with other English language learner students according to English proficiency 
scores in the AZELLA test. As a result, language learners of different ages and 
school years but with similar degree of English proficiency were placed together 
in the same classroom. For example, the beginning ESL English class in which 
I collected data for this study contained a mix of freshman, sophomore, and 
junior students, all of whom shared similar English proficiency scores reported 
in the AZELLA test. In the case of the student participants in this study Ana was 
in 9th grade, Karla and Sandra were in 10th grade, and Gisela was in 11th grade. 
However, they all had scored at the pre-emergent level of English proficiency 
on the AZELLA. Therefore, they were all placed at the beginning level in the ESL 
program at WHS.

The ESL building. The first time I arranged a visit to the ESL classroom in 
which this study took place I arrived to the registration office at WHS and asked 
for Ms. Hernandez classroom. The secretary at the front desk marked the loca-
tion I was looking for on a campus map and handed it to me. She said to me “Ms. 
Hernandez’ classroom is in the ESL building. That’s where all the kids who don’t 
speak English take their classes. Just follow the map. You should be able to find it. 
The 1300 is the building you are looking for.”

After spending some time at WHS I realized that English language learners 
were not only grouped together according to their language proficiency levels 
but they all were also physically placed in the same building for large portions of 
the school day. As shown in Figure 13, the 1300 building, also known as the ESL 
building, was the physical space on campus that had been assigned for all Eng-
lish learner students to attend their ESL English classes. The building was a one 
story structure that accommodated more than 450 English language learner stu-
dents during different times of the day in 22 classrooms and 2 two language labs. 
Students placed at the beginning level of the ESL track spent at least three con-
secutive hours of their schedule in the ESL building; intermediate and advanced 
students spent at least two hours there, while transitional students spent at least 
one hour per day. Mandatory classes for all students who obtained non-passing 
scores in the reading and writing sections in the AIMS test were also taught in 
the ESL building and in the 800 building (see Figure 13) because the majority of 
students who did not pass those sections were English learners. Therefore, many 
of these students spent even more periods of time in the ESL building in addition 
to their ESL English classes.
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Figure 13. Location of the 1300 building, also 
known as the ESL building, on campus

Spending time together. During the time that I spent observing the student 
participants in this study in different school settings I documented the fact that 
Sandra, Gisela, Ana, and Karla spent most of their school days with one another 
or with other language learners. Because of their placement in the ESL track and 
because the language policy in place in Arizona at the time of the study strongly 
encouraged the separation of English language learners from English proficient 
students the student participants rarely interacted with high school students who 
were not placed in the ESL track or for whom English was their primary language. 
For instance, the student participants spent three out of six school periods of 
their days in Ms. Hernandez’ classroom with English whose English proficiency 
was the same as their own. The student participants also spent at least two other 
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ESL or bilingual classes (Biology, Math, or History) with one another or with 
other English language learners with varying English proficiencies and who were 
mostly Spanish speakers. In addition, Karla and Ana and Sandra and Gisela often 
spent their lunch breaks together at the campus cafeteria because of the structure 
of their schedules.

The few exceptions that I documented regarding the limited interactions 
between the student participants and other high school students who were not 
placed in the ESL track happened through the accommodations implemented 
by the principal and school administrators for English learner students to take 
elective classes and after-school activities. For instance, Ana had been placed the 
elective physical education and through it she signed up for the track team as an 
after-school activity. The members of the track team were mostly monolingual 
English-speaking African-American students with whom Ana spent time train-
ing every other day after school. Ana talked about what she perceived as benefit-
ing her English learning experiences in following interview excerpts:

I: ¿Me puedes decir cuándo usas inglés en la escuela? [Can you tell me when is it 
that you use English at school?]

A: Cuando estoy en los entrenamientos de track o cuando estoy en PE (Physical 
education) [[I used it] when I am in track training sessions or when I am in PE]

I:Yo me he dado cuenta que tu hablas un poquito más de inglés que tus compañe-
ros de aquí. ¿Me puedes decir cómo es que has aprendido (short pause) que estrate-
gias has usado para aprender inglés? [I have realized that you speak English a bit 
more than you classmates. Can you tell me how it is that you have learned (short 
pause) what strategies have you used to learn more English?

A: Con los “morenitos” es con los que mas hablo en “track” con ellos. Y con ellos 
me he fijado mas como pronuncian y he aprendido mas asi a pronunciar como ellos. 
Ademas tengo un novio negrito que me ayuda a aprender y me apoya [It is with the 
black kids that I speak [in Enlgish] the most. And every time I am with them 
I pay attention to their pronounciation and I have learned to pronounce Eng-
lish like them. Also, I have a black boyfriend who helps me learn [English] and 
encourages me]

I: ¿Y cómo se hicieron amigos? ¿Cómo fue que te empezaste a llevar con ellos? 
[How did you become friends? How did you start to hang out with them?]

A: Pues por que estando ahí [en la clase de track] pues les empecé a hablar a todos 
[Being there [in track class] I started to talk to everybody]

I: ¿Estando en “track”? [being in track?]
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A: Si. Además, con Ms. Jones [la asistente del equipo de track] me gusta mucho 
hablar, aunque ella no habla español pero me gusta hablar mucho con ella. Aun que 
no nos entendemos muy bien pues me llevo muy bien con ella porque a pesar de no 
saber mi idioma o de yo no saber el suyo, ella trata de comunicarse conmigo… [Yes. 
Also, I like talking to Ms. Jones [the track assistant coach] very much. Even 
though we don’t understand each other very much but I get along well with her 
because even though she doesn’t know my language and I don’t know hers she 
tries to communicate with me]

Despite the potential benefits of arranging contexts for ELLs to interact with 
English proficient students during their school days, the new ESL model required 
that districts provide not only intensive but also separate instruction of ELLs. In 
this context, the new English language model reinforced the approach to separate 
language learner students from English proficient students by requiring that all 
English learners spend at least four-hours taking English classes being grouped 
together with other English language learners, which would reduce the opportu-
nities for English learners to spend time in contexts where English was primarily 
used. This will limit students even further from the interactions with English-
speaking students and better opportunities to learn English.

Discussion

This section illuminated institutional arrangements tailored for teaching English 
to immigrant and language minority high school students in a public school in 
Arizona. Analysis of such arrangements revealed institutional practices that (a) 
promoted the sorting of individuals based on their language backgrounds and 
language abilities as determined by standardized measures of language profi-
ciency; (b) resulted in the implementation of a separate curricular track for Eng-
lish learners which facilitated the attainment of minimum high school graduation 
requirements and provided limited access to higher education; and (c) resulted in 
the extreme reduction of contact between English learner students and English 
proficient students.

These findings are aligned with the research literature that addresses lan-
guage learner students in U.S. schools, particularly at the secondary level. In fact, 
the results listed above corroborate that the approach to education for immigrant 
and language minority students that has been traditionally implemented in U.S. 
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schools for at least two decades is still in place. Researchers have long documented 
institutional arrangements addressed to the teaching of English to immigrant 
and language minority students and have highlighted inadequacies and potenti-
alities of such approaches (Lucas, Henze, & Donato, 1990; Lucas, 1992; Minicucci 
& Olsen, 1991; 1992. Also see Faltis & Coulter, 2007 for a review). Nevertheless, 
there continues to be few support systems in place to structure positive end results 
for such student population in many U.S. schools. In fact, the support systems 
and alternative approaches that were in place until recent years, particularly in 
Arizona, are being eliminated or highly restricted through language policies that 
promote a single and standardized approach for the teaching of English and the 
segregation of English learners from their English proficient peers.

Researchers have also studied the learning environments in which English 
language learners and language minority students in U.S. secondary schools spend 
their schooling experiences. Similar to the findings in this study, researchers iden-
tified the creation of separate curricular tracks that promoted qualitatively poor 
experiences for the student populations in question, which were conducive to the 
segregation of English learners from the English-proficient peers in U.S. schools 
(Harklau, 1994; Miller, 2000 Olsen, 1996, 1997; Valdes, 1999, 2001).

What is particularly revealing in the findings presented in this section is the 
virtual elimination of provisions and accommodations that individual schools 
could structure to benefit their ELLs in learning both English and high school con-
tent. This section demonstrated that the ability for individual schools to address 
particular linguistic and curricular needs of the student population in question 
was virtually nullified through the reinforcement of the already restrictive nature 
of the language policy Arizona has put into place.

From a linguistic standpoint, understanding the institutional practices for the 
teaching of English that emerged in this study are crucial because those practices 
shed light on the pivotal role that institutions play in promoting or restricting 
access to the very sources of linguistic input for English learners: the English 
speakers and school contexts in which the English language is used. This section 
showed that, access to English, which includes access to English speakers and 
content areas in which English is used, did not solely depend on the individual 
student participants’ willingness to learn English.

Traditionally, opportunities for linguistic input and access to native speakers 
have been taken for granted in the study of Second Language Acquisition. How-
ever, this study showed that those opportunities were prearranged for English 
learners through their placement in the ESL track with other English learners. In 
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turn, this set of arrangements resulted in the structure of contexts that were not 
necessarily conducive to plentiful linguistic input from native speakers of Eng-
lish.

The discussion included in this section concludes the present chapter in this 
study. Based on the findings displayed in this and the preceding two sections, I 
will present the conclusions and recommendations that finalize this dissertation 
in the next chapter.



VI
Conclusions & Recommendations

Conclusions

This study documented a collection of language practices specifically imple-
mented for the teaching of English as a Second Language in a public urban high 
school in Arizona. The purpose of this study was to investigate individual experi-
ences of four Mexican immigrant students in a beginning English as a Second lan-
guage classroom to understand how they are situated in specific social, historical, 
and cultural contexts and how those contexts may impact their language learning 
experiences.

I chose to rely on elements of sociocultural approaches to the study of lan-
guage and literacy because doing so enabled me to depart from deficit views and 
second language acquisition (SLA) theories that center exclusively on cognitive 
and psychological features of learners and learning (characteristic of much psy-
chological SLA research). The research questions that guided this study were:

What language practices take place in a beginning English as a Second Lan-1. 
guage high school classroom? How do those practices relate to second lan-
guage learning?
What are student participants’ perceptions of what it means to be a successful 2. 
English language learner in high school?
What language practices take place at the institutional level for the teaching 3. 
of English to recent immigrant students in high school?
Guided by sociocultural theoretical and conceptual frameworks, I pursued 

three interrelated levels of inquiry to address the research questions described 
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above (see Figure 14). The three specific levels of inquiry were: a) instructional 
language practices in the beginning ESL classroom; b) students’ perceptions of 
their experiences learning English at school; c) language practices for the teach-
ing of English at the larger institutional level (school, district, state).

Figure 14. Three levels of inquiry to document language practices for 
the teaching of English as a Second Language in a public high school

The findings in this study revealed that the intersection of the language practices 
for the teaching of English documented at the three levels of inquiry described 
above resulted in limited access to English for the student participants in this study 
(see Figure 14). I will elaborate on three specific but interrelated aspects of the 
concept of access to English to illustrate this concluding statement in the follow-
ing sections.

First Aspect:

Findings indicated that the language practices documented in the beginning ESL 
classroom overwhelmingly favored an instructional approach to teaching Eng-
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lish referred in the literature as structure-based approach, which emphasized 
learners mastering the forms and structures of the English language. Such an 
instructional approach was realized through the explicit teaching of grammatical 
forms and the direct teaching of lexical items through memorization and direct 
translation of fixed meanings of vocabulary words. “Interactions” and “commu-
nication” in the beginning ESL classroom were characterized as the transfer or 
exchange of known information (see Block, 2003 for a critique on these concepts). 
In this regard, the teacher prompted oral exchanges in the classroom through the 
use of “non-authentic questions” (see Lightbrown & Spada, 2006 for a review) 
and other instructional techniques that resulted in a discourse form known in 
the literature as Initiation-Response-Evaluation (IRE) (see Cazden, 1988; Mehan, 
1979; Van Lier, 1996).

Within a framework of participation in communities of practice, the ESL teacher, 
as the only expert user of English in the ESL classroom, missed opportunities to 
promote a language learning environment that sought the teaching of more than 
the formal aspects of the English language itself.

The ESL teacher could have promoted a language learning environment 
through guided participation that led to language use. By so doing, the ESL teacher 
could have addressed the fact that because the student participants were newcom-
ers to the English-speaking community, they needed opportunities to take on 
practices that modeled ways in which more experienced users of English engaged. In 
addition, such guided participation could have led the student participants to not 
only transfer know information in English but also to construct, communicate, 
and negotiate for meanings, all of this situated in particular socially constructed 
practices.

Through guided participation, the student participants could have also had 
opportunities to appropriate linguistic knowledge necessary for them to accom-
plish the following social purposes: (a) be apprenticed into “the ways” of given 
communities of English users at school or in other contexts; (b) be recognized 
as legitimate potential members into those communities; and (c) have opportu-
nities to master knowledge and skills required for newcomers to gradually move 
toward full participation in the sociocultural practices of those communities of 
English users.

Instead, because teaching linguistic forms was the highest priority in the 
ESL classroom, the ESL teacher missed opportunities to model and elaborate on 
discourse types beyond those that resembled the I-R-E pattern documented in 
this study. As Gibbons (2002) has shown, the teacher could have created learn-
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ing environments through which she mediated two levels of discourse during 
communication: on one hand, the current levels of the students’ knowledge and 
second language abilities and on the other, the broader knowledge into which 
they were being apprenticed in the language they were learning. By so doing, 
the teacher could have prompted scaffolding interactions (i.e. strategically posing 
questions) and provided the student participants with crucial opportunities to 
produce extended stretches of discourse for themselves and opportunities for 
‘stretched’ language – the sort of language used when a learner is pushed to the 
outer limits of what she is able to say (Gibbons, 2008).

Aligned with Gibbons’ (2002) proposal, Edelsky, Smith, and Faltis (2008) 
illustrate that by engaging in instructional approaches that incorporate aspects 
of language use, the ESL teacher could have assisted the student participants not 
only by providing explicit support in terms of explicit teaching of rules and forms, 
vocabulary lists, etc. but also by generating in-class experiences that demand 
engagement in language-use activities that stretch students’ language abilities. In 
so doing, the student participants could have had more opportunities to produce 
oral and written language, “exchange and question information, express wonder 
and doubts, make guesses and declarations, express feelings and appreciate sur-
prises” (p. 48). That is, to stretch language to get more language.

In this study, access to English involved not only the permission, ability, or 
freedom to formally learn aspects of a linguistic system (i.e. English phonology, 
morphology, syntax, semantics, and pragmatics). Access to English also involved 
the students’ participation in distinctive ways of using language (what Gee 2004 
calls Discourses) embedded in social practices. In this context, the pedagogical 
approach for language teaching reflected in the language practices documented 
in the beginning ESL classroom provided the student participants with limited 
access to English as discussed in this particular section.

On the other hand, the language practices for the teaching of English enacted 
by the ESL teacher were influenced by a prescribed ESL curriculum she was 
required to implement by state and district institutional entities. The ESL cur-
riculum reflected two foci: the first was a theoretical conception of language and 
second language acquisition in the form of formal knowledge of linguistic rules 
and forms. The second was the performance of a fixed inventory of discrete skills 
that language learners were expected to master.

Critics of such an approach argue that this conception of Second Language 
Acquisition is limited because it tends to separate off, and to a certain extent 
decontextualize, knowledge of the formal language system from its social uses 
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(Cook, 2000). It also fails to account for sociolinguistic dimensions of language 
(Firth & Wagner, 1997). In an extensive critique, Block (2003) explains that theo-
retical and instructional approaches to second language acquisition that focus 
almost exclusively on the development of linguistic forms “…are hardly likely to 
develop much of the learner’s communicative competence in the sense of devel-
oping socially constituted linguistic knowledge” (p. 72).

This criticism is extremely important to contextualize language learning in 
school contexts as a social process that is not separated from particular social 
practices (Schleppegrell, 2004). Learning in high school is all about learning the 
content of academic content-areas and academic disciplines (i.e. physics, math-
ematics, chemistry, etc.), which are human creations that represent specialized 
practices, tools, and language that members participating in multiple real or 
imagined communities of practice use to represent and create certain meanings 
(Gee, 2004; Faltis & Coulter, 2008). Within those communities of practice, aca-
demic language embodies a historically changing set of distinctive social prac-
tices in which content is generated, debated, and transformed through certain 
distinctive ways of thinking, talking, valuing, acting, and, often, writing and 
reading (Gee, 2004).

With this understanding, researchers have put forward a different concep-
tualization of second language acquisition as knowledge of the formal language 
system embedded in the situated social contexts that realize linguistic choices 
(Halliday, 1994; Martin, 1992; Schleppegrell, 2004). For instance, Schleppegrell 
(2004) argues that rather than analyzing linguistic structures in isolation or as 
abstract entities, there is a need to help language learners identify the configura-
tion of grammatical structures which is typical of, or expected in, different school 
contexts (including the content areas) and link those linguistic choices with their 
social purposes. In addition, Schleppegrell (2004) argues that doing so… “can 
reveal how the context of schooling is realized in the language used in the texts 
and tasks that constitute classroom practices” (p. 45).

In this vein, the language practices reflected at the classroom level and pro-
moted at the institutional level resulted in limited access to English for the stu-
dent participants since they did not necessarily contribute to what Schleppegrell 
(2004) considers crucial: “students need to gain social experience with the ways 
of using language that are expected at school and greater understanding of the 
linguistic resources available to construe new knowledge” (p. 17).
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Second Aspect:

This study documented aspects of the relationship between language and identity 
through the students’ experiences learning English. Until recent years, the rela-
tionship between language and identity had not been considered relevant in the 
study of second language acquisition, and is insufficiently addressed in teacher 
preparation programs. For that reason, it is important to contextualize what the 
school as an institution and the teacher as an individual did or did not do in rela-
tion to this aspect of learning a new language.

Gee (2004) points out that, for some people learning a new language may 
represent a more significant loss in terms of a disassociation from their home 
and community-based culture. Sometimes it represents a feeling of opposition 
or hostility between the new identity they are being asked to assume and other 
identities they are already comfortable with. Thus, it was crucial that the teacher 
played an active mediating role in helping her students negotiate their conflicting 
perceptions about what learning English at school entailed as it related to their 
identities and affiliations to a particular group of Spanish speakers and their per-
ceptions about joining new communities of students in which English was the 
dominant language.

It was evident that the ESL teacher effectively drew from the student par-
ticipants’ linguistic backgrounds to realize her instructional goals. However, she 
missed the opportunity to play an active role in creating conditions that encour-
aged the student participants to use the language they were beginning to learn 
in the classroom. By doing so, the ESL teacher could have reassured the student 
participants that taking on new ways of using language (English) aligned with 
the conventions of a different student community, did not necessarily require 
them to renounce to their identity as affiliation to their Spanish-speaking group. 
In fact, the ESL teacher could have taken advantage of the linguistic and cultural 
backgrounds she shared with her students to serve as a model language learner 
because she had successfully acquired English as an additional linguistic resource 
which allowed her to change locations within and across different communities 
of speakers for different purposes while she still maintained her first language.

On a different but related aspect of identity and language learning, this study, 
like others included in the review of the literature section, showed that for many 
language learners learning a new language involves taking on new identities and 
joining new communities of people who use that language. However, as Lave and 
Wenger (1991) point out, participation in social groups always involves issues of 
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access and power. In this dissertation, the student participants experienced inter-
personal relationships with members of a particular English-speaking student 
community that were conflicting and convoluted, which prevented access to the 
members of that community and therefore to their linguistic practices.

Faltis & Coulter (2008) summarized research on effective ways to address 
the needs of English at the secondary level. That body of research suggests that 
school must ensure through different mechanisms that “[it] pays attention to peer 
social capital to foster positive intergroup relations and interaction across ethnic 
and social class groupings” (p. 17) (see chapter one for a review). Nevertheless, the 
data that I collected for this study suggested that there was no such mechanism in 
place, at least not at the classroom or at the school levels, which addressed these 
aspects of identity and language learning.

Understanding the relationship between language and identity is important 
because doing so may allow researchers and teachers to dispel common negative 
depictions of language learners. For instance, along with conflicting interpersonal 
relationships, I documented that the student participants’ affiliation to a particu-
lar community of Spanish speakers involved linguistic behaviors that required 
the virtually exclusive use of the language that signaled their membership to that 
particular group (in this case, Spanish). This is important since behaviors like 
these have traditionally been interpreted as a lack of motivation or desire to learn 
a new language on the students’ part. Instead we should consider them as part 
of the process many language learners go through as they negotiate aspects of 
language and identity that are enmeshed with learning a new language in school 
contexts.

Third Aspect:

Access to English requires the explicit sharing of existing resources (belief sys-
tems, languages, environments), including people and the social practices they 
engage in. Nevertheless, the institutional practices documented in this study did 
not accomplish this goal. Instead, institutional practices (a) promoted the sort-
ing of individuals based on their language backgrounds and language abilities as 
determined by standardized measures of language proficiency; (b) resulted in 
the implementation of a separate curricular track for English learner students; 
(c) resulted in the extreme reduction of contact between English learner students 
and English proficient students; and (d) resulted in the virtual elimination of 
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provisions and accommodations that individual schools could structure for the 
teaching of English from which English language learners could benefit.

This study shows that the intersection of the institutional practices described 
above resulted in limited access to English as they restricted the student par-
ticipants from being in contact with the very source of linguistic input: English 
speakers and academic and school contexts in which they use English. The insti-
tutional arrangements for teaching English that I documented involved practices 
that contradicted the tendency in second language acquisition research to take 
for granted the idea that language learners have plentiful linguistic input from 
native speakers of English at school. Findings suggest that learning, or not learn-
ing, English in school contexts does not solely depend on the learners’ psycho-
logical characteristics (i.e. motivation) but also depends on how institutional 
arrangements foster or restrict access to people and school contexts that may be 
conducive to learning English.

From a sociocultural stance, this study pointed out the high stakes and the 
social implications that learning or not learning English carries for large numbers 
of young people. Findings in this study shed light on the fact that English, beyond 
its linguistic properties, was used as a symbolic instrument based upon which 
high school students were sorted and gained access to certain people and school-
ing experiences and denied others. Acquiring English, not simply as a linguistic 
system but as symbolic capital, may have provided the student participants and 
hundreds of their English learner peers access to different school experiences and 
may have afforded them significantly different paths in their advancement toward 
educational and economic opportunities further in life.

Summary

In summary, this study provided an analysis of language practices documented 
at three levels of inquiry: a) instructional language practices in the beginning 
ESL classroom; b) students’ perceptions of their experiences learning English at 
school; and c) language practices for the teaching of English at the larger institu-
tional level (school, district, state), resulted in limited access to English for the 
student participants. It is important refer to the conceptual framework to inter-
pret this concluding statement to contextualize what the concept of access to 
English entails.
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On the Student Participants

The students who participated in this study followed different paths at the end of 
the school year 2007-2008. Karla and Ana enrolled in 11th and 10th grades at WHS 
the following school year. Although they had not exited out of the ESL program 
at WHS, they both had advanced to the next level of English (intermediate) that 
comprised the ESL program according to the English proficiency assessment they 
were administered by the district.

During the 2008-2009 school year, Karla and Ana had been placed in an alter-
native English Language Development (ELD) model that the school district in 
which they were enrolled had proposed to the state, which had mandated a four-
hour ELD model for all English learners in Arizona (see chapter 5, assertion 3 for 
reference). Because of the proposed model, Karla and Ana were scheduled to take 
four hours of English classes a day. However, one of those hours - the reading com-
ponent of the model - was realized through one content area class, physical science 
for Ana and social studies for Karla. Both Karla and Ana were placed again in Ms. 
Hernandez’s ESL classroom, who was assigned to teach the Grammar and Read-
ing/Writing components of the ELD program now at the intermediate level (basic 
level in the new model) for that school year. Both students were placed with Ms. 
Hernandez for two out of their four-hour ESL schedule in the new school year.

During interviews Karla and Ana expressed their desires to learn English, 
obtain their high school diplomas, and continue on to higher education. Karla 
told me during interviews that she found school difficult because she did not 
speak English well and she needed to pass both the language and the academic 
achievement tests. Moreover, Karla mentioned that she did not like the fact that 
she had to take some classes that were taught in Spanish because she had already 
taken those in Mexico. Therefore, she sometimes found school boring and she felt 
she was not learning anything new. Nevertheless, Karla said to me that she was 
aware of the fact that she needed to take advantage of the opportunity that she 
had to go to school in the U.S. and learn English so that she could find a well pay-
ing job later in life, either in the U.S. or in Mexico.

Similarly, Ana mentioned that she believed that by obtaining the highest level 
of education coupled with developing the ability to use Spanish and English would 
give her an advantage when she had to compete for jobs. She mentioned that she 
felt that there were more opportunities for her to get a good job and improve her 
economic situation in the U.S. than in Mexico. Nonetheless, she also mentioned that 
she was aware that she might have to change her plans for the future because the 
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opportunity to stay in the country depended on her mother having a job in the U.S., 
which was difficult in the economic and immigration environments at the time.

Sandra and Gisela completed their coursework for the 2007-2008 school year 
and they dropped out of school shortly after that. Sandra and Gisela, as Karla and 
Ana did, both had advanced to the next level of English (second out of four levels) 
that comprised the ESL program according to the English proficiency assessment 
they were administered by the district. However, the score they obtained in the 
language proficiency assessment was not enough to exit out the ESL program.

Sandra had stated during interviews that she wanted to go back to Mexico 
because she missed her family and because her expectations about learning English 
in one year as she had been told were not met. In fact, Sandra felt that her experiences 
relating to other students at school had been conflicting because she did not feel wel-
come and thus, she rarely had opportunities to learn how to speak English.

Sandra said during interviews that she felt that it was crucial for her to look 
for opportunities to further her education and that she did not believe she could 
accomplish that in the U.S. because she had failed both the language assessment 
and the academic achievement tests while at WHS because she did not know 
enough English. For that reason, she felt that it was better to go back to Mexico 
and try there. She was hoping to finish high school and look into opportunities to 
go to college.

Likewise, Gisela dropped out of school right after completing the 2007-2008 
school year and she did not return to any of the schools in the district. Gisela had 
told me during interviews that she did not enjoy going to school at WHS because she 
found it boring and because she felt that she was not learning much, especially in 
her biology class. Gisela said to me that she knew that during the 2008-2009 school 
year she would have to take the academic assessment corresponding to science 
mandated by the state. However, she felt that even though she understood the con-
tent of her biology class because she could use books that were written in Spanish, 
she did not feel that she could pass the test because it was written in English. She 
added that she had already failed the reading and writing sections of the academic 
proficiency test that she was given during the 2007-2008 school year. Therefore, she 
did not believe she was going to do well if she stayed in school next year.

I have not been able to contact either Sandra or Gisela since the conclusion 
of this study, despite the fact that we exchanged e-mail addresses and I tried to 
contact them through that medium several times. I am not certain whether San-
dra and Gisela went back to Mexico, but according to school records they did not 
enroll at WHS or in any other school in the district.
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Limitations of the Study

One limitation of this study was that the in-depth understanding of the teacher’s 
perspectives about her teaching practices was not the primary goal in this study. 
I recognize, as Lightbrown and Spada (2006) point out, that many teachers work 
in school environments which emphasize linguistic forms and accuracy that vir-
tually excludes spontaneous language use in the classroom. However, I did not 
fully pursue this line of inquiry because doing so would have required for me 
to respond to different research questions than the ones that guided this study. 
Thus, this study was limited as it relates to the inclusion of a broader data base for 
the interpretation of the teacher’s actions during her instructional practice.

A second limitation of this study relates to the singular context in which I col-
lected data. I was unable to observe student participants in all of their classes and 
other school activities because they each had different schedules and took classes 
in various classrooms at any given time. This made it difficult to observe the stu-
dents in their total school contexts. Additionally, I did not document the student 
participants’ experiences outside school contexts. Doing so would have provided 
a more complete picture about how and with whom the student participants in 
this study used English and Spanish in contexts outside school.

A third limitation of this study speaks to time constraints. I was unable to allo-
cate more than three hours a day to spend time with the student participants at 
West High School because of my own work-related duties. This fact relates to the 
second limitation I stated in this section since the amount of time I had available 
prevented me from collecting data on participants’ experiences in other contexts.

Yet another limitation of this study refers to the fact that I did not document 
perspectives of other students with whom the participants in this study inter-
acted. Specifically, I did not document the perspectives of those students whom 
I describe in chapter five and with whom the student participants developed 
conflicting relationships during school interactions. If I had included the per-
spectives of other students and other people with whom the student participants 
interacted, I believe I could have gained a richer insight into important dynamics 
at the school level that might have impacted the student participants’ experiences 
learning English at WHS.

With the concluding interpretation of the findings, the brief note on the 
student participants, and the description of limitations of this study, I will now 
provide some recommendations aligned to the findings in this study in the next 
section.
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Recommendations

This section comprises the recommendations that originated from the findings 
of this study.

In Regards to Teacher Preparation and 
Teacher Education Programs.

I recommend that teacher preparation and teacher education programs promote 
theoretical and pedagogical approaches that seek the teaching of more than the 
formal aspects of the English language itself because of the limitations associated 
with those approaches. Instead, programs that prepare secondary ESL English 
teachers to work with English learners ought to incorporate a theoretical and ped-
agogical knowledge base that puts forward sociocultural dimensions of second 
language acquisition and their relationship to the socially constituted practices 
realized in high schools.

In order to address this recommendation, I advise increased attention to a 
body of literature presented by Margaret Hawkins (2004). The edited volume 
put forward by Hawkins is a foundational body of literature that comprises a 
sociocultural approach to language learning and teacher education. According to 
Hawkins, this edited volume responds to the call of language teacher educators 
to reconceptualize and redefine their practices “within the emergent shift of per-
spective in the fields of second language acquisition and applied linguistics from 
viewing language learning as an isolated individual phenomenon to viewing it as 
one inherently embedded in and shaped by situated social interactions” (p. 3).

The incorporation of a sociocultural approach to language learning and teacher 
education is appropriate to address the fact that in addition to instructional strat-
egies for the teaching of forms and structures of English, teachers need to know 
that the linguistic forms and choices English speakers make are associated with 
the use of language to construct, communicate, and negotiate for meanings, all of 
these situated in particular socially constructed practices. With this understand-
ing, teachers need to know that they play a crucial role in creating opportuni-
ties for English learners to have access to English as it relates to opportunities to 
appropriate linguistic knowledge necessary for them to (1) be apprenticed into 
“the ways” of given communities of English users at school or in other contexts; 
and (2) have opportunities to master knowledge and skills required for newcomers 
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to gradually move toward full participation in the sociocultural practices of those 
communities of English users. Additionally, teachers need to know that they play 
a crucial role in bridging the cultural and linguistic knowledge and resources their 
students bring into the classroom and the broader knowledge into which they 
are being apprenticed in the language they are learning. That is, teachers need to 
understand that they play a paramount role in mediating the process of learning 
English within the specialist discourse of school contexts (Gibbons, 2002).

This recommendation aligns to what Faltis, Arias, and Ramirez-Marin (2009) 
found in a review of relevant literature published since 2003 on what all teachers 
working with language learners need to know and be able to do. Of particular 
interest for the context of this study is the identification of specific recommenda-
tions for teachers at the secondary school (see Bunch, Lotan, Valdés, & Cohen, 
2005; Faltis & Coulter,2008; Freeman, Freeman, & Mercuri, 2003; Valdés, Bunch, 
Snow, & Lee, 2005; Walqui, 2008). Such body of literature recommends that sec-
ondary school teachers who work with language learners should have an under-
standing of sociocultural dimensions of second language acquisition (specifically 
as it relates to identity and participation) so that they better understand how ado-
lescents become proficient in a second language while they are learning academic 
content and how that process is tantamount to creating and developing new iden-
tities as members of academic disciplines that comprise them (Faltis et. al, 2009)

In Regards to English as a Second Language Curricula

The language practices for the teaching of English enacted by the ESL teacher in 
this study were influenced by an ESL curriculum she was required to implement 
in her classroom. Such ESL curriculum reflected two foci: the first was a theoreti-
cal conception of language and second language acquisition in the form of formal 
knowledge of linguistic rules and forms. The second was the performance of a fixed 
inventory of discrete skills that language learners were expected to master.

Concurrent to my previous recommendation, I advise that curriculum spe-
cialists and language teachers shift from language curricula that promotes almost 
exclusively formal knowledge of linguistic rules and forms and the performance 
of a fixed inventory of discrete skills that language learners are expected to master 
to language curricula that promotes knowledge of the formal language system 
embedded in the situated social contexts that realize linguistic choices (Halliday, 
1994; Martin, 1992; Schleppegrell, 2004). Language curricula should be driven by 
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considerations such as those that Schllepegrell (2004) considers crucial: 1) the 
need to help language learners identify the configuration of grammatical struc-
tures which is typical of, or expected in, different school contexts (including the 
content areas) and link those linguistic choices with their social purposes; and 2) 
the need for students “to gain social experience with the ways of using language 
that are expected at school and greater understanding of the linguistic resources 
available to construe new knowledge” (p. 17).

The literature reviewed by Faltis et al. (2009) also points towards a set of impli-
cations for language curricula. According to that literature, language curricula at 
the secondary level should take the form of Theme-Based Curricula. Faltis et al. 
(2009) summarize the recommendations found in their literature review, which 
points out that secondary teachers of English learners need to be able to organize 
curriculum plans around themes to present concepts, genres, and specialized 
vocabulary in multiple ways within the context of a theme. Faltis et al. (2009) add 
that organizing the curriculum around content-based themes that relate to high 
school enables secondary teachers to support language acquisition in which oral 
and written language intends to develop students’ identities within academic dis-
ciplines (see especially Freeman, Freeman, & Mercuri, 2003 and Faltis & Coulter, 
2007).

In Regards to Language Policy

I recommend that English language education policy in public schools, particu-
larly at the secondary level, be informed by the myriad of resources and infor-
mation available in the literature on effective ways to meet the needs of English 
learners with the goal of improving their educational experiences and academic 
achievement.

In order to achieve that goal, policy makers, district and school adminis-
trators, and teachers working in tandem should draw from resources readily 
available in the literature that range from curricular issues to teacher qualifica-
tions and supports; from fostering of positive group relations in schools to sup-
port for college preparation for English learners; from exemplary high school 
language programs to community and parental involvement (for examples 
see Faltis & Wolfe, 1999; Gibson, Gandara, & Koyama, 2004; Lucas, Henze, 
Donato ,1990; Minicucci, 1995; Oakes, Rogers, & Lipton, 2006; Olsen, 1994; 
Olsen, 1996; 1997).
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In the specific context of Arizona’s language education policy, it is important 
that those involved in the language policy making process pay attention to recom-
mendations released in the year 2006 by the American Institutes of Research. This 
organization reported on a five-year evaluation of the effects of the implementa-
tion of Proposition 227 on the education of ELLs in California (K-12). This evalua-
tive report may be important to understand the effects of language policies on the 
English learner population of the states such as Arizona, which highly restrict the 
use of the students’ primary language and highly prescribe specific instructional 
approaches for the teaching of English. This body of information should be useful 
to improve the English language education approach in Arizona’s public schools 
and the educational experiences of English learners in the state’s schools.

Specific to Arizona’s context, based on the findings presented in this study, it 
is imperative that those who influence language policy draw from what we know 
about teaching English to immigrant and language minority students at the sec-
ondary level in order to achieve the following specific goals for English learners:

Ensure that English learners have access to and are integrated with English 1. 
speakers within school context in which English is used to realize academic 
and other social practices commonly found in high schools.
Ensure that English learners have access to the high school curriculum while 2. 
they learn English
Ensure that English learners have access to higher education curricular 3. 
paths
Put mechanisms in place to promote relationships different groups at school4. 
The recommendations included in this section requires flexibility for teach-

ers, schools, and school districts to plan and make decisions according to the 
needs of particular student populations, as well as sufficient human and eco-
nomic resources. Thus, it is important that those involved in the construction 
of language policy in Arizona pay attention to August and Hakuta (1998), who 
emphasize that “the key issue is not finding a program that works for all children 
and all localities, but rather finding a set of program components that works for 
the children in the community of interest, given the goals, demographics, and 
resources of that community” (p. 147).

Nevertheless, current language and educational policy in Arizona does not 
promote conditions that allow for those specific needs to be addressed. In the 
case of English learners in states such as California, Arizona, and Massachusetts, 
researchers suggest that national, state, and local reforms have aligned in schools 
with large numbers of this student population creating a constraining educa-
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tional ecology to address the particular needs of these students (Gutierrez, 2004; 
Gutiérrez, et al. 2003; Gándara, et al., 2003). In this context, Gutierrez (2004) 
argues that those educational policies have resulted in an impoverished curricu-
lum because of the implementation of “English-only policies, poorly implemented 
Standards-Based Instruction programs, the implemented retention and class-size 
reduction programs, high-stakes testing and accountability programs, and one-
size-fits all reading programs” (p. 21.). Consequently, these approaches have not 
improved the performance of large numbers of English learners either at the state 
or national level (see Gándara et al., 2003; Gutiérrez, Asato, Zavala, Pacheco, & 
Olson, 2003; Rumberger, Callahan, & Gandara, 2003).

In Regards to Further Research

I recommend that the next logical step to follow in regards of the study of lan-
guage learning in school contexts is the implementation of intervention studies 
aimed to trying out what sort of impact the implementation of recommendations 
such as the ones put forward in this section would have in the quality of educa-
tional experiences for language learner students.

Studies such as the one implemented by Cole-Ritchie (2009) can serve as a 
model study to promote changes in the adaptation of instructional, curricular, 
and structural practices to serve English learners. Cole-Ritchie (2009) showed 
how change can occur or be constrained at different levels: a) teacher discursive 
realignment, b) teachers’ instructional practices for English learners, and c) the 
structure of the ESL program.

There is a need for intervention studies to try out the impact that teachers 
who are prepared within the theoretical and pedagogical paradigms put forward 
in this study, might have in changing the experiences available for English learn-
ers in secondary schools. There is also a need for intervention studies that try out 
curricular and institutional modifications aligned with the recommendations put 
forth in this study aimed at improving the experiences for ELLs in high school.
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APPENDIX A

FIELD NOTES FORM

Class:    Time:    Period:

Dimensions of participation in ESL classrooms

Classroom organization Activity Artifacts
Goal of the 

activity
Display knowledge

(Social integration/arrange-
ment of physical environ-
ment. Example: pair-work, 
group-work, individual 
work, etc.)

(example: 
books, works-
heets, videos, 
realia, etc. )

(Form/ 
Meaning/ 
Function)

(example: application 
of grammar rules in 
exercises, carry on a 
conversation using 
certain vocabulary 
words, write a letter, 
etc.)
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APPENDIX B

FIELD NOTES FORM: SCIENCE

Class:     Time:    Period:

Dimensions of participation in ESL science classrooms

Classroom organization Activity Artifacts
Goal of the 

activity
Display knowledge

(Social integration/arrange-
ment of physical environ-
ment. Example: pair-work, 
group-work, individual 
work, etc.)

(example: 
books, works-
heets, videos, 
realia, etc. )

(Form/ 
Meaning/ 
Function)

(example: application 
of grammar rules in 
exercises, carry on a 
conversation using 
certain vocabulary 
words, write a letter, 
etc.)
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APPENDIX C

CODES TO ANALYZE DATA GENERATED FROM INTERVIEWS

Access to Electives and Afterschool activities

Ana’s English learning strategies
Challenges and Virtues of ESL program
Communication between ESL and Content area teachers
Content area teacher’s perception of ESL program
Countering mandates
Description of curriculum
Description of curriculum content area class
Desired changes in teacher/class/school
Differences between alternative four hour model and the state’s model
Four hour model
Goal of the class
Impact of mandates on ESL program
Impact of mandates and policies on content area instruction
Instructional activities
Language use in the classroom - Student’s perceptions
Language use in the classroom -Teacher’s perceptions
Language use in the science class during instructional activities
Language use out-of-school
Language use with friends -lunch time
Learning vocabulary in the science class
Linguistic tensions between immigrant and Mexican/American students
Literacy
Materials
Oral lab and fast-for-word
Placement in the ESL program
Prompts and barriers for learning English at school
Rationale for Four hour model and policies
Read 1-80
Schedule of beginning ESL students
Schooling in Mexico
Sandra’s learning strategies in Dance
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Student’s impressions of Fast-for-Word
Student’s perceptions of teachers at CH
Student’s self-evaluation of language learning
Students Future Plans
Teacher evaluation of students learning
Teacher’s characteristics at CH
Teaching vocabulary in the science class
Testing practices

APPENDIX D

FAMILY OF CODES TITLED LANGUAGE USE
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APPENDIX E

CODING SYSTEM USED FOR THE IMPLEMENTATION OF 
A FUNCTIONAL ANALYSIS OF LANGUAGE SAMPLES

Code    Function

AknlgEN    Acknowledging in English1. 
AknlgSP    Acknowledging in Spanish2. 
ClfEN    Clarifying in English3. 
ClfSP    Clarifying in Spanish4. 
Comp. Sentence   Completing sentence5. 
CrctEN    Correcting in English6. 
CUEN    Checking for understanding in English7. 
CUSP    Checking for understanding in Spanish8. 
DefSP    Providing definition in Spanish9. 
Drt     Directing10. 
EjmpSP    Providing example in Spanish11. 
EliInf    Eliciting information12. 
ExplainEN    Providing explanation in English13. 
ExplainSP    Providing explanation in Spanish14. 
Keeping on task   Keeping students on task15. 
PraisingEN    Praising in English16. 
Pres-infoSP   Presenting information in Spanish17. 
Pres-topicEN   Presenting topic in English18. 
RmdSP    Reminding in Spanish19. 
TrtnEN    Transitioning in English20. 
Tslt    Translatin21. 






